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The Emerging Paradigm of Creativity: A Preface
Scott G. Isaksen
Senior Research Fellow
The Creative Problem Solving Group*

For most of the past 2000 years, creativity was seen as a special, divine, and rare gift. The
source was most often considered outside the control of the individual, stemming from either
the muses or pure serendipity. Within the North American context, Alex Osborn was one
influential individual who challenged the prevailing paradigm. His writing and work has
formed the basis for an entire field of inquiry and practice. The purpose of this preface is to
highlight that specific tradition and case within the emerging discipline of creativity and offer
support for the important work of Istvan Magyari-Beck.
The Discipline Challenge
One subject or discipline rarely addresses most problems that people face today. Real-life
problems and challenges often require the solver to integrate knowledge and skills from a
number of different domains. The challenge is that most knowledge and skills have been
divided and have grown into distinct categories – with their own specialized language,
research, and traditions of practice. Knobel (2005) has indicated that:
One of the foundations upon which scholarly inquiry is based lies in the Aristotelian drive,
through which we seek to take the world around us and break it down into smaller, more
understandable parts. We have pursued this model for roughly 2000 years, and it has
brought great insight into the phenomenological world. Somewhere, though, in the collective
unconscious of the academy, we have always realized that we would have to put things back
together, since the real world is interconnected, messy, and complex. (p.1)
The topic of creativity raises important questions and issues regarding what should be studied
and taught (Isaksen, 1988a;b; Isaksen & Murdock, 1990; Isaksen & Parnes, 1985; Murdock,
2003). The argument has been made elsewhere that creativity is a topic that is
transdisciplinary (Petrie, 1992; Isaksen & Murdock, 1993). It is a subject that is beyond the
traditional disciplines. Interdisciplinary programs and curricula start with the disciplines,
whereas transdisciplinary studies start with an issue or problem, and then through the process
of problem solving and inquiry bring to bear the knowledge within disciplines that contribute
to the solution or resolution.
Of course, any subject that is, by nature, cross-disciplinary contains some risk. Phenix
(1964), in his classic work on Realms of Meaning, indicated:
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The difficulty with cross-disciplinary studies is that they offer a temptation to shallow, nondisciplined thinking because of their mixture of methods and concepts involved. They require
more knowledge and skill, greater care, and better mastery of materials than do studies
within a particular discipline, where the lines of productive thought may be kept more directly
and continually in view. (p. 319)
With this warning in mind, the traditional structure of the disciplines is being challenged. A
new era of academic entrepreneurship is emerging within contemporary higher education,
particularly within science and technology (Siler, 2007). Debates and scholarly exchanges are
occurring on the current nature of knowledge itself (Meusburger, Welker & Wunder, 2008).
Within this context, the need for deliberate understanding and application of creativity
remains a high priority.
The field of creativity studies, or as Magyari-Beck has called it, creatology, must avoid the
risks, and move inquiry and practice forward. The field must have some clear and productive
conceptual frameworks that are generally accepted and provide insight into how ideas and
constructs interrelate – as well as how inquiry might best be conducted.
The purpose of this preface is to provide a comprehensive summary of the work accomplished
through the Center for Studies in Creativity (CSC) within the first 30 years of its history. This
work offers a specific case and is set within the North American context. This case example
can offer helpful insights and implications for the future vista for creativity research and
practice. It should become clear that the groundbreaking work done by Magyari-Beck plays
an important role for the future. Further, his book offers an excellent example of how two
disciplines can be reformed to advance inquiry and practice in both.
The American Context for Creativity
Interest in understanding human creativity has certainly existed for quite some time. For the
purposes of this preface, it may be helpful to consider the concepts of creativity from a
twentieth-century perspective. This will provide an understanding of the historical context
surrounding the development and formation of the specific case of the Center. Although there
was some notable interest in creativity found in the American literature of the 19th century,
the primary focus was upon genius and eminence. The year 1950 was a key turning point in
the creativity literature. The presidential address of J. P. Guilford (1950) to the American
Psychological Association is often identified as a critical event that encouraged creativity
research and initiated many of the current paradigms for understanding creativity. Guilford’s
work on understanding human aptitudes was well connected to the ideas and work of both
Spearman and Thurstone and their broadening and clarification of the concept of human
intelligence.
Another related area of development included the work of Donald W. MacKinnon and others
at Berkeley’s Institute for Personality Assessment and Research (IPAR). This work,
supported by the Carnegie Foundation, was an outgrowth of even earlier work during World
War II of the Office of Strategic Services and a major project designed to identify creative
leadership. MacKinnon’s work was greatly influenced by Henry Murray of Harvard
University. Murray had influenced many other academic scholars including Morris Stein,
Jacob Getzels, and Frank Barron, among others. A major emphasis within this line of work
was to identify the psychological characteristics of creative people. Following the war,
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MacKinnon and Barron continued their work within IPAR and Stein established a center for
research at the University of Chicago (also with the support of the Carnegie Foundation and
John Gardner).
Another pioneering creativity scholar emerged during the 1940’s. E. Paul Torrance
conducted some early research into the creativity of Air Force pilots and crews during World
War II and founded a line of research first at the University of Minnesota and later, at the
University of Georgia. Torrance was concerned with the assessment and development of
creativity skills and is well known for his development of the Torrance Tests of Creative
Thinking.
Two major series of creativity conferences started in 1955. One series of annual conferences
will be described in more detail under a later section of this paper. Another series of
conferences was sponsored by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and driven by the work
of Calvin W. Taylor at the University of Utah (Taylor & Barron, 1963; Taylor, 1964a & b;
Taylor & Williams, 1966; Taylor, 1972). Taylor, a student of Thurstone’s, was also
concerned about the identification and development of a broader array of human talents. He
received support for his conferences from the NSF because of the importance of the
identification and development of creative scientific talent. These conferences provided one
of the very few opportunities to gather those who were committed to creativity research and
development.
Arnold Toynbee (1964) has summed up the major thrust of these conferences as well as the
general milieu of the times. His work as a British historian is well known. His major thesis
was that the well being of a civilization depends on its ability to respond successfully to both
human and environmental challenges. He wrote:
America’s need, and the world’s need, today is a new burst of American pioneering, and this
time not just within the confines of a single continent but all round the globe…The spirit that
is needed for embarking on this mission is the spirit of the nineteenth century American
Christian missionaries. If this spirit is to prevail, America must treasure and foster all the
creative ability that she has in her. (p.9)
Clearly, the work done in Buffalo was influenced by a variety of activities of others as well as
the social and cultural context of the times. The next section focuses on the work done in
Buffalo and the founding of the Center for Studies in Creativity (CSC).
The Case of the Center for Studies in Creativity
There have been three major periods of research and development activity at the CSC since its
founding at Buffalo State College by Sidney Parnes in 1967 through the late nineties. The
first major period springs from the early efforts at the University of Buffalo and the work of
Alex Osborn and covers the 1950’s, 60’s and 70’s. This first period includes the founding
efforts of the academic program and can be described as the formative years of the Center.
The second period spans the decade of the 1980’s and is characterized by the building of the
academic program and the establishment of the CSC as an integral unit within the College.
This second wave can be distinguished from the other two because of the primary focus on
the academic program as an independent entity. The CSC entered its third major period of
activity during the decade of the 1990’s. That period was characterized by clarification and
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growth in its programs of research, service, and education. The third wave included increased
attention to taking a more active international role in improving our understanding of
creativity and its many applications.
In each of the following sections, academic, service and research activities will be described.
Within each section, the major wave of research and development will be outlined and
defined. The key developments and outcomes of each wave will also be identified.
The first wave of research and development
The CSC had its early beginnings within the broad vision and work of Alex F. Osborn (1942,
1948, 1952a&b, 1953). Osborn had envisioned the importance of developing academic
programs devoted to the study and nurture of creative talent. As a senior partner in the
advertising organization of Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn, he was concerned with the
development and use of creative potential. He became personally convinced that the only
way to encourage the development of creative potential was to bring a more creative trend to
American education. This provided the vision for the founding of the Creative Education
Foundation (CEF) by Osborn in 1954.
Academic Program. Early work was initiated at the University of Buffalo and, in 1949, the
first experimental course on creative problem solving was taught within the Millard Fillmore
College. In 1955, the first annual Creative Problem Solving Institute (CPSI) was held.
Academic work continued at the University of Buffalo during the 1950’s under the direction
of Sidney J. Parnes.
Parnes and his colleagues moved to Buffalo State College (BSC), one of the 64 campuses of
the State University of New York, in 1967, through the agreement by the College to offer two
graduate workshops and provide office space. Arrangements were also made to host the
annual Creative Problem Solving Institutes (CPSI) at BSC starting in 1969. Early research
and development was co-sponsored by the CEF, BSC, and the US Office of Education and
focused on developing creative thinking skills through programmed instruction (Parnes,
1966). In 1968, the CEF worked with the Buffalo Public Schools to assess the
programmability of the teaching of creative-thinking skills. Later that year, plans were made
to establish the creative studies collection. This unique collection of books and resources is
dedicated to the topics of creativity and innovation and is housed within the E. H. Butler
Library at BSC. The creative studies collection includes an archival collection of key
research projects, records and publications, books in general circulation, an extensive
collection of theses and dissertations on microform and a dedicated reference collection of
books and other resources on creativity.
The Creative Studies Project at BSC began with a pilot program in 1969, and then a foursemester series of undergraduate creative studies courses for the experimental group followed.
This two-year experimental project provided enough empirical support for the undergraduate
coursework to enable the college to approve the addition of them to regular credit-bearing
elective status in 1972 (Noller & Parnes, 1972; Parnes & Noller, 1971; Parnes & Noller,
1972a&b; Parnes & Noller, 1973; Parnes, 1987; and Reese, Treffinger, Parnes & Kaltsounis,
1976). The next major addition to the academic program was the development and approval
of the Master of Science degree program by the State University of New York and the BSC in
1975. This graduate program was unique in that its focus was on creativity and innovation.
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The formal establishment of the Interdisciplinary Center for Creative Studies at BSC in 1976
was the culmination of a great deal of earlier work at the University of Buffalo and also under
the auspices of the CEF at BSC. Just as Osborn was named the founder of the CEF, Sid
Parnes and Ruth Noller have been identified as the founders of the CSC, representing the first
generation of senior academics at the College to focus deliberately and explicitly on
creativity.
Service activities. The majority of service provided to the community was channeled
through the CEF and the annual CPSI’s. Faculty of the Center provided leadership in
designing and evaluating the CPSI Springboard programs in which participants were taught
the basic approach to the Osborn-Parnes CPS model. Efforts were extended to provide a
number of satellite CPSI programs in locations other than Buffalo. Center faculty also played
a major role in the administration of this annual event involving 400 - 600 people per year.
CPSI represented the major outlet for the national and international outreach of the CSC.
Research activities. In terms of the history of the Center, the most significant research
activities included the early training effectiveness studies conducted by Parnes and his
associates evaluating the effects of creative problem solving programs and methods (Meadow
& Parnes, 1959; Meadow, Parnes & Reese, 1959; Parnes, 1961 & 1963; Parnes & Meadow,
1959 & 1960) and the Creative Studies Project.
It should be noted that there was a high degree of synergy between the service and research
programs. For example, the National Advisory Board for the Creative Studies Project
included BSC faculty from the disciplines of Philosophy, Mathematics, Education, as well as
the Child Study Center, Industrial Arts and the Counseling and Guidance unit. In addition a
diversity of other members served on the National Advisory Board including:
B. Frank Brown, Director of the Institute for Development of Educational Activities
Jere Clark, Professor of Economics, Southern Connecticut State College
Dan Goldstien, President of Creative Marketing Inc.
John Gowan, Professor of Education at San Fernando Valley State College
J. P. Guilford, Professor of Psychology at University of Southern California
Harry Hensen, Malcolm P. McNair Professor of Marketing at Harvard University
Harold Harding, Benedict Professor of Speech at the University of Texas - El Paso
Winslow Hatch, Former Director of the U. S. Department of HEW
Joseph McPherson, Research Associate at the Stanford Research Institute
Donald W. MacKinnon, Professor of Psychology at the U. C. Berkeley
Joseph Manch, Superintendent of Buffalo Public Schools
Ross Mooney, Professor of Education at the Ohio State University
Leo Moore, Professor in the Alfred P. Sloan School of Management, MIT
Chester Neudling, Research Associate from the Organization and Administrative Studies
Branch - HEW
Patrick Nicholson, Vice President of the University of Houston
James Smith, Professor of Education at the SUNY College at Oswego
Calvin Taylor, Professor of Psychology at the University of Utah
E. Paul Torrance, Head of the Department of Educational Psychology at the University of
Georgia
Albert Upton, Director of General Studies at Whittier College
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Frank Williams, Director of the Creativity and National Schools Project
These members of the advisory board would often interact with each other and hold research
panel discussions within CPSI. In fact, it was very likely that the whole idea of the Creative
Studies Project was discussed as early as the 1960’s during a few research panel discussions
held at CPSI.
The major thrust to the program of research within the founding years of the academic
program could be characterized as establishing the possibility that creative ability could be
deliberately developed. In short, the Creative Studies Project provided the necessary
empirical support for the inclusion of the creative studies courses into the undergraduate
curriculum and the foundation for a great deal of future research and development. In
addition, the publications and involvement of so many others in the research project helped to
firmly establish the assertion that creativity was something that could be deliberately
developed and nurtured. The research, the activities of the CEF, and the coursework and
academic programs at BSC became a resource for many others interested in studying and
developing creativity.
Key Developments and Outcomes. The major developments within the Center provided the
building of a basic instructional infrastructure that was based on a model of creative problem
solving. These included the publication of a book of readings (Parnes & Harding, 1962) and
an instructor’s manual and student workbook (Parnes, 1966) for institutes and programs.
Later, these materials were revised and published as the Creative Behavior Guidebook and the
Creative Behavior Workbook (Parnes, 1967a&b). The Journal of Creative Behavior, the first
quarterly journal of its kind, was published by the CEF in 1967.
Following the completion of the Creative Studies Project and the development of the
academic and service areas, Parnes and his colleagues revised and updated their instructional
program (Parnes, Noller & Biondi, 1977; Noller, Parnes & Biondi, 1976). This instructional
program has become known as the Osborn-Parnes approach to creative problem solving and
is well established in the research activities of other scholars (Basadur, Graen & Green, 1982;
Cramond, Martin & Shaw, 1990; Rose & Lin, 1984; Torrance, 1972, 1986 & 1987; and
Shack, 1993). Aside from providing an instructional program that was embraced by a variety
of researchers and practitioners, the developers of this approach attempted to provide popular
versions of this view of creative problem solving (Noller, 1977; Parnes, 1981) for more widescale diffusion. It was during this first major wave of research and development that the close
working relationship between the CSC and the CEF was developed and flourished.
The second wave of research and development
The majority of the early work at the CSC was primarily the undertaking of only two full-time
faculty members (Sidney Parnes and Ruth Noller). Donald Treffinger, whose major attention
was focused on strengthening the graduate program, joined them in the late 1970’s. He also
added an emphasis on the teaching of the gifted and talented within the graduate program.
Nearly all the auxiliary support services were funded and provided by the CEF, an
independent not-for-profit foundation. There were many important accomplishments during
this first wave. Establishing the Center as a viable academic unit within the college became
the major focus of attention during the second major phase of development. Parnes and his
colleagues had “given birth” to the undergraduate and graduate instructional programs. It was
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during the second wave of research and development that the CSC went through its
“adolescence.” It was during this time-frame that its two founding senior faculty retired, new
faculty were hired, the CEF made a speedy transition off campus, and the CSC began its
search for its independent and unique academic identity.
Academic Program. The original sequence of undergraduate courses was packaged as a
minor program, allowing regular undergraduate students from a variety of disciplines to enroll
in up to 18 credit hours of creative studies classes. This effort was approved in 1982. After
conducting a thorough evaluation of the Master’s degree program during the 1984-85
academic year, the main attention of the faculty turned to making its three-dimensional
mission of education, service and research more explicit. The Center’s formal mission
statement was written and accepted by the college administration in 1983. To reflect the
major purpose of the Center, the name was formally changed from the Interdisciplinary
Center for Creative Studies to the Center for Studies in Creativity in 1985. The graduate
certificate program, allowing those interested in taking graduate coursework but unable to
enroll in the full 30-hour Master’s program, to take 18 hours of graduate classes, was
approved in 1987. The creation of this new academic credential provided increased
“portability” of our coursework for those interested in pursuing serious study and inquiry.
Service Activities. Following the formation of the academic program, the CEF moved its
headquarters off campus in 1985, and the CSC placed a greater emphasis on fitting into the
university context and becoming more involved in the college community. Despite the
absence of the offices of CEF on campus, the faculty continued to provide a great deal of
service through the auspices of its Annual CPSI’s. For example, faculty of the Center
organized a “Frontiers in Creativity Research Symposium Series” during the 1984 and 1985
CPSI’s. This series involved those who were planning and conducting some of the most
important creativity research of the eighties (see Isaksen, 1987).
The CEF also initiated the Research Fellowship Program and the Alex F. Osborn (AFO)
Visiting Professorship Program during 1986. The fellowship program involved the Center
faculty in evaluating and providing limited funding to promising research projects for three
years. The AFO Professorship was initiated to provide support for visiting researchers and,
although no longer financially supported by the CEF, continued to support an international
level of creativity scholarship. We were honored to have had earlier visits from Istvan
Magyari-Beck and appointed him an Alex F. Osborn Visiting Professor in 1991.
It was during this second wave of development that the faculty began to provide service
through other outlets and activities. Donald Treffinger founded The Center for Creative
Learning (CCL) in 1981. The author and colleagues founded The Creative Problem Solving
Group – Buffalo (CPSB) in 1982. These and other activities replaced the annual CPSI and
CEF as the exclusive vehicle and provided other opportunities for service to off-campus
individuals, groups, and organizations.
Since developments had continued in the instruction of CPS and there was increasing interest
on the part of the business and educational communities to learn about these developments,
the Center also began to offer a series of public programs during 1988. These programs
functioned as public short courses and attracted those having an interest in our program but
who could not be involved in the formal academic coursework. These programs are now
offered through CPSB for businesses and CCL for educational organizations.
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It was during this second phase of development that the faculty of the Center became
involved in a series of new International Creativity and Innovation Networking Conferences
(ICINCS). The first of this series was hosted by the European PERISCOPE network in 1987
(Colemont, Grøholt, Rickards & Smeekes, 1989) and held in the Netherlands. This network
grew from the interest of a few European practitioners who had met at CPSI and were already
providing occasional conferences. They wanted to initiate more continuous interaction on
their side of the Atlantic. The next was hosted by the Center for Creative Leadership in 1988,
and resulted in the formation of the PRISM network responsible for the North American part
of the ICINC program. These networks alternated responsibility for hosting an annual event
and offer an important opportunity for creativity practitioners to meet and exchange
information (Geschka, Moger & Rickards, 1994; Gryskiewicz, 1993; Novelli, 1992; Rickards,
Colemont, Grøholt, Parker & Smeekes, 1991; and Rickards, Moger, Colemont & Tassoul,
1992). The development of the PRISM network culminated from the Center for Creative
Leadership’s ten-year tradition (1978-1987) of hosting a week long International Creativity
Symposium called Creativity Week in Greensboro, North Carolina (Gryskiewicz & Hills,
1992).
Research Activities. The major research activities during this period included expanding the
focus of investigation beyond validating CPS to include an understanding of individual
differences in creative performance and the climate for creativity and innovation. The
research mission of the Center during this second wave of development could best be
described by the question “What works best, for whom, under what circumstances (Isaksen,
1987)?” Those validation studies conducted at the Center began to focus more on specific
kinds of outcomes and contexts rather than testing the possibility of deliberate development of
creativity. The Cognitive Styles Project aimed at understanding the style differences and their
importance when learning and applying CPS (Dorval, 1990; Elwell, 1986; Isaksen, 2004;
Isaksen, Dorval & Kaufmann, 1992; Isaksen & Puccio, 1988; Joniak & Isaksen, 1988;
McEwen, 1986; Puccio, 1987; Teft, 1990; Wittig, 1985; and Zilewicz, 1986). Research was
also initiated into the nature of the climate conducive to creativity and innovation. This
research theme included the translation of a climate measure (Isaksen & Ekvall, 2007) and
linking it to individual differences (Isaksen & Kaufmann, 1990).
Another line of research and development began during this second wave of work at the CSC.
A review and synthesis of literature on the analysis of creative products began the
development of a research instrument to assess and isolate the elements of products to
determine what makes them more or less creative (Besemer, 2006; Besemer & Treffinger,
1981; Besemer & O’Quin, 1987; O’Quin & Besemer, 1989).
Key Developments and Outcomes. One of the major accomplishments as a result of the
second wave of development of the Center was the survival of the organization through a
number of critical transitions. Major personnel changes and a complete redefinition of the
Center’s role within BSC led to a clarified understanding of mission and purpose. It is the
successful completion of this phase that illustrated the ability of the Center to live beyond the
work of its founding faculty.
The Center came through its “adolescence” with an improved understanding of its identity
and a much improved administrative and research infrastructure. A unique database called
Creativity Based Information Resources (CBIR) was established (Fox, 1988). Major work
was undertaken to revitalize the CSC’s unique collection within the library at BSC.
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The Osborn-Parnes tradition of CPS was further refined by a new group of colleagues.
Treffinger, Isaksen and Firestien (1982) provided an increased emphasis on balancing
divergent and convergent tools and techniques. Isaksen and Treffinger (1985) built another
stage onto CPS called Mess-Finding. This stage was a link to deliberately building the
concern for individual differences into CPS and introduced the importance of task ownership,
as well as the climate. Isaksen and Treffinger (1985) also provided a revised and updated
textbook on CPS for the college program.
Aside from a general rebuilding of the administrative and research infrastructure, major
improvements were made to the educational program. Having nearly doubled the number of
faculty at the Center, major efforts were extended to develop and coordinate both the
undergraduate and graduate instructional programs. The undergraduate program provided an
enrichment opportunity for students from a diversity of disciplines. The graduate program
provided enrichment for those students who major in other disciplines as well as a Master of
Science degree for those who chose a serious level of study into creativity and its many
applications. These students went on to further advanced graduate study, reentered their
professional careers or often redefined their work and careers.
The third wave of research and development
The third wave was formed as the Center faculty hosted the fourth International Creativity
and Innovation Networking Conference and added the Working International Research
Conference to its efforts. The third wave literally hit the shore as the Center’s faculty, staff,
friends and graduates celebrated its twenty-five year history of contribution to the field of
creativity and innovation at BSC. It was during this wave of work that the second generation
of senior faculty, who led many of these efforts, left BSC. Fortunately, a third generation had
been hired and well prepared to take the CSC into the new millennium and meet the future
leadership challenges.
Academic Program. College administration and colleagues recognized the Center as a
program of distinction and center of excellence. International levels of collaboration were
formalized and continue to offer unique opportunities for graduate and undergraduate
students. Major efforts to integrate learning from internal and external levels of research and
development continue to influence curricular revision and redesign efforts (see Firestien &
Lunken, 1993). The Center’s mission was re-defined and focused on education, research and
service, with more attention being devoted toward integration of these energies.
Service Activities. The major break point with the past during this time frame was the
hosting of the 1990 International Conferences. The unique feature of these conferences was
the commitment to have an independent working research conference designed to convene
over thirty-five creativity scholars (see Isaksen, Murdock, Firestien & Treffinger, 1993a&b).
An additional, but smaller, meeting was also hosted by the Center during October of 1992. It
was quite clear that these efforts were important, as creativity scholars were not previously
included in the existing main conferences within the field. These conferences served to bring
the researchers into view and contact with many of the main practitioners within the field.
Other conferences appeared to have taken practitioners as their nearly exclusive market.
Istvan Magyari-Beck played an important part in both of these research conferences, and had
a great influence in helping us see creativity more broadly.
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These conferences were an important intervention for the practitioners as well as the
researchers. At first, the CSC faculty felt that the two conferences should be separate and
distinct. We really did not think that creativity practitioners would be interested in attending
or being involved in the research conference proceedings. The actual level of interest and
involvement was both surprising and inspiring.
The level of excitement and expressed need for continuing interaction laid the foundation for
another major service activity: the creation of the International Creativity Network (ICN).
Research Activities. The first major research program at the Center focused on the
development of CPS instructional programs and their validation. The second wave allowed
for the broadening of the focus to include interest in both individual differences and climate
for creativity. While the CSC was moving into its third major thrust, Parnes (1992)
catalogued fifty years of thinking on the development of creativity. The next major program
of research centered on examining individual differences and understanding contextual
differences especially when engaged in CPS. Building upon the earlier two waves of
research, the third wave embraced an ecological framework in an attempt to understand the
various interactions that occur among elements of the fundamental dimensions of creativity
(Isaksen & Puccio, 1992; Isaksen, Puccio & Treffinger, 1993; Puccio, 1993). It is this
ecological approach that provided the foundation for improved prediction, comprehension and
facilitation of effective CPS performance (Isaksen, 1992). Taking this interactionist approach
to research has helped to redefine scholarship at the CSC (Isaksen & Puccio, 1994).
There are a number of research priorities that emerged from attempting to utilize such a
framework. One of the first series of implications deals with the development and improved
understanding of the measures used to assess the various contingencies (Isaksen & Dorval,
1993b; Murdock, Isaksen & Lauer, 1993; Puccio & Murdock, 1999). A number of additional
methodological, conceptual and theoretical issues were also identified. For example,
increased clarity will be required within and among the various dimensions of contingencies
and careful consideration given to the predictable theoretical relationships and interactions
among the variables identified within the ecological framework.
Key Developments and Outcomes. The major developments within the third wave of
activity at the CSC included the continued work within the CPS framework and bringing the
research or inquiry mission in line with the practical or application focus.
Following the tradition of improving our understanding of the CPS model and its effective
applications, a variety of modifications have been made resulting in nearly a dozen different
versions of the model (Isaksen & Dorval, 1993a). The latest and most significant
modification has been the componential and descriptive approach currently taken toward CPS
(Isaksen, Dorval & Treffinger, 1994; 2000; Treffinger, Isaksen & Stead-Dorval, 2006). The
essence of this new version of CPS is that there are multiple pathways through the creative
process. Rather than running through a series of prescribed stages, CPS needs to allow for a
variety of approaches. Aside from considering the process itself, new efforts to understand
who is using the process, the conditions and environment surrounding the people, and the
outcomes or products within the situation, some attention needs to be focused on the nature of
the task. It is heartening to see that this thrust continues at the CSC (Puccio, Murdock &
Mance, 2007).
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The descriptive and componential approach provides a significant departure from previous
work in CPS, and connects naturally with the ecological framework for research and inquiry
(Isaksen & Treffinger, 2004; Treffinger & Isaksen, 2005). Having the major research and
practical frameworks aligned offered a unique opportunity to make more balanced progress in
both theory and practice. Important new discoveries and developments can now be made in
both realms, and work in one area may be more readily applicable or valuable in the other.

Insights and Implications for the
Creativity Paradigm

Having been one of the experimental subjects in the Creative Studies Project from 1970
through 1972, one of the first half-dozen to complete the newly established Master of Science
in Creative Studies in 1977, and then serving as a Professor and Director of the CSC for the
fifteen years from 1982 to 1997, has provided a unique perspective on the emerging field of
creativity studies (Isaksen, 1993). Further, since leaving BSC and working full time to serve
the needs of major global organizations within CPSB and serving as its Senior Research
Fellow has provided yet an additional perspective (Isaksen, 2002). This section will identify
the top ten major insights from these experiences, and provide some implications for the
future of the creativity paradigm.

1. The need for conceptual frameworks
Frameworks for research within this field, although relatively recent, are not entirely unique
(Hocevar & Bachelor, 1989; Isaksen, Stein, Hills & Gryskiewicz, 1984; Magyari-Beck, 1991
& 1993). However, utilizing these frameworks to coordinate programs of creativity research
across institutional and disciplinary boundaries is nearly nonexistent. Having and using
research frameworks would improve our ability to link conceptually and productively with
other important constructs like human talent and competence (Feldhusen, 1992; Raina, 1991;
Raven, 1984). Further, to make substantial progress, it will be necessary to respond to
Raina’s (1993) concern about the ethnocentric confines of creativity research.
There are many and varied definitions of creativity that makes it a difficult subject to be
studied, understood, and developed. Creativity is multi-faceted and can be approached from a
variety of disciplinary perspectives.
Some individuals hold rather non-productive
mythological beliefs about creativity that prevent them from seeing creativity in a productive
way. For example, some believe that creativity is linked with madness and is, therefore, a
subject to be avoided. Others see the concept of creativity as so mysterious that it defies
adequate definition.
Our assumptions about creativity allow us to take what we believe in a productive approach to
understanding and developing creativity. We see creativity as a natural phenomenon.
Although all people do not possess creativity to the same degree, nearly all people have some
creative potential. We believe that the development and release of human creativity is
healthy. We do not see the diversity of creativity definitions as a complete obstacle to
understanding the concept. Despite what often appears to be disagreement or confusion, there
are many key areas of thematic agreement among those who offer operational definitions of
creativity.
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Once a more productive set of assumptions are made about the subject of creativity, it is
possible to view the topic from the perspective of a conceptual model. At one level, a
conceptual model provides a broad organizer for the literature and various approaches to
defining and nurturing creativity. This conceptual model has been identified as the four “P’s”
of creativity (Gowan, 1972; MacKinnon, 1970; Mooney, 1963; Rhodes, 1961) and can be
illustrated as a Venn diagram seen below. This Venn was produced following numerous
lengthy discussions with Ruth Noller, who was able to bring her knowledge as a
mathematician to bear with my practical need to communicate what we were doing at the
CSC (Isaksen, 1984).

APPROACHES TO UNDERSTANDING
CREATIVITY

PERSON

PROCESS

Characteristics
of People

Operations
They Perform

PRODUCT
Resultant
Outcomes

CONTEXT
Climate, Culture,
Press

Figure One: Conceptions of Creativity Venn Diagram (Isaksen, 1984)
This conceptual framework has been useful in organizing creativity literature, many different
definitions and a variety of approaches to creativity inquiry (Joyce, Isaksen, Davidson,
Puccio, Coppage, & Maruska, 1997). We have used the model to organize an entire
introductory undergraduate course and models for understanding creativity. It has also been
utilized to organize a conference on creativity research (Isaksen, Murdock, Firestien &
Treffinger, 1993a&b). We continue to use this framework to help others understand the
various and productive ways to understand creativity.
Another major application of this conceptual model is to begin to understand that these four
facets of creativity operate together. They interact as an entire system to form a more
complete picture of creativity. For example, it is difficult to imagine separating the person
from the product being worked on, or the process being used to create it, or even the
environment within which the process is occurring.
Although the conceptual model fails to provide a single or universal definition of creativity, it
does provide four major categories within which definitions have been developed and
utilized. It also outlines the major conceptual elements to be considered when working to
obtain a comprehensive and more systematic understanding of creativity.
Building upon the three waves of research and development at the CSC and the conceptual
model described above, an ecological model for creativity research has been developed and
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proposed. This interactionist approach had its foundation in the work of Guilford (1977),
Torrance (1979) and MacKinnon (1978) who agreed that creativity was anything but one
dimensional and that new and emerging research and statistical methodologies could be used
to improve our understanding of this multi-faceted concept.
This ecological framework includes five major dimensions we believe should be considered
when understanding, predicting and facilitating CPS performance (Isaksen, Puccio &
Treffinger, 1993). These dimensions include: personal orientation; situational outlook; the
CPS process; outcomes; and the task itself. Each of the five dimensions may be understood in
terms of a number of contingencies. For example, personal orientation includes what is
traditionally thought of as characteristics of the creative person as well as the creative abilities
associated with creativity. This dimension includes contingencies like: personality traits,
creative thinking abilities, knowledge base or expertise, cognitive and learning style, and
many others.
Our current ecological view departs significantly from past interactionist descriptions of
creativity by including a task dimension. Considering this dimension permits qualification of
the context, the problem solver and the appropriate use of the CPS framework. It also allows
for the inclusion of the specific task’s knowledge domain. A preliminary analysis of the task
provides an understanding of the nature of the intended outcomes and the factors influencing
success.
Finally, Magyari-Beck’s (1985, 1990, 1993, 1994, 1997, 1998, 1999) work to develop
creatology as an organizing framework for the field must also be acknowledged. This
framework not only offers a productive way to codify and examine previous research and
development efforts, it also offers a way forward to plan and execute future creativity
research. Creatology, as a conceptual framework, is consistent with the four P’s approach and
provides even more precision and detail.
Indeed, the only way the emerging paradigm of creativity can claim its rightful place within
scientific inquiry is to have and use clearly communicated conceptual frameworks.
Publications and research (and the scholars producing these) must begin to recognize and
utilize these, rather than promulgate even more replication and reinvention.

2. The shift from process to person and place
Although the primary initial interest at the CSC was on developing and testing a deliberate
instructional program based on the creative process, the second and third waves of
development expanded this focus to include efforts to understand individual differences
(people) and the climate for creativity (context). There was a natural progression starting with
deliberate tools, guidelines, language and process models that led to the need to better
understand what works (process) for whom (people) under what circumstances (climate). The
case of the CSC clearly illustrates the desirable and important need to take a more systemic
approach in recognizing and nurturing creativity.
An outgrowth of this more systemic inquiry has been the development of an assessment of
problem-solving styles that is anchored within the area of individual differences but highly
relevant for understanding preferences regarding creativity tools and methods (Selby,
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Treffinger, Isaksen, & Lauer, 2004; Treffinger, Selby & Isaksen, 2008). This allows for a
productive and clear link between process and people.
Most disciplines would naturally focus on one part of the system. Psychologists may focus
more on person. Educators, consultants, and trainers would focus on process. Sociologists
and anthropologists would focus on place. Economists, archeologists, art historians would
naturally focus on products and outcomes. Istvan Magyari-Beck has already rightly pointed
out that the paradigm of creativity must move beyond the dominance of the discipline of
psychology focused on the creative personality.

3. Importance of sustained inquiry
Many people have an interest in creativity. Some have been at it for a long time and others
are “early entrants.” The case of the CSC, clearly demonstrates the value and importance of
taking a longer-term view. As of this writing, the work that started at the CSC and Osborn
has a tradition that spans more than 55 years. Those who have made contributions to the
creativity paradigm have benefited from “standing on the shoulders of giants.” Rather than
asking basic and fundamental questions that have already been well addressed, those who are
knowledgeable of this tradition can raise and answer new and vitally important questions.
The topic of creativity has proven to be more than a fad from the 1960’s. The foundation for
its study and deliberate development is long and strong. The fact that we have been able to
witness multiple generations of scholars working within a sustained tradition offers great
promise for future work in this field.
It is gratifying to see that Istvan Magyari-Beck continues this tradition by not only offering a
framework more than thirty years ago, but devoting a great investment in fleshing it out by
going into detail regarding how psychology and economics are related (1992, and this
volume).

4. Level and style are different
One of the most important and high-impact insights stemming from the CSC case is the value
of making a distinction between level and style. Level is all about capability and strength of
contribution (capacity). Style is all about the way those capabilities are used or applied
(modality). Much of the literature and research on creativity has muddled these two highlevel constructs leading to the assertion that artists and musicians that break the rules are
creative, and engineers and scientists who fill in the paradigm with new insights are not.
This distinction has also been able to clarify many of the conflicting findings in previous
research (Isaksen, 2004; Isaksen & Dorval, 1993b; Kirton, 2003). For example, many
measures contain a natural bias for particular styles of creativity leading to confusing results.
Istvan Magyari-Beck has made a very exploratory or radical proposal in developing and
disseminating the creatology matrix, and has also demonstrated developmental or incremental
creativity in detailing and fleshing out how the two disciplines of psychology and economics
can be powerfully integrated.
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5. Multi-method inquiry is needed for place
The investigation into the nature of the creative climate was a natural outgrowth of taking a
more ecological approach to creativity research. Building on the pioneering work of Göran
Ekvall (1976, 1987, 1996, 1997), we have been able to translate and validate his original
assessment of creative climate (Isaksen, 2007; Isaksen & Ekvall, 2007). Climate, as the
patterns of behavior that characterize life in an organization, is a more behavioral and
changeable concept than culture. Of course culture affects climate, as does leadership
behavior and other factors.
The key insight has been that we started with a quantitative and normative model of climate.
We measured the dimensions that were clearly able to discriminate innovative from stagnated
organizations. When we moved to a point where our aim was not only to understand the
climate, but also to help those who lead and manage these organizations improve their
organizations, we found that complementing the quantitative data with qualitative data was
more powerful.
Our current climate assessment includes three open-ended questions in order to find out what
is working well, what is hindering creativity, and to find out what changes would actually
improve the situation. When this narrative data is analyzed, it provides much more depth of
understanding about the situation and offers productive pathways for improvement. Taking a
quantitative approach allows for broad normative comparisons and understanding. Applying
a qualitative approach complements the breadth by contextualizing the climate results.
I find that Istvan Magyari-Beck’s approach to creatology and to linking psychology and
economics very supportive of this insight. The fact that his approach allows for the inclusion
of both quantitative and qualitative approaches to inquiry will allow much more
comprehensive understanding of the disciplines and of creativity.

6. Dynamics within the Creative Process
The theoretical understanding of the creative process is still under development. As we learn
more about the cognitive sciences, and how they can illuminate the mental activities involved
in solving problems of a creative kind, we will continue to advance our understanding. In the
meantime, the research and development on Creative Problem Solving offers immense
promise for both further inquiry and practical application.
Our learning about how the process of solving problems creatively has taken us into other key
realms of meaning. The insight that there are many meaningful individual differences in how
people naturally prefer to use their creative talents, coupled with how different climates affect
their behavior allows us to learn even more about the nature of the creative process. On a
practical level, these efforts will help us design and deliver better learning programs for the
skills and tools. We need to move beyond the basic question about whether or not creativity
is something that can be deliberately developed. There is already a substantial body of
evidence that addresses this issue (Isaksen, 2008). Future inquiry can provide even further
insight into the systemic nature of the creative process.
Istvan Magyari-Beck’s focus on economic psychology is a prime example of the benefits of
this kind of inquiry. By thoroughly examining the meaningful inter-relationships of these two
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domains offers great promise for future inquiry and practice. The fact that he places these
within the larger cross-disciplinary domain of creativity allows more broad and inclusive
application and investigation.

7. The importance of creative outcomes
At the end of the day, it’s all about results. Creativity is about providing new and useful
outcomes. The insight we’ve been able to glean from research is that there are high-level
criteria that can be applied to assess the level and kind of creativity in products. Besemer and
Treffinger (1981) began this inquiry by reviewing the literature and since then Besemer and
her colleagues have been able to develop an assessment approach based on the level of
novelty or originality, usefulness or resolution, and style of the product (Besemer & O’Quin,
1987). Her work continues as the Creative Product Semantic Scales have been researched
and applied in numerous countries and organizations (Besemer, 2006).
Aside from examining the products themselves, it has become clear that the other elements of
the system interact and influence these outcomes. People produce creative outcomes by using
a creative process, and do so in an environment. There are specific tools and approaches that
can facilitate the occurrence of creative outcomes. Our series of studies examining the impact
of process reinforce this assertion (Isaksen & Treffinger, 2004).
The creative economy is being seen as increasingly important (Florida, 2002). This emphasis
is also being considered at a cultural or national level. For example, the United Nations
(2008) has indicated:
In the contemporary world, a new development paradigm is emerging that links the economy
and culture, embracing economic, cultural, technological and social aspects of development
at both macro and micro levels. Central to the new paradigm is the fact that creativity,
knowledge and access to information are increasingly recognized as powerful engines driving
economic growth and promoting development in a globalizing world…There is thus an
economic aspect to creativity, observable in the way it contributes to entrepreneurship,
fosters innovation, enhances productivity and promotes economic growth. (p. 11)
Given the importance of creative outcomes and results, Istvan Magyari-Beck’s work to better
understand the interface between economics and psychology has profound potential impact
for those who are studying and applying creativity.

8. The importance of sponsorship for creativity
Upon more personal reflection, the work at the CSC could not have been accomplished
without sustained sponsorship. Initially, the CEF and other granting agencies provided the
financial support and legitimized the Center’s efforts. When the CEF left the BSC during the
second wave of activity, the CSC had to quickly find resources and support from other
sources. This was a major challenge, and if not addressed successfully, the CSC would have
come to an end.
The good news was that the Provost of BSC was supportive of the program and provided
guidance about the need to integrate the CSC within BSC. Further, the Dean of Graduate
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Studies and Research was eventually our direct contact with the administration and he also
became a solid believer in the value of the program. One of the most important activities
during this transition of sponsorship was my visit to all the deans within BSC to explain our
program and obtain feedback from them about the program. Responding to this feedback and
demonstrating the positive impact of the program became a key priority. As a result, the
pressure to remove the CSC from campus (as it was competing for scarce resources)
decreased.
This insight has much more general application. In order to create something new and useful,
some sort of sponsorship is critical. It is gratifying to see that Istvan Magyari-Beck’s
academic position has enabled him to make such a substantial contribution to moving the
cross-disciplinary study of creativity forward.

9. The importance of dedicated, passionate faculty and professionals
Another personal insight from this experience has been the absolute imperative for highly
qualified, dedicated, and passionate faculty and other professionals. The first generation of
Sid Parnes and Ruth Noller were both competent and committed. In order to sustain the
program, the need was to involve another generation. Fortunately, I had the pleasure of
working with Donald Treffinger as a true senior colleague. We were able to recover from,
and successfully respond to the many challenges we faced during the tough transition and
bring the CSC to a new level of productivity. When we left, we were very fortunate to have
hired a third generation of faculty and staff who continue to meet the new wave of challenges
and opportunities.
Having a small committed group of people who share a common vision can, indeed, change
the world. Istvan Magyari-Beck’s role as a visiting faculty member and scholar to the CSC
demonstrated that there is, in fact, an international community of scholars and practitioners
who are highly competent and committed to furthering the subject of creativity.

10. The inter- cross- and trans- disciplinary nature of creativity
From the experience at the CSC, the continuation of my own work at CPSB, and the visiting
professorships at other universities, it has become clear to me that creativity must be
examined and applied with multiple disciplinary perspectives. The topic of creativity can be
applied productively within any particular discipline, but it must be accepted that this only
provides a limited lens. For example, history could approach creativity in a variety of ways
such as the history of invention or historical biographies of creative people. Yet, the complete
picturing may also require a more in-depth psychological approach about these highly
creative people. Geography may also be able to shed some light on the diffusion of their ideas
within the context of space or place.
Being able to fully appreciate creativity will require working across and within traditional
disciplines. This does not mean that the subject area of creativity should be subjoined, as a
topic broken apart and only studied independently within (or under) single disciplines. In
order for the creativity paradigm to continue to offer productive and valuable insights, it must
be approached with a high degree of integrity – as a topic or subject that is by its nature
outside the traditional academic disciplines.
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As Rothenberg and Hausman (1976) indicated:
The investigation of creativity is at the forefront of contemporary rational inquiry because it
potentially sheds light on critical areas in the specific fields of behavioral science and
philosophy and, more deeply, because it concerns an issue related to man’s survival: his
understanding and improvement of himself and the world at a time when conventional means
of understanding and betterment seem outmoded and ineffective. (p. 5)
Istvan Magyari-Beck has made a substantial contribution to this field of inquiry by delving
deeply within and integrating two traditional disciplines, and doing so in a way that enlightens
the transdisciplinary subject of creativity.
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Foreword by the Author
The names of the discipline, economics and psychology, hard and soft
economy, economic psychology and other disciplines
The problem of the name(s) of this discipline
This book will discuss what the author considers to be the most important
problems of economic psychology. But why do we speak of “economic
psychology”? We have at least three names for this domain, namely: Economic
Psychology, The Discipline of Economic Behavior and Behavioral Economics.
Why do we have them? It is not economical to have more than one name for a
science. One of the reasons was that George Katona himself – a Hungarian-born
American psychologist who was the founding father of our discipline in the mid20th century – was experimenting with different names for the new-born science.
Another reason can be found in the history of psychology, where psychology as
such was originally an intellectual enterprise launched by scholars to explain the
so-called psychological phenomena exclusively on the basis of the body of
living systems, mainly in the case of human beings. The philosophical goal was
to eliminate the Cartesian gap between the soul and matter on the level of
individual personality. As for the practical goal, a biological explanation of the
human mind would have made democracy a perfectly founded system, where
everything is determined – and can be influenced – from below.
What are the psychological phenomena? It would be impossible here to list all
of them, but to begin with, we can mention intelligence, feeling and emotions,
dexterity, sensation, sensory perception, motion, identity, belief, personality and
its types, creativity, attention, needs, satisfaction, purposeful behavior,
conscious, subconscious, Ego, stereotypes, skills, neurosis, hysteria, psychosis,
instincts, soundness, self-oppression, taste, precision, abilities, attitudes and so
on. Summarizing these (and the countless others not mentioned here), the
psychic is the highest level of self-regulation of a living organism be it human or
animal. European psychologists did not give plants the privilege of having a
psyche. This came perhaps from the Biblical traditions where only people –
Adam and Eve – and animals – their representative in the Bible is the serpent –
could think and communicate. However, psychological phenomena are usually
not perceptible, that is, they do not meet the requirement of entities, which were
originally called facts. And no science is imaginable without its own special set
of facts. A science without facts is an empty box. This problem has not yet been
solved in the traditional European manner, the indication of which is that today
psychological phenomena are usually called constructs.
As a result of this unfortunate state of affairs, J. B. Watson in the United States
put forward his brilliant program of behaviorism at the very beginning of the
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20th century. He announced that the topic of psychology should be the overt and
visible, measurable behavior of living systems. On the basis of behaviorism a
huge building of behavioral sciences was later erected, that is, the ill-structured
set of all those disciplines which study behavior, no matter in what way and to
what extent. Psychology soon became only one of the behavioral sciences; its
main goal was to describe and explain – by way of mostly psycho-physiological
experiments – the behavior of people and animals. Thus, today’s behavioral
sciences are very far from their original roots. In the process of explaining the
overt behavior, they had to turn not only to stimuli from the environment but
also again to the phenomena of earlier psychology they had themselves
ostracized. As a result, the facts of the earlier psychology reappeared in
behavioral sciences, this time however as the factors, chains and nets of
explanations. Nevertheless, where it comes to explaining the original
psychological phenomena themselves, they reach the status of behavior, but this
time we speak not of overt behavior but of inner behavior. For example,
thinking had been renamed by the early behaviorists as inner speech, giving an
example of how to conceive of the very nature of psychic within behavioral
sciences.
The application of these changes in the domain of economy in the course of
development led at first to the emergence of economic psychology – which was
in fact the rebirth of traditional psychology in an economic context – then to the
establishment of the discipline of economic behavior. As for behavioral
economics, this domain is somewhat different from those outlined above. Many
“economic psychologists” tend to use the term behavioral economics to
summarize those psychological laws which have an economic nature. For
example, the development of skills manifests the economic tendencies within
living systems because in this process the cost of the input decreases, whereas
the quality of the output increases. That is, the bodies of living systems function
as economically well-prepared firms. However, especially in Europe the term
economic psychology is nevertheless still preserved with a more general
meaning by way of traditions. But one should keep in mind that THIS economic
psychology denotes both, namely: THAT economic psychology and the science
of economic behavior, and behavioral economics.
Economics and psychology in the process of convergence
What happened, what is happening and what will happen in the relationship of
economics and THIS economic psychology? In the understanding of this author,
it depends on how the view of economic behavior evolves. The question is what
do we mean by economic behavior? At first economic behavior and the behavior
studied by psychology were far apart. Here I should immediately add that this
was the case strictly in the process of scientific development. What happened
before, in the so-called pre-scientific period of human history, we will discuss in
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one of the next chapters. George Katona was the first to join psychology and
economics together. The overlap of the two sciences was at first very small but –
as time has shown – quite influential. Further studies in emerging economic
psychology – let me also use mostly this traditional term with the reservations
mentioned above – considerably enlarged the common section of economics and
psychology. The outcome can be not less than two kinds: either the growth of
the overlap in question will stop after a while or economics and psychology will
fully overlap one another. This can be expected if there is no economic activity
that is not psychological and there is no psychological behavior that is not at the
same time economic.
In this case, the “coin” preserves its two – economic and psychological – sides.
That is, the two sciences will remain as two aspects of – or approaches to –
human behavior, while the domain will be basically one. Imagine for an instant
this “coin” in a horizontal position. Then either psychology or economics can
occupy the upper side, and of course the other will be at the lower. If economics
is above, it will have its facts on the surface of the “coin”, and – by going inside
the “coin” as analyzing researchers – we will soon discover the psychological
layer, which is – in these circumstances – the level of explanations of economic
events. Now, let us turn the “coin” upside down, and we will see psychological
phenomena on the surface and – by studying them – we can reach the deeper
level of – this time – economic explanations of psychological phenomena. Don’t
worry about the economic explanations in the “coin’s” first position and about
the psychological explanations in the second one! This is only a metaphor – a
part of a more complicated picture – and not a completed theory. It is too early
now to decide what outcome will be the future: whether we will reach total
overlap or not.
A glance at the hard and the soft economy
From the point of view of a psychologist, what is called economy today is only a
part of economy as such. Paradoxically, for a psychologist, everything already
has an economic aspect. What calls itself economy, is merely the small hard part
of the big economy. Hard – that is the small – economy is surrounded by the soft
economy, that is, by culture. Briefly speaking there are two kinds of economy:
hard economy, which produces things and soft economy which produces
people, personalities and their qualities. Although the hard economy is a part of
the soft economy it uses soft economy as its tool and vice versa. To be more
concrete, people produce and consume things, that is, work and enjoy supporting
by this behavior the institutions of the hard – measurable and model building –
economy. On the other hand, both production and consumption serve people,
that is, these activities are the means of producing people and human quality.
Hard economy is embedded in the soft cultural context, which is economic but
neither measurable nor model building.
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Isn’t it confusing? Not, at all. Look at this imaginary picture from the side and
you will see a cone-shaped drawing. The cone has its base and apex. The base is
the culture as the soft economy, which produced mankind and its victory over
the rival animals, the apex is the hard scientific economy. Their only common
dimension is the mutuality of actions: inexact reciprocity at the base and exact
exchange on the top area. The base is large, rich but ill-structured, whereas
the apex is narrow, poorer but well-structured. Their mutual conflict created
the as yet unsolvable problem of economics of culture. Right now it is
impossible to predict what is stronger and will win because no possibility of
compromise between them can be discovered on the historical horizon. Hard
economy aims to measure the phenomena of the base, whereas the base aims to
socialize the hard economy by introducing there a number of non-measurable
classical human values. This would make the hard economy a little bit softer. At
present the two parties lead an existence independent from each other. As hard
economy cannot measure the cultural events and achievements, it works with the
attributions totally unacceptable for the culture. How can you measure the value
of Bach’s music or the Bible? Culture wants to remain a soft non-measurable
entity accepting – even requiring – the lack of its digitization, which is for the
hard economy a mere backwardness. Hard economy wants to be advanced and
make everything advanced. Soft economy prefers to return to the immeasurable
complexity.
Economic psychology and other sciences
Economic psychology is not only a common section of economics and
psychology. A number of other sciences take part in the “roundtable discussion”
of sciences under the umbrella of economic psychology. For example, ethics and
moral philosophy; theory on measuring; investigations into the quality of life
and commodities; political sciences; theory of organizations; medical sciences;
environmental sciences; technological sciences; science of culture; philosophy;
education and training; sociology; management sciences; criminology;
anthropology; general history and its particular branches: history of religion, art,
philosophy, science, techniques, mentality; mathematics; etc. It is almost
impossible to list all the participants of this roundtable discussion. The reason
for all is that the human being as a common denominator draws the attention of
every intellectual and practical, pragmatic enterprise which is connected with it.
Psychology alone can be applied in all situations where people work and live. If
we take seriously the existence of soft and hard economy and economics then
there is no way to avoid any domain and field where economics is or will be
competent. The reader understands that no economic psychology can be
presented in its full extent and depth in any book or writing. And no economic
psychologist can be competent in all the sub-domains and sub-fields of his or
her science. Thus, before writing a book on economic psychology, the writer has
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to decide why to write and what to put down in his book. As for the present
author, his intention is to give only a more or less coherent, but not a closed,
intellectual prison-like conception of economic psychology. This conception is
based on the creative paradigm and collects the facts and partial conceptions
most important in respect of this theoretical approach and the present social and
economic practice and which can now fit into the creative paradigm.
I have to emphasize that this book outlines only a framework of economic
psychology and does not give a detailed picture of this science. What do we
mean by the framework of a discipline? Well, it is its conceptual system of ideas
and relationships partially filled in by facts and possible methods of actions.
Neither this system nor the facts should be complete. A system of ideas is
complete if it is arranged in a logically coherent way. As no coherence is
thinkable without a more general scientific context within which the discussed
discipline resides, there would be a need to at least point at this context. But in
the case of a framework this is not always necessary. Thus, logical order
remains partial and the system is open in almost every direction. As far as the
facts are concerned, we use them only very scarcely so as not to forget about the
main purpose of this book on the level of basic ideas. This is why the facts are
given here mostly in generalized form, which resembles the laws – for the great
Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget laws are the generalized facts – and the laws are
formulated in a way which resembles the facts. The author collected what he
understands to be the most important sub-topics of economic psychology. One
should not forget that economic psychology is not a servant of either economics
or psychology, because it is the economy and economics and psychology, which
serve people. Moreover, they are also the servants of the environment and
culture in which we live. And on the other hand, people are not the mere
marionettes of economic and psychological laws. People have a certain degree
of freedom to decide what and whom they will obey. A last remark here will be
that special attention has been devoted to the current problems of the so-called
market economy, which can survive if and only if it is able to solve its problems
that are unexpectedly proving to be more difficult than we originally imagined.
Thus, the book has been written in a critical but constructive and positive spirit.
I am grateful first of all to my numerous students, who not only supported this
discipline by choosing it regularly in large numbers and participated in lively
discussions during my presentations, but also showed me that they are optimists
as regards the solvability of the problems we raised at those presentations.
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General Introduction to the Book
The problem of determination, people and economic institutions,
creative paradigm and universal Darwinism, the main modules of
economic psychology discussed in this book
The problem of determination
The problem of determination in general is a philosophical question. However, it
has a tremendous practical relevance. If I know that X determines Y, then I will
try to find access to X provided I would like to change or preserve – that is,
handle – Y. Let us take an example from a field close to us! Imagine that we live
in a universe which contains only two kinds of phenomena: people and
economy. Even if they have other aspects as well, we can nevertheless put them
into two boxes with titles “people” and “economy”. Do the people influence the
economic life or the economic life influence the people? This is a vital question
if it is necessary to alter either economy or people, especially in a small world
containing only these two kinds of phenomena (by the way, a lot of economists
live mentally on such a narrow globe). Suppose the first part of the question is
correct and people influence economy. In this case, it is relatively easy to
change economy or preserve it in its original status. But what can be done with
people? Now, let us suppose that economy influences people. In this case it can
be comparatively easy to change people, but we are powerless as far as economy
is concerned. Is that all such a transparent situation? Certainly not! One should
not forget that to change an effect, first the cause has to be changed. An
immovable cause fixes the effect as well. This is why both sub-questions above
can and should be answered in a positive way. If and only if the determination is
mutual in the miniature world we described, is the alteration of the phenomena
in either box possible. Briefly speaking the question we are trying to answer
contains false alternatives. In fact, that question is a special case of the following
matrix.
Figure 1

Influences What?
Institutions
influence
What?
institutions
People
influence
Who?
institutions

Whom?
Institutions
influence
people
People
influence
people
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Economy and people
Economy is an institution – with a lot of sub-institutions – whereas people of
course are people, thus, the application of Figure 1 by which an obvious answer
can be achieved will not be too difficult. Economy influences economy. That is,
the inner pattern of determinations between economic institutions can be
regarded as the subject matter of pure economists (if it is possible at all to be a
pure economist). People influence people. Here, the inner pattern of
determinations belongs to the subject matter of psychology. Beyond these two
cases the matrix contains other possibilities as well. Accordingly, both people
and economy have the roles of both determining and determined factors. At this
point, we arrived at the topic of economic psychology.
Why is this approach important for those who are studying economic
psychology? The present writer has found that some people – usually
economists and political scientists – tend to overestimate the power institutions
have over people. These professionals are prone to manipulate us by way of
institutional reforms and usually forget to persuade the population about the
need for the reforms. Another school of thinkers – usually artists and those
specialized in humanities – underestimates institutions and overestimates
people. The preferred activity of the latter is persuasion via creative writings,
arts, lecturing and media and so on. The first school thinks of people as the
vehicles and executors of social and artificial legal laws. Both Marxism and
liberal capitalism – that is, the two sides of the same coin of technical
civilization – represent institutionalism in the above-described sense. The
second school is that of democratic romanticism. True democracy – I mean
participative democracy which has very old roots in history – is a relatively new
movement and its institutions are principally the so-called civil societies.
Economic psychology in general
Economic psychology synthesizes both approaches into a unique discipline. It
rejects all sorts of simplifications – often called “model-building” – because
economic psychology is a true, empirically-based science and is developing on
the basis of tangible facts. And as such, economic psychology has nothing to do
with either purely deductive reasoning or ideologies. Deductive models form a
complex system of ideas where the empirical parts or layers can easily disappear
within the whole body of the alleged knowledge. As for the ideologies, they
have an opposite fate. Although ideologies use both logical and physical force to
program people’s minds, they cannot adapt the facts because of the ideologies’
vulgar nature. Thus, they are repeatedly destroyed by the thorough investigation
and rejection of the quasi-facts on which these dubious buildings rest.
Sometimes it is difficult to find any difference between the merely deductive
systems and ideologies. All in all, in economic life human beings play a double
role: people are the factors of economic institutions, systems, rules and they
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create them and are created by them, and are also the vehicles and executors of
these same institutions, systems and rules. In brief, people are both determining
forces and determined “objects”. There is a belief that a certain part of the
population plays the first – creative – role in establishing economy, whereas
another – usually the larger – part of the population endures the economic press.
However, this is only a mere illusion. We are all both the “victims” of
economic situations and responsible for what we are doing and what is
happening to us. This statement can be taken as the very first introduction to the
creative paradigm on the basis of which we will study and understand man’s
participation in economic life.
Creative paradigm in the context of universal Darwinism
What is the creative paradigm? I suppose that some of my readers are familiar
with the contemporary theories of creativity. The mainstream theory in this field
identifies creativity and idea generation in the large sense of this term. Let us see
this theory in the depth of its origin in order to be able to make a distinction
between idea generation and creativity as a basic paradigm of human being and
acting. Idea generation is a branch of the tree called universal Darwinism. The
worldview put forward by Darwin speaks of the chance events – namely
mutations or mistakes in inheritance – which are selected subsequently by the
forces of environment in respect of their adequacy to the circumstances. The
qualitative notion of chance events was clarified later in the works of Richard
Dawkins (Dawkins, 1991). A chance event – for Dawkins – is a question of
aspect. A real chance event is also determined from a certain point of view and
is not determined from another point of view. For example, biological mutations
always have their exact biochemical causes, but no determination comes from
the side of values. It is merely an unpredictable outcome if this or that mutation
leads to a better adjustment of an animal or detracts from the fitness of the same
living creature.
Now, universal Darwinism applies this thesis far beyond biology (Richards,
2000). The first step towards universal Darwinism was taken by Lloyd Morgan
(1894) and Thorndike (1898) (in: Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1961), who
discovered the principle of trial and error in animal psychology, during their
investigations into animal problem-solving. We find the next step in the works
of N. R. F. Maier (1930). Maier transformed the original trial and error (action
generation) into the trial and error in the mind. Finally it was Alex Osborn who
picked up this line of research, inventing brainstorming as the first psychologybased creative technique. In this process, trial and error (in the mind) has been
renamed idea generation in the large sense of this word. But, here, Konrad
Lorenz would have said that psychology is not beyond or above biology. For
Lorenz psychology and biology is essentially the same domain (Lorenz, 1988)
and the only difference between them is in their language. These two sciences
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describe the same phenomena but from different points of view and in different
languages. While biology approaches the living systems from outside,
psychology grasps the same biological phenomena as they are presented for the
human and animal mind to make possible their self-regulation. In the case of
humans: for the consciousness. For the time being, no one knows exactly why
we need these two languages, which – provided Lorenz is right – give the
impression of the existence of two partially – or sometimes and for some: totally
– independent substances. The hypothesis of quasi-independent substances
created a lot of problems in philosophy time and again. If Lorenz’s view is
correct then economic psychology is first of all the question of people’s
subjective attitude towards the economic systems and processes. We will not
follow the further development of universal Darwinism by which all the things
beyond biology – up to inanimate nature – allegedly obey Darwinian laws. For
us it is enough here to find the roots of creativity as it is understood in the circles
of American and European investigators of creativity. Creativity in their
understanding is nothing else than mistake generation where some of the
mistakes proved to be useful (as mutations are also regarded as mistakes
committed by biological machines mostly in the process of their selfreplications). This view justifies the explicitly ambiguous attitude towards
creativity on the part of those who do not like it implicitly at all, because every
process of trial and error consists of approximately 99% error and 1% success.
Let’s raise the question again: what is the full creative paradigm? The key issue
for us is the presence of values. The above-outlined mainstream theory of
creativity says that we produce a lot of unprecedented stupidity and it is the
natural, social, interpersonal, etc. environment which selects from those the
novelties important for our survival. In this theory, the environment is the value
holder and not the creator. Add Lorenz’s opinion about the relationship between
the physiological and psychological aspects of living creatures! And the result
will be that the psychological is purely an illusion which can be changed at will.
And as we also have in mind a lot of values – we would like to be practical,
strong, educated, humane, attractive, beautiful, polite, clever, and so on – our
values are all citizens of the world of illusions. What is the real creative
paradigm, which is independent of the ideological speculations of universal
Darwinism? Creative paradigm is the acceptance of problems as the natural
inner structure and content of personality with their givens and values. We
cannot escape the conclusion that we learned and interiorized the necessities
of environments as values already in the remote past and they are still with us.
This was the only way to transform the selection of living organisms – in the
process of which the majority of people would have died – into the selection of
activities by us, in the process of which some activities are cancelled again by
us as the price of our survival. Homo sapiens should be regarded as a problemcontainer. Thus, the value containers as well, as values have to be accepted as
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parts of problems. We do not function as the blind watchmakers of Richard
Dawkins. We deduce goals from values and elaborate them in order to have
different projects and plans and work accordingly. Horror vacui – the fear of
emptiness – this is man’s most powerful mover.
I had a chance to discuss this issue with a gentleman through a radio talk where I
was the speaker. A listener did not accept my thesis, according to which every
problem-solving is creative and there is no such thing as special creative
problem-solving. The gentleman’s argument was as follows. Many people use
schematic solutions. Why should we call them creative? I answered this opinion
or question – which by the way is widespread even among the creativity
scholars – in the following way. All psychological functions can be divided into
two groups: creative and noncreative. That’s true. All unconditional reflexes are
non-creative, because we have no possibility of choice and decision in their
case. But if we confront a problem, theoretically all the possible solutions can be
measured on an imaginary scale of originality, and we can use either a schematic
or a more original or an even more original – to a totally unique – solution. The
main criterion of creativity is the presence of decision-making. Paradoxically, it
is possible to choose stupidity as a value, and people unfortunately frequently
do. Nobody has figured out the exact proportion of creative and non-creative
functions in a human being and his behavior. My guess is that humanity means
to be problematic, thus: creative. The weight of non-creative functions is
infinitesimal. One of our legs stands on reality as it is, but the other one is in the
universe of values. And we all feel a large, deep and terrible gap beneath
ourselves. We as humans are stimulated and determined by nothing – that is, by
emptiness – and strive to eliminate it. We should be creative willy-nilly. This is
the real human condition.
Modules of economic psychology
And now back to economic psychology! What problems will we study and from
what perspective will we search for the answers? It would be easier to answer
this question by outlining the sub-topics via summarizing them into the main
modules of the curriculum, which we will do here. The first module will be
historical. The problems to be studied in it refer to the relationship between
economy and psychology in the past, present and the possible future. Why have
economics and psychology – more precisely: proto-psychology – not cooperated
in studies concerning human well-being (the original goal of economic activity)?
What directions of recent development led to the current cooperation of these
disciplines? This module will be introduced by a general picture – drawn as a Ucurve – of intellectual development of mankind, at least in Europe and joint
cultures. To their great surprise, readers will find a kind of desirable cooperation
between the two domains at the very beginning of human civilization, which
was lost – and then found again – in the process of history.
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The second module deals with the concept of economic activity. The main
question in this part of the book will be the definition of economic behavior. Is
economic behavior a special kind of human activity or is it only one of its
aspects? This is perhaps the most crucial question of this book because it is
connected with the competence of economy and economics. If economic
behavior is a particular case of human behavior then economy and economics is
a basically restricted discipline. If, on the other hand, all behavior has an
economic aspect, economy and economics can grasp everything human no
matter what sorts of other aspects are applicable to people. We will deal with
economic behavior not only in a descriptive manner. It is important to keep in
mind that economic behavior is regulated by a range of different values. In other
words, we have at least two approaches to economic behavior: descriptive and
normative. It is worth mentioning that the normative approach to economic
behavior is closely connected with political theories and practices. We will also
see in what sense.
The third module outlines the paradigms which classify the patterns and reasons
of economic behavior. Before turning to them, the present writer will try to
explain why the explanations in sciences are inevitable. Our theory of
explanation presented in this module is valid not only within this module but
applies also to the next one where we are dealing with the causes of economic
activity. The paradigms of economic behavior will be discussed in the
framework of the so-called paradigm comb. We call it a “comb” because of its
unique comb-like form. Its “handle” is historical time itself. The paradigms in
question emerged one after another during the course of historical time. First
came traditionalism; then rationality; nowadays we separate the so-called utility
maximization from rationality as a special paradigm of economic behavior; the
next one is altruism; after it comes the elaboration of cooperation; and finally –
the creative paradigm. We have nevertheless one more – slightly strange –
paradigm, namely irrationality, which was put forward by Daniel Kahneman. It
is difficult to find the place on this paradigm comb for Simon’s limited or
bounded rationality, as it is possible to connect it with both rationality and
creativity. The reader will find a more detailed explanation of these problems in
the corresponding chapters.
The fourth module discusses the theories of motivation, aspiration levels and
economic power, in the context of interpersonal relationships. The chosen
theory for discussion and improvement will be that of Abraham Maslow. The
whole train of thought there will comprise three main parts. First we present
Maslow’s theory as it is usually discussed in the regular university presentations.
Secondly, we will try to introduce the necessary corrections so as to improve it
and make it useful in real life situations. Thirdly, we will conclude – on the basis
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of facts – that Maslow’s pyramid-like theory of motivation is not valid
epistemologically. Aspiration level will be regarded as a necessary part of any
theory of motivation. As for economic power, our view is that no person is
absolutely powerless. Instead of speaking of power and its absence in the “yes or
no” style, we should speak of the – even or uneven – distribution of power
among the economic actors in different social and economic systems.
The fifth module is that of human capital. This is the largest module of all in
this book. It includes the definition of human capital; investment in human
capital especially via education; work psychology, which is none other than the
theory of trade with work values in respect of economic behavior; psychology of
selection and career planning; the economic functions of free time; poverty and
wealth; past, present and future from the point of view of the conflict between
information society and people’s socialization as intellectuals. At first glance,
these sub-topics are far from each other and there is no hope of connecting them.
But this impression is incorrect. Perhaps the main force, which establishes links
between them, is the reality itself. Thus, the possibility to synthesize – or at the
least to find a compromise between – the items of the above list of problems is
not merely theoretical. This module – although also theoretical – has very
important practical, pragmatic implications as well. This characterizes all the
modules of the book.
The sixth module closes the circle of this curriculum. We return to the creative
paradigm at the end of the book, but this time in the framework of Creatology, a
new discipline of creativity proposed first by this author in 1977 (Magyari Beck,
1977). In this module, we will try to go deeper into the creative paradigm, from
which the contemporary limited or reduced conceptions of creativity – which are
fashionable in the United States and Europe today, and which we criticized
above – can be deduced as the special but nevertheless important cases or parts
of creativity. Our main objections to the overgeneralization of these
contemporary – evolutionary and market-like – conceptions originated from
their rootless position in terms of culture, civilization and sociology. Most of the
investigators of creativity cannot go beyond psychology as if they were and
continued to be closed in the science of human psyche. Does this come from a
reasonable suspicion that societies as such do not stimulate creativity, thus all
the responsibility for the lack of creative results accumulates on the part of
individual personality? All in all, Creatology has nothing to do with any
ideological justification of any social order. The only viewpoint from which
Creatology evaluates social and political systems is their effectiveness in
problem-solving in general and economic problem-solving and effectiveness in
particular.
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Summary
This chapter was devoted to the substantive introduction to this book. The
author first raised the problem of determination in a world containing only two
factors, namely people and institutions and arrived at the conclusion that any
determination can only be mutual. There is no one-way influence in the
universe. It follows from this that people are both the factors and victims in all
circumstances. Thus we are all responsible for what is happening in economic
life. Then a sketchy outline of the creative paradigm was given to the reader,
who had the possibility to notice the distinctions between the full creative
paradigm and the partial forms of creativity – fashionable in today’s literature –
which can never serve as paradigms of any entities. With this, the general
conception of the author and his book has been set out. Then the main problem
areas to be dealt with were summarized in terms of modules. The book will
present its subject-matter in six modules. These will be the historical module,
the module on economic behavior, the module of paradigmatic explanation of
human economic activity, the module of motivations with their attachments, the
module of human capital where some extremely important problems of our time
will be formulated, finally the module of more detailed creative paradigm will
close the author’s train of thought. All these modules have their sub-modules.
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Economics and Psychology
A historical overview
Science and/or practice
The first question of this chapter is: whether we should deal here – in the
historical context – with economy as a practice or with economics as a science?
The correct answer to this question is unambiguously that we are interested now
in sciences because in the case of practice there cannot be any doubt concerning
the considerable overlap and cooperation of the two aspects: economic and
psychological. As a matter of fact neither pure economics nor pure psychology
is able to fulfill practical, empirical tasks, simply because no piece of reality can
be covered in its entirety by any single discipline. This is true in general, and in
particular cases like ours. While theoretical and scientific economics was trying
to preserve its independence from other sciences, economy as practice has
always been concerned with technological, organizational, psychological,
political, sociological and marketing aspects, to mention just a few relevant
fields. If the above-mentioned sciences reflected the reality they would
inevitably find each other in the process of investigations as well. The extent to
which economics and psychology lead a life isolated from each other
characterizes their immaturity as sciences. By the way, it would be possible to
list many other disciplines – such as physiology, technology, sociology, political
and environmental sciences – which likewise cannot be omitted from a larger
synthesis. This is true. However, right now, we are far from a complex manysided mirroring of social and natural reality. The only task we can accomplish
now is to approach the complex reality by interdisciplinary sciences that for the
time being are only partial. One of them is economic psychology.
Main phases in development of the human mind
The question of the relationship between economics and psychology is more
complicated than it was described in the previous chapter and has a number of
phases. Here we will show only three of them. Figure 2 illustrates the phases in
question.
Figure 2
Complexity
of world view

Historical time
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Essentially, Figure 2 contains an arrow within a Cartesian space determined by
two dimensions, namely historical time as an independent variable and
complexity of worldview as the dependent variable. The shape of the arrow
suggests the changing level of complexity of worldview during the different
periods of historical time. Before describing this arrow verbally, one should
notice to what a large extent this arrow is different from the usual ways of
illustrating what is claimed to be the same process of development. One of the
theories spoke of the permanent progress from simple forms of thinking to more
complex ones. This theory was very fashionable during the centuries of the
Enlightenment and especially in the 18th century. However, the optimism of the
Enlightenment was simply a reaction to the pessimism of the Bible in this
respect. Judeo-Christian culture started its historical career with a theory of
man’s fall from Paradise to Earth because of ethical reasons. From that time on,
we – human beings – continue our decline, which reaches its lowest point in the
Hell of technical civilization. Neither of these theories is accepted by this author.
Our arrow on Figure 2 suggests that people originally had very global, almost
comprehensive worldviews although they were not elaborated in detail. Religion
and philosophy were the two forms of collective consciousness which undertook
to describe the supposed completeness of the universe. The starting points of
economic thinking and the ancient proto-psychology also appeared among the
pieces of knowledge contained in the very first worldviews. There were no
particular disciplines within this body of knowledge. From the point of view of
their structure, in the understanding of Herbert Simon the problems to be solved
in this period were ill-structured (Simon, Hungarian edition, 1982). The methods
used by thinkers of that period were mostly pre-rational, that is “intuitive”.
Incidentally, intuition for us is not an ontological concept specifying a type of
problem-solving. Intuition is rather an epistemological concept, which expresses
the low quality of knowledge we have about the way we are thinking. In other,
metaphorical words, intuition is a great sack from which the investigators of
human reasoning “pick” the special kinds of problem-solving and propose to use
them as methods for that same reason. As the known can be regulated, those
parts of intuition which we have made conscious can be consciously applied. If
this definition is correct then mankind will always use intuition, for no biopsychical function can be studied fully. Simply because our knowledge remains
always limited in all domains of reality. The only outstanding virtue which can
be mentioned in connection with intuition is the bravery with which human
beings turn to the unknown ways intuition offers. As for the development of
religion and philosophy, they became more and more elaborated in detail and
the process ended with the appearance of many scientific disciplines. Religion
and philosophy had fallen into pieces as a result of the accumulation of
knowledge. But, needless to say, both religion and philosophy have a certain
fundamental fertility as they still exist and influence our way of thinking and
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living. Maybe religion and philosophy are the soil for growing ever newer, as
yet unknown flowers of the human mind.
The modern sciences started their career around the First Industrial Revolution.
As Figure 2 indicated, sciences represent the simplest, logical form of human
reasoning. The present author, in one of his works, found that the real difficulty
with scientific methods is not in their complexity, but in their simplicity. Science
is a less complex way of thinking in comparison with everyday common sense,
where thinking, sensing, feeling and so on are mixed in a huge stew to serve up
in the process of discussion (Magyari-Beck, 1983). In sciences, we try to be
rational and only rational, that means the elimination or suppression of the
emotions, beliefs, attitudes, etc. It is not by chance that the word “discipline” –
which originally meant rigorous conduct – has been applied to denote the
different branches of science. Scientific method needs a rigorous discipline of
mind. The problems to be studied and solved in the period of the victory of
scientific disciplines over religion and philosophy were as a rule well-structured.
The answers to them tend to be digitized in at least two senses. Firstly, the
disciplines were separated from each other, as if the world consisted of different
isolated sub-worlds or sub-universes. Secondly, mathematics was introduced to
a very large extent. Furthermore, this period can be characterized by an
interesting and attractive morality: the scholars decided to be very modest in
their intentions. Instead of building huge intellectual cathedrals, it was enough
for them to bring small but reliable bricks and place them in the common
construction. Ethically the centuries of science – approximately between 1700
and 2000 – were direct antitheses of the first and much more complex period.
While the first period can be called pre-disciplinary, this second one should be
named the disciplinary phase of our development. Both classical economics and
psychology were born in the 18th century. Economics came a little bit earlier
because of the pressure on the side of industrial practice new for that time.
Scientific psychology in the meantime was only taking its first but decisive
steps. Its first flourishing occurred at the end of the 19th century.
Today we live in a new, post-disciplinary or – if you wish – post-modern period.
A number of expressions have been coined to characterize it: among them we
find multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, cross disciplinary and finally we coined
the term post-disciplinary. Behind the list of these expressions there was a fierce
fight between the normal development of disciplines and the recurring counterrevolutions on the side of the leadership of scientific institutions. What is the
normal development of disciplines? Of course their synthesis on one hand so as
to form increasingly complex meta-disciplines, which creates more and more
approaches to the complex reality studied, and, on the other hand the analysis by
which ever newer, ever smaller details of the universe are isolated and can be
studied. But the scientific institutions have become extremely and highly
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specialized in order to be able to control the work and results of scientists. This
control became inevitable because the best minds unable to obey the
bureaucratic laws in sciences were not only ignored by the bureaucracy but also
driven away in the process of growing formalization within the organizations,
which started on a large scale in the middle of the last century, precisely in the
period when the first multidisciplinary sciences were emerging. Any attempt to
produce meta-disciplines encroached on the rights of ruling bureaucrats in their
field. Why? Because the more complex a discipline is the less competent a
bureaucrat can be. This was one of the main causes – if not the main cause – of
the empty formalism which introduced the measurement of scientific
achievements by counting the number of papers a scholar or institution
published and the number of citations they got from other scholars of the same
discipline. Any bureaucrat can perform these very primitive operations and
remain powerful in scientific organizations without being competent in the field.
This is why all those words – multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, cross
disciplinary – indicating complexity in the scientific world were attacked by the
ruling bureaucrats in science. The only exception is the word “post-disciplinary”
because it is relatively new and has not yet been picked up by the community of
scholars. The bureaucrats’ argument against the expression “multidisciplinary”
was that it says nothing about the mutual interaction of disciplines. The
scholars’ answer to this challenge was to coin the new term “interdisciplinary”.
The objection to this coming from the bureaucratic offices was as follows. In
interdisciplinary sciences one can find more “inter” than “disciplinary” (that is
more emptiness than essences). The fields’ response was again a new term:
“cross-disciplinary”. It is not so easy to predict how long this term will survive.
In any case the present author coined a new concept of “post-disciplinary”,
which fits wonderfully in our triangle system of pre-disciplinary, disciplinary
and post-disciplinary phases of the mind’s development. All in all, we are now
returning to the cult of complexity (Dawkins, 1991, Csíkszentmihályi, 1993).
With the strengthening of market economy, the story was repeated by the
managerial leadership.
Whereas the pre-disciplinary phase was strong in belief (religion) and axioms
(philosophy), the inner constructs did not strike the eye as being very exact. On
the contrary, the post-disciplinary phase has a soft framework within which the
hard models find their constantly changing places. Soft in this context means illstructured, hard – well-structured. To put it another way, the post-disciplinary
framework is built of humanities, while its sub-models – accordingly – of
sciences. Nowadays, it is fashionable to maintain that the only serious mental
achievements are the hard models. This view is absolutely incorrect. The hard
models – like the fish in the sea – can survive only in the context of the soft way
of thinking of the humanities. Mental ecology – to continue the metaphor – is as
important as biological ecology. No entity is thinkable without its natural
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environment. Not to speak of the fact that the ancestors of hard models can only
be the soft systems of ideas. Mental evolution also has its own regularities. This
is true even for individual thinkers if they live long enough and have enough
knowledge to work out their early ideas. Originally Isaac Newton was a good
essayist. It was only after a certain period that he became a “mathematical
philosopher” in the eyes of members of the contemporary intellectual elite, such
as David Hume. Today we call him a scientist and not an essayist. In the postdisciplinary period, we are using both intuition and the conscious logical
methods of problem-solving together. The outstanding example of this
methodological dualism always used but to different degrees is economic
psychology itself. A new method emerging in these circumstances was action
research, which combines the advantages of experiments and natural conditions.
The behavioral economics of mathematics
Before going ahead, let us consider the role of mathematics in social sciences,
including economics and psychology, but this time from an economic point of
view. Why is it so useful for social knowledge to find its place in possible
mathematical models? What is valuable in mathematics for the social and
natural sciences from the economic aspect of scientific investigations? The
answer to this question is more than obvious. Mathematics makes theory
construction and experiment planning cheaper than they would be without it.
Why? The answer has two parts, namely: investment and return. The advantages
of mathematics as investment in structuring knowledge are as follows. Firstly,
mathematics is not simply a language as it is so fashionable to argue today.
Mathematics is knowledge about the abstract relationships between quantities.
To apply this knowledge, one should first measure the subject(s) of application.
It is also true that in order to use nominal scales we also have to have so-called
qualitative mathematics, which is close to symbolic logic. In the case of chance
events, the qualitative theory of chance suffers from insufficient elaboration.
However, quantitative mathematics is worked out excellently and is logical to
such an extent that it needs to be learnt only once. Secondly, by knowing
mathematics we have a number of empty systems to be applied only when it is
possible and seems necessary. Mathematics in this sense resembles clothes in a
closet which can be used at will whenever they are suitable. Mathematical
models are thus readymade theories and/or algorithms of empirical
investigations. Thirdly, filling in these empty models requires finding the
adequate meaning for different variables of the equations. As the same
mathematical models are applied in a great number of sciences, any average
mathematician can be regarded as a great theoretician of a huge number of
disciplines even if the concrete mathematicians do not know anything about the
content of these disciplines. What a wonderful position! Fourthly, mathematics
is full of algorithms, which are applicable almost automatically, that is, the
process of thinking about the quantified subject-matter can be applied in a
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routine way, especially in this historical period, by computers. The researcher
can separate himself from the reality he studies like the modern seaman from the
sea in today’s ships (as for this problem see the works of Thor Heyerdahl, 1966,
1971). Isn’t it possible that the decline of originality in thinking and the
proliferation of stereotyped clichés in sciences came about – at least partially –
because of the cult of mathematics? To summarize the above, making use of
mathematical models is a rather cheap enterprise in sciences.
What about the return? Here we will mention only three points. Firstly, it is
comparatively easy to control the results in respect of their validity.
Mathematics represents a convergent way of thinking where a decision can
always be made about the adequacy of the solution in the given mathematical
framework. Secondly, there is a great consensus in the circles of mathematicians
concerning almost all the details of mathematical models and their utilization in
sciences. Thus, the eager acceptance of an applied mathematical result is far
more likely among mathematicians than a result which is not supported
quantitatively. Usually even nonmathematical specialists excellent in their
domains bow to an average mathematician’s argument, born merely as an
artifact of the method and contradicted by qualitative data. Thirdly,
mathematicians have no difficulty in distinguishing between the competent and
laymen in their domain. But the exclusion of commonsense from any science by
the exclusion of laymen – the holders of commonsense – can be dangerous. As
the scientific enterprise as such flourishes in the context of soft commonsense,
an Icarus-minded scholar is always dangerous in and for any culture and
civilization. The advantage of the English and French way of practicing science
– over the German way that is excellent in any other sense – is due to the
intentional simplicity of expression of the knowledge and information. This
style makes science accessible to ordinary people, who can thus contribute to the
scientific results and especially to their use. To summarize this paragraph, the
ratio between the investment and the return from using mathematical models
is high enough – especially for the lobby of mathematicians and their
sympathizers – for generating the widespread attempt to turn all the
humanities into sciences. However, premature digitization both in natural
sciences and humanities – precisely because of the considerations connected
with the behavioral economics –should certainly not be supported (Magyari
Beck, 2006a).
The magic number: seven
Figure 2 shows that there were at least two turning points in complexity of
worldview in European-type thinking within its process of historical
development. The first occurred during the First Industrial Revolution, the
second at the beginning of the information society, around the eighties of the
past century. These points are almost symmetrical to each other, which means
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similar and opposite at the same time. We will discuss these points in detail. In
order to do this, we are summarizing the reasons – of both isolating and
synthesizing economics and psychology – within the same seven factors. As a
matter of fact, the isolation and synthesis were made via the changes, which
occurred to the above-mentioned seven factors. Of course, it would be possible
to gather and distribute the elements of these two opposite processes in more
than seven factors. However, as this book is written first of all for the students of
economic psychology, didactical considerations should not be forgotten.
According to the results of George Miller, the number seven is a “magic” one
partly because it is easy to handle and memorize – by short term memory – the
sets of objects, which contain 7 ± 2 distinguishable parts (Miller, 1956). That is
5 for the weak, 9 for the able. We will take into consideration the good average
among the students and readers. So, the seven factors we have chosen are:
content, method, practice, systems of disciplines, ideology, pan-economic view
and – finally – biological background.
The factors, when they separated economics and (proto) psychology
The first factor is that of content. And the question to be raised repeatedly here
must be: Why did economics turn its back on the human factor after their long
honeymoon in the pre-disciplinary phase? The answer seems to be not too
difficult. The great revolution of mentality in the Enlightenment – one of the
children of which was the science of economics itself – radically changed the
image of the human being. Before the Enlightenment people were regarded as
living creatures what had a direct connection with supernatural forces by their
beliefs, feelings, intuition as special emotional means of cognition. Reason was
badly underestimated before the Enlightenment. It was even labeled as a sinful
ability of the proud man who was trying to imitate God by using this unique
capacity. By this approach, religions perhaps defended the frequent incoherence
among their theses: a problem which had to be solved later on by theology (a
logical approach to the problem of the existence and essence of God). The
Enlightenment turned this view upside down and announced that reason is the
most powerful tool of the human mind. This led to an interesting break within
(proto) psychology, reducing the topic and competence of (proto) psychological
speculations. As a result of this break, reason on the one hand and the other
phenomena of the human soul on the other were separated from each other, and
only these “other phenomena” were accepted as (proto) psychological. A sound
man was a rational, calculative machine without soul, whereas the “other (proto)
psychological phenomena” were subsumed under the notion of human
weaknesses called psychological in their nature, and the mental illnesses. And as
an entrepreneur has to be always a sound person, psychology was excluded from
economic life. (This was the reason why successful merchants – or their
grandchildren – frequently collapsed psychologically at the end of their life
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when the feelings revolted against the dictatorship of cold rationality. See the
history of the Fugger family /Ogger, 1978/).
The second factor is that of methods. Economics, as we said above, was a child
of the Enlightenment. However, the Enlightenment in its spirit was also an
enemy of religion. The mainstream genre of Enlightenment, namely philosophy
– in the process of escalation its war against religion intensified to an extremely
great degree – soon gave rise to special sciences, which were the products of
philosophy’s inner differentiation, and – later on – disintegration. The process
was so rapid that Edward O. Wilson – a new Darwin for Tom Wolfe – reduced
the essence of the Enlightenment to its second phase when the disintegration of
all-embracing philosophical systems really stimulated different scientific
disciplines (Wilson, 1998 /see the remark by Tom Wolfe on the cover of this
book/). There was not even sufficient time to change the original deductive
philosophical methods, thus, even such a very practical science as economics
continued to be philosophical-deductive in its methodology. This contradiction
is still preserved by microeconomics and other disciplines of mathematical
economics (Zalai, 1999). But as any deductive sciences are built on axioms, and
the number of axioms should be minimal according to the scientific traditions,
there was not enough room for discussing human nature and its inner
contradictions in depth. As a result only one single axiom was devoted to human
nature, which – according to the spirit of the time – attributed full rationality to
people. This was the moment of the birth of the “father” of Homo oeconomicus,
the person who has no psychology of his own and follows instead his cold
calculations (Homo oeconomicus itself was born from the principle of utility
maximization, see later). The anger of romanticism seems particularly
justifiable.
The third factor was that of practice. The first social class to deal with economy
seriously was the peasantry. Around the 10th century, the noble class in Western
Europe changed its demand concerning the local taxes and required them to be
paid in money (Cameron, 1993). The peasants could meet this requirement by
starting a kind of market economy already in the middle of the Middle Ages.
However, to make enough money is thinkable if and only if specialization is
introduced, which was first done in the agrarian sector, to stimulate exchange on
the market. Money is the means of exchange. The task was clear. The poor
should become rich otherwise they can easily lose their means of livelihood
within the market conditions. The solution required no (proto) psychological
elements. Ethics and morality could serve here: much work and minimized
consumption. In a word Puritanism – speaking in terms of economics – started
the tendency of utility maximization. But it is such a self-evident practical
solution that it is not necessary to suppose a kind of Protestant ethics as an
ideological precondition of this thinking and behavior. The speculations on this
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topic by the great Max Weber were all in vain (Weber, in Hungarian, 1967).
Market economy in and after the Middle Ages flourished in France and Italy as
well. These were Catholic countries, where Protestants suffered from the
constant persecutions. The above-outlined practice of peasants’ enrichment
turned the original rationality into the theory of utility maximization in practice.
I guess that another source of utility maximization was the enjoyment
maximization pursued by the nobility. Creating and practicing the antithesis of
well-established earlier practice and ideology is a frequent method which
promotes the historical career of new social forces.
The fourth factor is that of the sets of new mutually independent disciplines.
The disciplines having emerged from the dissociation of philosophies soon
became a set of variety of systems of thoughts, which were for the most part
independent of each other. Reductionism and Gestalt ways of system thinking
appeared much later. The first age of sciences’ existence was that of their
freedom. Every new scientific enterprise has always been busy proving its selfsufficient nature. The introductory chapters of new books on newly established
sciences usually started by outlining their special topics, methods etc., and only
then raised the problems for the solution of which they were established. This
dull academic habit has lasted right up to the present, and there is almost no
scholarly writer who can be absolutely free from it even today. All in all, selfsufficiency became the second tradition inherited from the time of the birth of
economics (the first is the sticking to the deductive thinking of philosophy).
What else can result from this passion for independence than a special and
merely economic portrait of man, namely the ill-famed Homo oeconomicus?
The first “Bible” of economics – Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations (Smith,
1776) – started with celebration of the division of labor. However, the great
professor did not notice that the spirit of division had penetrated into every
science, thus a number of specialized pictures of man – Homo ludens, Homo
moralis, Homo faber, Homo sapiens – emerged and re-emerged in the disguise
of overgeneralization. It is a matter of course that, in these circumstances, there
was no demand for the synthesizing (proto) psychology in economics.
The fifth factor is that of ideology. There are still a lot of authors who maintain
the necessity of Homo oeconomicus, especially in its utility-maximizing
“edition” (Lynn, 1986). The argument is the policy-making. As Professor Lynn
(ibid, p. 379) raised the question: “Should we abandon the a priori postulates of
neoclassical economics in favor of the empirically based postulates of cognitive
psychology as Simon recommended […….]? The putative gain would be an
increased supply of behavioral models characterized by greater descriptive
accuracy and consistency. Or should we follow Becker’s advice in his remarks
[……] and try to do better with models based on assumptions of rationality?”
His answer is that “descriptive accuracy” (Lynn, ibid, 380) in the case of public
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policy-making is only a part of the picture. That is – in our understanding – we
can easily give up the semantic truth and create a compromise among a number
of not necessarily realistic values when working in the area of practice. These
kinds of authors regard “an increased supply of behavioral models characterized
by greater descriptive accuracy” as an obstacle on the way to successful public
policy-making. They – in all likelihood – prefer psychological myths or semimyths to psychological correctness and validity. As we will give the critique of
separating economics from psychology in the same order of factors as is used in
this sub-chapter, the only remark to be made here is that no psychology is
needed for creating myths about human beings, as the goal of psychology is
exactly the elimination of these myths. And using the myths instead of
psychological knowledge that is well-established or accessible by research is
simply a lie.
The sixth factor is that of pan-economism. This compound word points to a sort
of reductionism within the already established systems of social sciences and
humanities, in which the most important basic position is occupied by
economics. This pyramid of disciplines reflects the view that economy is a
fundamental problem of mankind and all other problems and solutions are
derivatives. It was originally David Ricardo who arrived at this position
(Ricardo, 1817). The Leftist social movement picked up Ricardo’s view and
decided that after the satisfaction of physical, physiological needs all the other
problems of mankind can then be raised and solved freely. Karl Max was the
most powerful and influential scholar to maintain this conception on the Left.
Curiously enough the capitalist market economy still shares this position. It is
not by chance that the modern market economy arrived at the consumer as the
main actor and mover of social processes. However, from an evolutionary point
of view the only fundamental difference between the two wings is the presence
of an impersonal selection system in capitalism. All other differences come from
this mechanism of selection. Or, to be more precise, both social systems have
powerful selection processes. But while in socialism it is the leader and his
immediate circle who exterminate a great number of people: the “enemies” of
socialism, in the market economy it is the impersonal market forces which
perform the same evolutionary function. This is the basis on which socialism as
dictatorship has been identified. And in the other – capitalist – system,
Darwinism – especially universal Darwinism – became the leading ideology.
Pan-economism is not interested in psychology at all, because man is not a
factor there: he is rather an effect only, a result of economic system and process
and is not effective as their feedback.
The seventh factor is that of biology. Economy and its science: economics was
elaborated first for satisfying man’s basic physical, physiological needs. One of
the most powerful thinkers in this domain was Thomas Malthus, who recognized
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that there is – as a rule – a certain but dreadful imbalance between mankind and
its environment. People tend to always overpopulate their evolutionary niche –
as we can express ourselves now – thus the mutual struggle among people for
survival is inevitable, and as a consequence a number of them die out. Charles
Darwin found a lot of evidence for this theory among the animals and founded a
corresponding science of evolution. In the meantime, economics reached its
classical heights and started to deduce its task from Darwinian biology regarding
humans as basically animals. That is, we humans have scarce resources for our
survival. (See how social science founded biology and then biology became the
basis for the same conceptions of social sciences, and among them for
economics!) It is vastly more important that the first goal of economics as a
scientific enterprise was not the acceptance of animal fate. At first, economics
intended to support people beyond their bearable number. Creating means for
multiplying the scarce resources by production became the vocation of
classical economics. Now, we already know that production is nothing else than
breaking and entering into other animals’ and plants’ niches and robbing them.
The problem of environment equals the problem of evolutionary crime mankind
is committing day by day. Under such intellectual conditions, economic biology
was possible, but economic psychology was not.
The same factors when they synthesize economics and psychology
Many changes occurred in these factors during the disciplinary phase of Figure
2, which reintroduced the original interest in the human factor, leading to
interest in scientific psychology, which was born at the end of 19th century
between the Industrial Revolution and the advent of the information society. We
will give a brief overview of these changes in the above order. As far as the
content is concerned, the image of man was radically changed after the
publication of the works of Sigmund Freud. The Austrian psychologist – the
founding father of psychoanalysis – found that we are not as rational as the
optimistic Enlightenment believed. Even before Freud’s books appeared on the
historical scene from the beginning of the 20th century, romanticism finished its
revolution weaning public thinking away from rationalism. The reason was
almost the same on the two levels – of commonsense and scientific psychology
– namely the psychic illnesses were attributed to pure rationality. Rationality
meant and still means the logical coherence of a set of statements. That is,
rationalism is a syntactical value. But any logical coherence has its costs,
namely the vulgarization of reality (in this sense, both rationality and coherence
diminish the sense of reality). The universe is either not a coherent entity or its
coherence cannot be grasped by human speculation. Both the artists of
romanticism and scholars of psychoanalysis discovered an immense chasm
between the coherent rational consciousness, which was a norm at that time, and
the rest of the human psyche. Romanticism described it as the phenomenon of
respectable insanity – respectable, because it can destroy the narrow logical cage
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of mind – the Freudian psychoanalysis on the other hand applied a better
evolutionary way of enlarging this cage without blowing it up. Freud proposed
to start with the symptoms – definable as the feelings, ideas and acts incoherent
for the actual consciousness – and via reinterpretation make them a new part of
the logical consciousness. Coherence in this understanding is a permanent
process, rather than a static state of mind. In brief, we humans are not rational
machines. We are instead pools of endless conflicts and problems to be solved
by using psychological wisdom even in economic behavior.
As far as the methods are concerned, scientific psychology started with
experiments at its very beginning. We can explain this kind of start by two
reasons. Firstly, scientific psychology was born in that period of European
development when experimental physics was the model of sciences to be
followed. At the end of the nineteenth century “scientific” and “experimental”
were almost synonymous. Secondly – and this was a more important reason –
scientific psychology made every effort to deduce and explain psychic
phenomena not from verbally stated axioms, but to understand these phenomena
from the matter and functions of the living body. That is, the psychological
explanation comes not from above but from below. This was the great
psychological revolution against philosophy, a subject that was regarded by
psychologists as a sort of sophisticated but empty verbalism. As economics
preserved its philosophical origin by using deductive-axiomatic methods,
experimentally reasoning psychology proved to be extremely useful for it as a
methodological supplement of economics as a discipline. In this cooperation,
psychology is able to fulfill two important roles: firstly, the factual validation or
refutation of speculative economic models, secondly, the discovery of new facts
for economic conceptualization. It should be mentioned as an important issue
that the necessary preconditions of an effective synergy are not always present.
Recall what had been said by Lynn concerning the unnecessary “descriptive
accuracy”. Sometimes psychologists mutatis mutandis commit the same sin,
announcing that economics – instead of building open and developing theories –
tends to be a dogmatic way of forcing speculations and ideologies upon us.
As far as the practice is concerned, Puritanism became temporarily – but only
temporarily – an outdated view and behavior. An economic system which is
excellent in production but ignorant of consumption, inevitably reaches a crisis
of overproduction. This would be true even if the means of payment were
distributed equally. The illness of overproduction can be cured in two ways:
either by escalating consumption or by limiting production. In the second phase
of modern capitalism, after the Great Depression between 1929 and 1934, the
Western systems chose the first way. Pleasure and enjoyment became the main
issues. The anti-puritan French model, which had lagged far behind the English
one, tended to occupy the first place. Moreover, France – having lost its glorious
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political position of a first class military empire after the defeat of Napoleon
Bonaparte – specialized itself as the main supporter of arts. Although this
specialization had deep and constant antecedents in the history of all the Latin
countries such as Italy and Spain, at the beginning of the 19th century France
invented a new (modern) art appropriate for the capitalist spirit of the partial
personality specialized both horizontally at work and vertically in the social
hierarchy (Magyari Beck, 2007c) and discovered the way of financing and
promoting this kind of art, still rejected on the market by consumers. The
necessary links between the artists’ poverty, illness, enjoyment and art were first
established in this period. No enterprise had constructed such a quadrangle
before by joining up these four angles. However, today the revival of a new type
of Puritanism can be observed. Both the forced material consumption and the
modern art created artificially by art dealers in France are going out of fashion.
The self-evident cause of these tendencies is the accumulation of garbage
outside the personality with the remnants of the half-consumed material
commodities and within the personality with the so-called modern art. Both the
pleasure and enjoyment and their necessary ending call for psychological
explanation and support.
As far as the systems of disciplines are concerned, the set of isolated sciences as
a reflection of reality is outdated. Disciplines have begun to cooperate in both
horizontal and vertical ways. But mostly they do it vertically. Here, we can
distinguish two sub-currents. The first one calls itself reductionism, which – in
Wilson’s understanding – is a building of ideas about reality, where every new
level is transparent concerning the constituent parts below it as Husserl was
thinking about this issue (Wilson, 1998). The second is related to Gestalt
psychology and the system theories and also has basically German roots.
According to this school, every level has its own laws, which cannot be reduced
to the interaction of the components below it. To take an example, water is water
and not a sum and interaction of mutually independent atoms of oxygen and
hydrogen. These debates are still very important for the science of psychology.
For example, can we observe visually – or by any other senses – our nervous
processes beneath the level of our intelligence or emotions? Or, can we observe
visually our molecular processes beneath our nerve cells? Or, can we observe
visually our atomic processes beneath our molecules? If we were able to see
those levels in their details introspection would suffice as the method of
psychological and physiological investigations. But as introspection failed in the
studies even in the conscious psychological phenomena most accessible for it,
the transparency of psycho-physiological layers is at the least questionable. I
could not find these methodological problems in the works of Wilson I have
studied. However, Wilson put forward these questions not in the context of
introspection, but only in the context of the observation of things from the
outside. Let us suppose that Wilson is right. But even in this case, his position is
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only a part of the truth. Suppose it is possible to observe and regulate by
introspection all the elements of human behavior! Provided it is possible, the
human psyche can be neglected entirely both by those who manipulate us, and
by ourselves as well. Here, water is the paradigm. The autonomous human soul,
spirit, psyche exists and cannot be neglected. Economics too, should take this
into consideration.
As far as ideology is concerned, this word is hardly acceptable today. Most
authors speak of ideology as a system of ideas which hides the reality by simple
lies, instead of discovering it, and is imposed upon the people whose real
interests are far from those served by the system of ideas in question. But my
approach is radically different. Ideology is first of all a practice, which consists
of at least two main steps. The first step makes people empty concerning the
logos or meaning of their life, thereby creating a great demand for a new
meaning, without which no one is able to survive (Frankl, in Hungarian, 1996).
The second step presents the supply of meanings. One of the Hungarian
economic psychologists – Laszlo Garai – coined a new term suitable to describe
the case in point. Garai spoke of the so-called “identity market” (Garai, 1995). I
will not describe Garai’s further ideas here. I will describe instead the way I
conceived of this phenomenon. How can people be robbed of their logos? To
answer this question, let us recall at first the “natural way” of this catastrophe. If
a culture or civilization collapses, its spiritual superstructure will also suffer
from this collapse. The population becomes a rabble, expecting nevertheless its
salvation that will be a new and usable meaning of their life. Salvation may or
may not come as a “natural” miracle created by a hero like Moses or Jesus.
However, this whole process can be simulated in an artificial manner. For
example, a well-paid circle of intellectuals starts to destroy the existing
superstructure. The flow reaches the individual personality and causes its
spiritual emptying. If these intellectuals are experts at their job they will put
great emphasis on making this outcome appear natural. The rhetoric of crisis
will be enormous and much louder than the voice of the real crisis in the same
society at least in the beginning. But as people learn this rhetoric the crisis
becomes real and greater and people tend to look for the new meanings.
Provided the process is well-planned, the supply of meanings meets the
deadline. The identity market is established. Ideology is an artificial simulation
of a culture’s change in the service of the reigning power. This is the basis on
which I reject Lynn’s maintaining the theory of utility maximization as an
old/new ideology. Not to speak of the fact that utility maximization does not
make us identical or even similar. Suppose we are all utility maximizing people.
The question of what utility should be pursued, when, where, why and so on
introduces such a variety of possible behaviors that no unity is forged among the
utility-maximizing people. This is the correction which comes from psychology.
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As far as pan-economism is concerned, today this is the vital topic in everyday
life. According to any kind of scientific reductionism, economy should be the
basis of any other parts of social life. Why? Economy can be found on the level
where the basic physical-physiological needs are satisfied. Above it, for the paneconomists, the so-called culture finds its place determined by economy. It is
beyond question that economy supports the science, philosophy, religion,
education, libraries, theaters, museums and other genres and institutions of
culture. However, this view was elaborated in the works of traditional
philosophy which has been working with the duality of matter and idea and
reduces culture mostly to ideas. This picture is attractively simple. On the other
hand, today economy is also recognized as a part of culture. For example, in
different cultures, economy is also different. Not to speak of economics. It is a
serious science – that is, an important part of the high culture – with plenty of
valid and reliable knowledge. The question is whether economy is larger than
culture or culture is larger than economy? The customary answers usually
depend on the profession of the answerers. Economists tend to vote for
economy, the men of ideas – for “culture”. Both – that is, even the materialists –
usually preserved the narrow idealist conception of culture. The present author
tried to solve this problem in one of his books and papers (Magyari Beck,
2006b, 2007b) and found that the problem of mutual inclusion can be solved
today only by using the term culture with multiple meanings. Two of them will
be as follows. Culture can be defined as anything which is beyond and above
nature. This culture contains economy as its part. Another definition of culture
refers to some spiritual goods circulated on the market. This culture is a part of
economy. One thing is certain. The relationship within culture and economy has
its roots in the psychological structure of the human being. Before economy
crossed the virtual border between the body and mentality – and remained
mostly on the level of material needs and their satisfaction – the problem was
not especially acute. But today, at the advent of the information society, where
we cannot take a step ahead without economics of culture, the understanding of
man is a priority goal not only in psychology, but for the economy and culture as
well.
As far as biology is concerned, a couple of decades ago, the identity of men and
animals was resolutely denied. There existed a consensus among scholars
concerning the very special nature of people, which lifted them far above
Nature. And although the original Darwinism’s reductionism returned in an
extremely general form called “universal Darwinism”, the majority of scholars –
especially in the domain of culture and civilization – do not accept this position
without reservations and fundamental corrections. In one of the chapters, we
will argue for the essence of man, which makes him able to create a powerful
artificial order both inside (culture) and outside (civilization) the human
personality. What is the result of genes in the cases of animals can be the result
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– on an incommensurably higher level – of the creative conscious and/or
subconscious mind of people. It is not by chance that Wilson spoke of the
“gene-culture co-evolution”, a term which presupposes the mutual autonomy of
genes and culture (Wilson, 1998. p. 140). The post-Darwinian position is a good
soil in which to plant psychology in the field of economics, because the
difference between the animal psyche on one side and the human psyche on the
other is enormous, making the latter unavoidable in any region of human
activity. But unfortunately, this golden age is over. A new generation of
universal Darwinists brought back such terminology as man-machine, genemachine and so on. Thus, the primitive picture of machine-like reality returned
on all possible levels. The erudition of the universal Darwinists is so amazing
that – reading them – anyone human can easily accept his animal being and the
treatment adequate for animals. It also means that this particular door leading to
economic psychology of humans – instead of economic biology – has been
slammed shut for the time being and it will take a lot of work and time to open it
again.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the historical process of knowledge development in
general and economic psychology in particular. We found at least seven clusters
of reasons or causes which were influential both in separating and synthesizing
economics and psychology. We could also see that the problem has not been
solved perfectly. The tendencies of separation return time and again, whereas
the synthesizing forces have to be repeatedly reestablished so as to develop more
and more complex systems, which are able to approach the complexity of life
and to treat reality without killing it. Anyone reading this chapter will find his
place on this sketchy historical map. For example, if he or she prefers the
axiomatic-deductive method their intellectual place is in the 17th or 18th century
and they will have to learn a lot to reach the 21st, that is, to be modern.
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Economic Activity or Economic Behavior
Descriptive and normative approaches, economy and culture
Descriptive approach
What are economic activity and/or economic behavior, regarded in this book as
synonyms? They were very simple concepts during the period of socialism: All
people who had signed a contract with an enterprise to work in it were
considered to be economically active. The proportion between people who did
not have such a contract and those who did was called the ratio of economic
activity. This typically socialist type of measuring suffered from at least two
contradictory, but interconnected, disadvantages. First it was too narrow as for
example no consuming behavior was included in it. Secondly it was too large, as
a number of employees can be listed among the underutilized labor force
because although these employees had the above-mentioned contracts, they did
not perform any significant tasks on the job and instead were loafers. To our
great surprise, Willy Zeller from Switzerland – a country with a well-developed
market economy – issued a small book and published it also in Hungary to put
forward the above-outlined definition of economic activity as valid in the market
economy (Zeller, in Hungarian 1995).
A much better definition could be found in the works of Herbert Simon.
According to this author, economic behavior consists of three elements:
production, consumption and exchange (Simon, in Hungarian, 1982). This view
has been shared also by a famous Hungarian economist András Bródy. Although
this conception fundamentally approached the correct position, it also suffers
from a couple of weaknesses. The main one is the hidden prejudice that neither
production nor consumption has an exchange structure, and exchange is reduced
to selling and buying, that is, to the transactions of the seller and buyer in the
supermarkets and shops. Contrary to these hidden prejudices both production
and consumption have a clear exchange structure.
We produce – by work and play – useful products via the exchange of the socalled work values on the labor market. Before introducing the notion of work
values, let us stay for a moment with the problem of “work and play”. The
strictly economic era started its historical career at the beginning of the 18th
century when the investment and return was calculated first of all in factories.
Originally, factories employed workers so as to work, that is, to solve repetitive,
stereotyped, well-structured, convergent and transparent tasks. Psychologically
these kinds of task are solved by work. Or to put it another way, solving
repetitive, stereotype, convergent and transparent tasks – this is exactly the
psychological definition of work. Before and after this period of work, the
activity of mankind was a great field of game and/or play, the psychological
definition of which is the solving of unique, ill-structured, heuristic, divergent
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and vague problems. But as the subject matter of economics was originally the
work, today we are living under a kind of intellectual burden of economic
traditionalism by always speaking in terms of work. We are accustomed to use
the expressions of work only: labor force, labor market, quality of labor, and so
on. Even in the movies, it is fashionable to call even crime a type of work. We
have no expressions such as “game-force”, “game-market” etc., which makes it
obvious that economic terminology as such is a little bit outdated. However, it is
impossible to subsume all the productive activity – excluding of course crime,
which is not at all productive in the long run – under the terminology of work.
And now, let us turn again to the “work” values! “Work” values are the values
for which people tend or are ready to work and play productive games. To
mention just a few of these values: achievement, career, benefits, prestige of the
firm, contribution to social progress, working time, good colleagues, esteem,
appreciation of one’s achievements, independence at work, being influential at
work, interesting work, job security, good position, meaning of work,
development of one’s personality, meeting nice people at the workplace,
financial compensation, honest boss, possibility of making use of one’s abilities
and knowledge, conditions: clean and comfortable environment, and so on.
What is curious here at first glance, that money is only one of the many values
for which people – often behaving as real idealists – produce economic goods
and commodities. It seems to me that money occupies the first and sometimes
even the unique position among the work values if and only if people are
deprived of them tragically and intentionally. Of course, after the above
distinctions between work and games, the reader is supposed to introduce the
necessary corrections here and think of work values both in general and in the
particular sense, namely as work and game/play values. Naturally, it is also
possible that work and games have two slightly or radically different values
however – up till now – no investigation into the matter has clarified these
important differences. One remark is to be added to the above list of values:
these results are almost twenty years old, when the end of the Keynesian
economic system was approaching and money occupied only one of the
thinkable places among the values (Magyari-Beck, 1990, Elizur, Borg, Hunt and
Magyari-Beck, 1991). Summarizing briefly the above considerations, exchange
is a more generalized term than buying and selling, which is only a special case
of exchange.
The exchange nature applies to consumption, as well. Although consumption is
usually presented as something which gives you first class pleasure and
enjoyment without any price. If you see the commercials on TV or in the metro
stations, the person drinking a glass of wine or noticing a wonderful car is
almost blown out of his normal state of mind by the extreme enjoyment. But we
should all know that consumption is also an expensive and sometimes even a
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very expensive act. I am not speaking here of the price of the product at all. This
is only a small part of the picture. Consumption as a physiological and mental
process is usually a demanding activity in terms of time and energy that have to
be invested in it. Let us take the dimension of costs the consumption requires!
This dimension allegedly extends from zero cost to death, as in some
circumstances we have to pay for the consumption with our life. As far as the
zero cost is concerned, this is only a nonexistent – in the factual sense –
extrapolation of the scale so as to reach one of its mathematical ends. Moving
from this end towards the other, we pay more and more in terms of physical and
mental energy – e.g. for eating and especially overeating – and in terms of time
– e.g. for cultural goods – learning the meanings and messages (“M and M” in
my own private terminology) of the situations. During consumption, we also pay
opportunity costs. Beyond a certain for the time being undefined nature and/or
quantity of consumption, the goods change their original character and become
bads. For example, medicine becomes drug, diligence becomes a workaholic
style of life, which destroys you. In economics, we still do not have at least a
more or less exact distinction between the goods and bads. As a psychologist, I
prefer to define consumption as a process in which the consumer turns the
outer energy and knowledge into his or her inner energy and knowledge.
Thus, I would not use the term consumption in the situations where somebody
takes harmful pills, eats too much excellent food which makes him ill or “takes
in” intellectual garbage. Once more: Consumption for me is the acquirement of
sources of energy and knowledge from the environment. Consumption helps
people with their self-realization. Thus, bads cannot be the objects of
consumption. The quantity also counts, not only the quality. Why is
consumption still waiting its appropriate and sophisticated definition? The likely
answer is: perhaps the main preference in the market economy is to sell and buy
anything at the highest possible price. All in all, consumption also has an
exchange structure.
Well, if the production, consumption and exchange (in the shop) have exchange
structure, the notion of exchange has – in the Simon-Brody definition – two
meanings. One is a particular meaning – selling and buying – but another is a
general one. Thus, the only way out of this logical confusion would be to stick
to our results and conclude that exchange is economic activity or economic
behavior itself and subsumes three forms, namely production, consumption and
finally buying and purchase. On this basis it is possible to make a preliminary
distinction between economic and uneconomic behavior. Accordingly,
everything which is a unilateral activity cannot be called economic by its very
nature. What forms of unilateral behavior are we familiar with? It is possible and
desirable to mention at least two such kinds of activity: robbery and a pure
giving without any compensation on the side of the receiver. That is, we can
define crime from the point of view of economy, as well. If you are robbed, then
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both the robber and the victim are out of economy. To give something without
compensation is beyond any doubt a very nice act. However, this kind of
unilateral kindness supports the aspirations of the future free riders and robbers
who detract from all the possible economic values. Thus unilateral giving
behavior is not an economic act either.
Likewise we can evaluate in the same respect the relationship between economy
and its biological environment. It is more than crazy that economy, which
emphasizes exchange and mutuality in general, behaves as a robber when it
comes to speak of and act on the environment. The only type of society which
preferred Nature has been the agrarian one. Before it the ancient market
economies in the Middle East ended their historical career with deserts. Not to
speak of the modern industrial societies where the raw material is taken from the
bowels of the earth without the slightest possibility to give back even a small
percentage of them in the future. Well, both the ancient market economies and
industrial – and perhaps post-industrial – societies today behaved and behave
not in an economic way in their relationships with the natural environment. The
economic systems in question are simply the criminal factors on the Earth.
Another interesting economic relationship can be found within personality.
When we have to speak for example of the self-exploitation of a man, the
abstract and generalized background behind this – or similar – sentences is that
economic relationships give a considerable part of psychological – and
physiological – laws within the personality. That is, economy is not merely a
limited sort of social interaction. Economy and its wisdom is a large part of the
human – and perhaps the animal – psyche. Man can develop – and as a rule
develops – an inner psychological – and physiological – economy where he is
both the “employer” and “employee” and depending on his self-esteem or
energy or mentality or morality, etc. will oppress, exploit, promote and so on
himself. Two important conclusions can be drawn from this state of affairs.
Firstly, economic laws are both social and psychological and it would be very
difficult to discover the starting point: whether in psychology and physiology for
the social, or in social for the psychological and physiological? Secondly, the
real actor of economy is not the individual personality but its roles. This state of
affairs can explain the frequently observable fact that one and the same person
has multiple economic attitudes, just as he contains multiple economic roles
developed and trained vis-à-vis each other.
This path leads us to the question of culture, defined as an inner order within
personality based on the common conceptualization of reality and the common
values of a society’s members. In this respect, we are able to identify a range of
fundamental cultural principles which contains first of all the most general
cultural axiom of the so-called generalized reciprocity. A group of people
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practices general reciprocity when everybody gives the needed goods to any
other member of the same group who is in need (Sahlins, in: Ridley, 1997). This
was the original form of culture in the distant past. The advantages of
generalized reciprocity include the likelihood of survival of the group within the
conditions of scarce resources important for life. In these conditions it would be
extremely difficult to find that small quantity of excess goods which could be
“accumulated” in the hands of tribesmen, without any institutionalization of
recording the surplus. Thus generalized reciprocity is and remains a question of
morality.
The next and more advanced principle – reciprocity without adjective – can be
characterized as face to face reciprocity because it presupposes the mutual
familiarity of donor and receiver with each other, and their change of places in
the second act of transaction: where donor becomes the receiver and receiver
becomes the donor. This “algorithm” presupposes the recognition of
individuality within the tribe. And although we humans are accustomed to think
that only human beings have individual character, the presence of face to face
reciprocity among chimpanzees reveals the presence of individuality well below
the human race and well before the human race appeared in evolution. Nor has
face to face reciprocity anything to do with exact exchange rates. But
nevertheless we can call it – together with generalized reciprocity – soft
economy, because, in these phases of development, reciprocity in any of its
forms functioned as the production of living creatures. (It is a big question
whether the primitive, lower-level animals also used these “methods” of survival
or not at the beginning of their evolution.) Let us take a closer look at the
Darwinist approach from the point of view of the reciprocity game! It seems to
the present author that the Darwinian mutual struggle for the scarce
resources in animal tribes is a special case of reciprocity, what Sahlins calls
negative reciprocity, without establishing any immediate connection with
Darwinian ideas, at least in my readings. Ridley even regarded negative
reciprocity – that is, the exchange of bads – as simply a “rather confusing term
for theft” (Ridley, 1997, p. 119), which is itself a rather confusing statement.
Economy – and of course economic behavior – in this context is nothing else
than an exact form of reciprocity, mainly reciprocity in the exchange of goods.
As for the bads, jurisdiction can be identified with the exact form of their
exchange (Magyari Beck, 2007b). Nowadays, there is a powerful tendency to
make every exchange exact, which would lead to the central position of
economics and jurisprudence among the sciences. Another side of this coin is
the fierce struggle against the pre- or proto-economic activity, which we called
above “soft economy”. The soft kind of jurisdiction had been eliminated in its
larger part earlier than soft economy, which is still widespread. This is
understandable because mankind would have been totally exterminated if the
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“lynch law” had remained the rule of life from the beginning of history
(Magyari Beck, 2007 ibid.). However, it is impossible to be exact in all the
concrete cases of exchange. This is why economy and jurisdiction can function
often as only pseudo-exact means, and the soft levels of events preserve their
right to existence. The struggle between the soft everyday and hard scientific
methods has taken the form of a pitched battle between culture and
economy/jurisdiction, where culture is regarded as an outdated form of human
“enterprise”. In my understanding, culture – that is, the forms and levels of
reciprocity – is the soil on which exactness – as a higher quality of treating the
occurrences – emerges. But the premature digitization of these areas, as well, is
dangerous (Magyari Beck, 2006a) for it kills the soil by forced inadequate
methods. It can also be possible that Jesus Christ’s counter-revolution against
the merchants and their economy had broken out because of the incorrect nature
of measurement of goods to be exchanged, which led to a terrible pauperization
of the great majority of the population in ancient market economies.
Normative approach
The factual and normative aspects are interconnected to such an extent that we
can speak of them as two sides of the same coin. Any reality can be good or bad,
useful or useless, beautiful or ugly and so on. On the other hand, any value has
domain(s) for its application. It was a gross error – committed by Max Weber at
the beginning of the 20th century – to speak of the possibility of a valueless
worldview, which is still an incomprehensible and confusing theory even from
the simple logical point of view. It is very easy to prove that the so-called
valueless approach is merely the change of values to be applied. To understand
this thesis, it would be enough to raise the question of “Why did somebody
delete certain values?”, as the answer will inevitably be: because of some new
benefits – like for example the introduction of new values as the usefulness of
this or that action – which makes the field open for new purposes and so on
(Magyari Beck, 2003a). Hard-line economists frequently spoke of value
relativism. This allows everybody to have his or her own individual values.
Relativism is sold as a kind of lack of values as no common value exists under
the umbrella of relativism. But this is again a big mistake, for relativism itself
plays the role of common basic value in this special case. It has already been
proved allegedly that relativism is a self-contradictory concept theoretically.
However, in practice, relativism is an obligatory and well-working value in
market economy. Isn’t that a paradox? Mere logical contradiction and paradox
are two different things. Paradox is a logically acceptable way of reconciling
contradictions. We will return to this question later on.
So let’s start with a more exact description of exchange activity before analyzing
the normative side of the matter! Figure 3 reflects the exchange in its details
most important for us.
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Figure 3
A

a

B

b

In Figure 3 we can see two vertical arrows, which represent two economic
actors. They are represented by arrows because the partial man (that is the role)
and man as such – not to speak of any sort of institutions as well – is reduced to
utility preference in economics. Economic actors are economic because they are
repeatedly involved in exchange actions. The semi-horizontal arrows show the
inner structure of exchange, the principle of which is selling the value that is
lower – in the eyes of the seller – for another that is higher – in the eyes of the
same seller. That is, exchange has nothing to do with the equality of values in
terms of the goods’ essences. What should be equal so as to make the exchange
take place? As Figure 3 shows, it is the gains of a, and b that have to be equal.
This is a very easy and transparent statement at first glance. However, the
process of its application unravels a lot of difficulties in this sub-theory. For
example, if the exchange partners have different conditions, the gains of a and b
can be radically different as regards their net magnitude in other conditions. A
prisoner and a jailer in a concentration camp will never satisfy the so-called
everyday norms of exchange – if these kinds of norms exist at all – because, in
these circumstances, a gold wedding ring and a tiny piece of bread can easily be
equal regarding their values in terms of utility or gain of the partners. A tiny
piece of bread is able to save the life of the prisoner in this or that case. That is,
it is impossible to fix the norms of exchange without the social context. It is
the social context which qualifies the exchange from the value point of view.
As a result of this train of thought, we have to turn to the general social values
and norms, the keeping of which makes the economy acceptable in respect of
axiology. It would be impossible to list all the values and norms – norms are the
points or levels preferred by society or people on the values’ dimensions – thus
we will mention or describe only some of them. Independence of economic
actors from each other – or the lack of immediate dependence – is one of these
values. Another value is the freedom of decision-making on whether to enter an
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exchange relationship or not. But because the explanation of the essence and
acceptable degree – that is, the norms – of both values mentioned above would
require a lot of time and space, their detailed analysis will be omitted in this
chapter. Unfortunately independence and freedom are usually discussed on a
very popular level of political folklore and as a rule identified with each other.
And although these are big mistakes, to open a lengthy debate on them in these
pages would consume all the remaining part of this book.
However, we can say a little bit more about the values and norms of equality and
equity, which is all the more important as these concepts play an outstanding
role in general economic policy. Equality is definable as the close similarity of
people’s material and spiritual, inner and outer conditions. Absolute sameness is
impossible. Economically speaking, the similarity can and should occur in
learning, working and game conditions. In these cases genetic factors create
great differences between people (Wilson, 1998). Another form of equality is
when people are supposed to achieve similar results and have similar income.
This equality presupposes great differences between the conditions which
compensate the genetic variability. The weak are supported, the strong are
tyrannized. The first sort of equality can be called equality in chances, whereas
the second one is obligatory uniformity. Equity on the other hand is definable as
the relationship between the input and output of human productive behavior.
Input in this context exists always on the side of the person, whereas output
comes from the social environment as reward, compensation and so on. Input is
what has been put in the institutions or systems by, for example, the person and
output is the return for the input. The requirements of equity are met when, for
example, good workers get higher salaries than the bad ones. In politics
traditionally the left-wingers prefer equality, the right-wingers – equity.
It is worth mentioning that neither equality nor equity is acceptable alone.
Equality can result in the proliferation of free-riders, who function as parasites
in social systems. Whereas equity lets die the people who cannot find their own
battleground to express the abilities, knowledge and skills they have. Equality
can be dangerous for society, equity – for people. Imagine, for example, that
somebody in the ancient Roman Empire could not be successful as a gladiator or
warrior because of his physical insufficiency. However, this same person would
have been an excellent musician in say the 18th century. To tell exactly what is
the strength in the case of mankind is not so easy as in the cases of animals.
History runs like a cheetah, while biological evolution lags behind it like an ant.
A healthy society is neither Leftist, nor Rightist regarding its value system.
Equality and equity – while both should influence the society – limit each other
in such a manner that equality prevents the Right-wing thinkers and actors from
the mass killing of the “weak”, and equity prevents the Leftists from the mass
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production of free-riders. Figure 4 attempts to show the relationship between the
two values.
Figure 4
Equity

Inequality

Equality

Inequity

A couple of remarks seem useful here. Firstly, to be Leftist or Rightist is a
question of values and not that of self-denomination as is frequently the case
especially in this century. Secondly, to be only either Leftist or Rightist is a
question of political extremism and psychological psychosis. A society in a good
working order supports both values and has their strong institutions. Thirdly,
there are powerful spontaneous social and psychological mechanisms by which
the members of society strive to reestablish equality and equity in practice if
possible. If this is not possible, people will change their view so as to confirm
their so-called “just-world hypothesis” (Zanden, 1987). Let’s take first the
examples of solutions in the actual practice of visible behavior! If we imagine a
matrix the upper line of which has two separate terms: violation from below and
violation from above, and the sideline again with two separate terms: equality
and equity, then we will have four squares with the following meanings:
violation of equality from below (some people get significantly less than the
average), violation of equality from above (some people get significantly more
than the average), violation of equity from below (some people get significantly
less than they deserved), and finally, violation of equity from above (some
people get undeserved benefits). Notice that the people’s sense of justice
protests against the violations of values also from above.
However, if the above-described four types of violations occur, certain typical
reactions will appear on the part of those concerned. For example, the violation
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of equality from below leads to “justified crime”, a paradoxical notion and
practice. The great French writer Victor Hugo devoted a lot of ink to describe
this noble activity in the 19th century. The violation of equality from above leads
to conformism. The French aristocracy in the 18th century had a wonderful game
of working – again a paradoxical notion and practice – as shepherds. A century
later, the greatest of all novelists, Leo Tolstoy repeated the example, however, in
the Russian style of seriousness and tragic flavor. He too wanted to live as an
ordinary peasant, but very seriously and in all dimensions of human existence.
The violation of equity from below leads to the position of victim. This is a
dangerous niche as “According to the just-world hypothesis, the victim deserves
to suffer.” (Zanden, 1987. p. 567.) That is, the violation of equity from below
can easily launch the mechanism of positive feedback, which strengthens this
type of violation precisely under the umbrella of just-world hypothesis. The
violation of equity from above leads to paternalism, where the people pay for
undeserved benefits with their freedom and independence. This has been done
by the leading stratum in socialism. If the practical, pragmatic way of
corrections is closed, people tend to reestablish justice mentally, that is, by
redefinition of the situations from which they suffer. This is again such a
voluminous topic that it is impossible to go into it here.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the definition and description of economic
behavior. Some earlier and still fashionable definitions were analyzed critically.
We arrived at a simple concept of exchange as a result of this analysis. But
exchange is only a meta-term of economic behavior. The definition of economic
behavior acceptable for us is: exact exchange of goods. By way of introducing
the notions of different types of reciprocity, it was possible to find a valid
relationship between culture and economy. The chapter also dealt with the
exchange of bads connecting this activity to jurisprudence, which is in this case
the mirror image of economics. Or the two sciences can be called twin
disciplines. This chapter has dealt also with the norms and values of economic
behavior in connection with political life. The complexity of society was
emphasized as one of the most important conditions of a healthy economic
behavior and economic life in general.
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Paradigms of Economic Behavior
Theory of scientific explanation, paradigm comb and its paradigms
Scientific explanations in general
The first question to be answered here is the necessity of scientific explanation.
Why is it important to explain new discoveries, especially in sciences? As far as
religion and philosophy is concerned, this time we will omit them, however, it is
more than likely that scientific explanation came from the similar “enterprises”
in religions and philosophies. To answer this question, it would be useful to start
from one of the main specific features of scientific revelations. As a matter of
fact, scientific discoveries are for the most part unpredictable. It is also possible
that smooth processes of logical thinking open up something new, but these
forms of progress can be found first and foremost in ideologies. Real science is
the empire of unexpectedness. On the other hand, any set of isolated
“discoveries” cannot be called a discipline. If there in no system of ideas it is not
possible to speak of discoveries. To add an additional fact to a set of other wellknown facts is not a scientific development. The necessary precondition of
discoveries is not a set, but a system of pieces of knowledge. Discovery by
definition is a new message, which – although semantically correct – does not fit
into this system. Explanation equals legitimating the new – semantically correct
– message as knowledge by finding its logical place within the already
established semi-coherent system. We can also say that isolated pieces of
knowledge are mutually illegitimate, that is, they remain only messages. The
general way of this legitimating is to find the level of abstraction or essences on
which it is possible to connect the new message with the old knowledge. One
thing is certain: the level of demanded abstraction is not identical either with
that of the new message or with that of the system of old knowledge. It must be
deeper or higher, thus the development of sciences has two interconnected
directions: extensity and intensity. For example, bacteriology became an
accepted school in medical sciences when the illnesses caused by bacteria found
their explanatory roots in the theory of evolution. It was easy to present these
kinds of illnesses as struggles between the micro and macro levels of life.
Forms of Scientific Explanations
After these introductory remarks, let us see the forms of scientific explanations!
We kindly ask the reader not to expect here a comprehensive theory of
explanations as this part of the chapter is intended only to be an introduction to
the different kinds or types of explanations one of which will be explanations by
paradigms. Well, here we are discussing only three forms of explanations:
explanation by principles, explanation by causality and explanation by
paradigms. Explanation by principles takes us back to the Aristotelian
classifications. The main task of explanation by principles is to find the exact
place of a newly found phenomenon within the relevant classification. It would
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be easy to make this kind of explanation understandable by using an example, so
I will turn to may favorite pseudo-story. Let us imagine that we have a biologist
who is familiar only with horses. But one fine summer morning, our hero finds a
rabbit. “Such a nice little horse with long ears!” will be his first reaction. That is,
he arrived at his preliminary explanatory hypothesis to be proved. This act of
mind seems very useful. The next step to be taken will be to find the degree of
similarity between the already known horses and the new one. It is an extremely
difficult question. Our biologist has two paths in front of him. He can either
redefine the term horse in order to be able to put the rabbit in the old box of his
poor classification or coin a new word for the new phenomenon. Who will tell
what degree of similarities and differences are needed to select the way forward?
Perhaps the new findings, which fill the gap between the well-known horses and
the new small rabbit-horse? We will not go into the details and will let our funny
biologist work. Although the process is not entirely clear, today horses and
rabbits are regarded as different species due to the thorough investigations into
the matter.
Explanation by causality requires the finding of those forces which make the
system work. Beneath this requirement is the famous principle of the
conservation of energy. To put it in simplified terms, nothing can change its
status without getting additional energy or losing its own energy resources. We
call causes the sources and “specialists” of energy. Although the problem seems
comparatively easy, a lot of confusion exists in this realm. To clarify it, we must
distinguish between mono-causality and multi-causality. Mono-causality
regards the universe as a huge number of causal threads isolated from each
other. Either all the threads have their own original mover (like the polytheism
in religion) or have a common beginning as, for example, in the Big Bang (or in
monotheism in religion). Secondly, an event is determined or not by a single
cause. In other words, an event is determined or is essentially free in every
respect. That is, freedom and determination is an irreconcilable contradiction in
this worldview. Thirdly, it is very natural to speak of the objective likelihood in
the framework of mono-causality. If two or more threads cross each other the
observer can interpret the event as determined on the level of its parts, but
undetermined on the level of the whole. For example, if somebody dies because
of receiving a severe blow to his head by a brick falling from the roof. Both the
falling brick and the person’s walk on the sidewalk are determined, but the
crossing of these events is the matter of a mere – objective – chance.
What about multi-causality? Multi-causality regards the world as an immense
crystal. This huge object does not have any initial mover. Everything can happen
within its body. Freedom and determination do not contradict each other,
however, everything can be only partially determined and partially free from
outside. It is intriguing that both the quality and quantity of freedom and
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determination are distinguishable in this crystal world. Especially regarding the
chosen units, where the number of causes and their nature can be approximately
identified. Furthermore, starting from this knowledge, we can increase either
their freedom by eliminating a certain number of determining forces or, vice
versa, it is possible to increase their determination by adding new forces
exerting pressure on them. Likewise, we can either improve or corrupt the
quality of determination by changing the system of forces influencing the units.
Only adjectival freedom exists in the crystal-type world. For example, in the
Middle Ages, the adjectival, concrete freedoms existed in real life: the freedom
of the nobility, of the Church, of the towns, of merchants and so on. Freedom in
general, freedom as such was only an abstract notion. The “great innovation” of
generalizing the concrete freedoms and treating this generalized word as a
real life phenomenon is just as absurd as if we were trying to embody the
abstract concept of horse in real life without any specific characteristics. As a
matter of fact, the abstract concept of horse does not have color, size, aesthetic
quality, habits, etc. Thus, it cannot appear before us as a material entity. The
loud noise in the question of freedom versus the lack of it in the manner of
“all or nothing” principle is not only useless but also a logically crazy political
game. Finally, likelihood in the crystal world is only the question of a subjective
state of mind. Here, everything is determined – contrary to postmodernism –
either from outside or – e.g. in the conditions of social and political freedom –
from inside. That is, the socio-political freedom of an element in a multi-causal
model is its possibility to determine itself from inside and thus function
according to its nature.
Explanation by paradigms is a relatively new theory (Kuhn, 1970), but an ageold practice. A paradigm is a pattern or cliché of describing or prescribing (in
engineering) the structure and motion of a structure. This is a simplified but
valid definition, as one of the critical remarks concerning Kuhn’s theory of
paradigm was the lack of unanimity in the definition of paradigm established by
the founding father, Thomas Kuhn. In these circumstances the user of this term
has a certain freedom to select the most special and innovative meaning of the
term in question from among the meanings given by Kuhn. Although the
paradigms shed light in a sense on the industrial nature of research – clichés and
patterns are used in the processes of mass production – it would be easier to
clarify the concept with the help of a historical example. Copernican and
Keplerian cosmology explained the movement of planets using in fact
paradigms because they gave first of all the geometry of their movement. It was
not until later that Newton could explain the moving forces in and of the
Universe. That is, it was Newton who proposed the causal explanation. Kuhn
was able to explain conservatism in sciences with his term. However, his claim
that a mature science is always mono-paradigmatic contradicts reality. Even the
most developed sciences and disciplines like physics and biology are multi70

paradigmatic. Economic psychology is also a multi-paradigmatic discipline. His
paragraphs on the emergence of new paradigms by way of chance are also
mistaken, for unpredictable event and chance event are not the same things.
Paradigm Comb
The present author elaborated a very simple, easy to remember model about the
explanatory paradigms of economic behavior. The first version of this model
was as follows.
Figure 5

Traditions Rationality Altruism Creativity

Historical time

Anthropolgy

Science of economics

Explanations based on genetics Psychology

Past

Present

Future

Why do we call this picture a “comb”? Well, the dimension of historical time
serves as if it were the handle of the “tool”. The vertical arrows, to which the
paradigms’ names are attached, resemble the teeth of the “tool”, making it
similar to a comb. We can see four paradigms on the picture: traditions,
rationality, altruism and finally creativity. Before explaining them in detail, let
us see what kind of groups they mold. The names of these groups can be found
below the main body of Figure 5. The first subdivision is between traditions and
other paradigms. Why? Because traditions were born before the science of
economics have emerged and were discussed subsequently in a very negative
manner. Perhaps the new science of economics regarded the system of traditions
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as one of its main enemies, which were trying to prevent the development –
economics offered – with the forces of the dark past. Economic science
introduced itself as the victory of rationality, the victory of reasonable human
calculation. The second subdivision is between the paradigms allegedly
determined genetically and the only genuinely psychological paradigm of
creativity. Great efforts are made by the genetically-oriented economists and
economic psychologists to clarify what nature we humans have from the genetic
point of view. Are we selfish calculators, a kind of rational computers or can we
behave as true altruists; do we prefer habitual things and actions embedded in
traditions or do we genetically long for the future and support innovations,
sometimes without reservations? In all likelihood, these debates are only just
beginning but will soon flourish, because the science of genetics seems to be
very well funded. Perhaps we have already entered the brave new world of
Aldous Huxley. Nevertheless, the most interesting subdivision for us is
connected with the development of economic psychology. According to this
aspect, tradition and rationality belong to the past of economy and economics (it
is true that traditions are usually discussed and their memory is cherished in
cultural anthropology and the history of economy, but not on the basis of
modern economic theories). The present is engaged in the understanding of the
possibility of altruistic behavior. As for the creative paradigm, it is still an issue
of the future, because even psychology has to grow further in its quality and size
so as to really understand creativity. We will return to this difficult problem later
in this book. Recently, we reworked substantially the paradigm comb and Figure
6 presents the results of this re-make.
Figure 6
Traditions Rationality Maximization Altruism Cooperation Creativity

Irrationality

History

In the new paradigm comb, we have seven – instead of four – paradigms. But
the main structure has been preserved. What is old in the paradigm comb is the
priority of the creative paradigm, which is the newest and – as we shall see – all
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the other paradigms can be reinterpreted on its basis. Moreover, this paradigm
gave rise to an even newer paradigm of irrationality, for the discovery of which
Daniel Kahneman received the Nobel Prize a couple of years ago, in 2002 (later
we will see that what Kahneman discovered can hardly be called irrationality in
its very essence). But what happened to the other paradigms were also the
results of the creative paradigm. To put them briefly here: the sorts of traditions
were doubled by including the liberal tradition, which is all the more an
effective step forward because this did not require any changes in the definition
of traditions. Because of the lack of space – and appropriate method – the liberal
sub-tradition was not indicated on the paradigm comb. We are dealing with it in
the text. Rationality was split into two different paradigms, namely the sui
generis philosophical rationality – Herbert Simon’s bounded rationality had
been also concerned with this issue – and utility maximization. A great
difference was found between altruism and cooperation, which made us divide
their original unity. Moreover, we raise the question of whether altruism is an
economic term or not. Perhaps it should be excluded from economy and
economics altogether. And now, we invite the reader to join us in a further train
of thought where the author analyses different paradigms.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the subject matter of scientific explanations. First,
we framed the problem of necessity of explanation: why is it not only important
but unavoidable as well in the process of validation of new messages as pieces
of scientific knowledge? Furthermore, the forms and types of explanations were
surveyed. We spoke of explanation by principles, explanation by causes and,
finally, of explanation by paradigms. The most important topic in this chapter is
the paradigms of economic behavior. As economic psychology was, is and
continues to be a multi-paradigmatic discipline, the figure of paradigm combs
proved one of the best visual presentations for making clear the paradigms of
economic activity and their relationships with each other. We showed not only
the initial paradigm comb but also its newer form, as we have already developed
substantially this part of economic psychology for today.
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Traditionalism
Definition, subdivision, factors, manifestations
Definition and forms, types of traditions
Nowadays, tradition is a very bad word and has fallen out of fashion. It allegedly
indicates something which is conservative, stupid, collectivist, blind and so on.
In this chapter, I would like to argue that just the opposite is true. Traditions are
the normal fundamentals on which any culture can not only survive but flourish,
as well. The greater the traditions are, the greater the culture can be, because the
source of greatness is to know as many solutions as possible well in advance.
A culture which is able to react adequately and immediately, will survive,
whereas the culture which is unprepared for the new challenges and thus slow to
respond can easily die out. To understand the above theses, one must keep in
mind that traditions are not mathematical algorithms prescribing everything well
in advance. Traditions – although often elaborated in detail – are mostly only
general prescriptions. That is, when I am saying that in great cultures almost
every possible problem is solved beforehand, I mean the abstract solutions (that
is, the principles of concrete solutions). Now, it is high time to define traditions.
Well, traditions are originally creative solutions which proved to be valid and
stable both in time and place. And this is exactly why they are preserved and
widespread. Traditions and creativity do not exclude or contradict each other.
They are in an excellent relationship. Contrary to what is frequently said in
today’s media, traditions support creativity, however, they select its results
rigorously. As a rule not all innovations are accepted in traditional societies.
Traditions work as the major filters which give access to actual reality only to
useful ideas that are also constructive in that society.
The paragraph above is very important, because many people identify traditional
society with a narrow-minded agrarian culture. This is a big mistake. Although it
is true that agrarian societies rather “mechanize” the plants and animals by
cultivation and breeding them for well-defined ends, while industrial societies –
on the contrary – animate machines, making them multifunctional to such a
degree that instead of using the machines as tools – especially in informatics –
we – and today even the best specialists in informatics – are frequently losing
our way in the labyrinth of symbols and icons, the information society is far less
creative than the traditional, say agrarian systems. There are at least two types of
traditions. The initial, simple traditions correspond to the definition we gave
above without further refinements. However, there is another tendency, which
does not call itself tradition but nevertheless it is. We speak of liberalism, which
has a long past in practice and especially in literature comparable with the
history of initial, simple traditions. The only distinction, but an important one, is
in the greater complexity of liberalism. Liberalism is a paradoxical tradition. In
my understanding, the “vertical contradiction” between the general and
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special level of the phenomenon is paradoxical. An abstract framing is always
a difficult reading, so we should express ourselves in a more concrete way. I am
a liberal if and only if I am similar to the others precisely by being as different
as possible, and follow the example of my ancestors in their interests in the
promising future. Individualism and “futurism” are necessary to the generation
of ideas. To sum up, the liberal traditions are specialized in idea generation,
whereas the initial, simple traditions are specialized in idea filtering. Creativity
is possible in the presence of both traditions simultaneously. If either of these
two functions is injured creativity becomes impossible.
There exists another outstanding feature of traditions. Namely they are basically
informal. As the present author expressed himself in one of his recent writings,
traditions can be grasped theoretically as the people’s pre-parliamentary
constitution, without which neither morality nor jurisdiction can exist (Magyari
Beck, 2007a). Often, attempts are made to formalize certain traditions,
especially when the spontaneous movements in a culture do not favor them, but
they are nevertheless preferred by the economic and/or political power. For
example, great conflicts can occur if a society practicing initial, simple traditions
is forced to accept and support an uncontrolled liberal idea generation, or vice
versa: if a society in its liberal phase is blocked by the dense filters of simple
traditions. The first case was frequent in Eastern European societies in the 20th
century, while the second one was frequent for example in France after the
French Revolution when the returning kings wanted to stop any further
development. These two trends gave rise to two different mentalities. One of
them is the Eastern European mentality, which prefers social stability at the
expense of idea generation, another is the Western European mentality, which
prefers the dynamics of innovation and is not concerned about the harm some
innovations can cause. This is one of the differences, in cases almost severe
conflicts, the new and enlarged European Union suffers from. What can be
added in the normative sense is that although the imbalance between the two
traditions frequently occurred in history, a healthy social life presupposes paying
tribute to recognition of both of them simultaneously. This is possible by
introducing the distribution of roles according to the abilities of the members in
the society. It is not unacceptable at all to have both idea generators and filtering
personalities in a culture.
Another classification of traditions is by making a distinction between the social
and economic traditions. “Social” in this context does not mean a more general
term, which includes “economy”. It is rather any social without any economic,
that is in this case: social = Social – economy. This is, of course a dubious
equation as we seldom find a “Social” which would not be at least in part
economic or connected with economy. However, we must make this distinction
because a lot of traditions lost their direct economic relevance in history and
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function today as only a melting force of nations or their different strata. For
example, manual mowing at the beginning of a harvest is an ineffective
operation economically but creates a good mood in the event among the
workers. Some readers will perhaps correct us by saying that – psychologically
– this mood contributes to the economic effectiveness in the continuation of the
harvest, which is absolutely true. However, compare the results achieved by
machines and the manual work per unit of time, and you will see significant
differences. In this direct but limited sense, we can say that there exist merely
economic and merely social traditions. The subdivision is important, especially
because many traditions – which lost their economic aspects – survived, and
serve as the maintenance of social cohesion within the culture by watering its
roots. To express ourselves more simply, our life contains two fundamental
activities: money making by work and play on the job, and free or leisure time
when we practice traditional behavior, e.g. in the framework of festivals, sports
and hobbies.
Factors of success and failure of traditions
Traditions are patterns and habits on the level of personality. According to the
laws of behavioral economics – a part of economic psychology – every living
organism strives to make bio-psychological stereotypes from those actions
which it repeats many times. This law of behavioral economics is beyond any
doubt an economic law of tendency towards – and not the arrival at – utility
maximization. Why? Repetition turns upside down the imbalance between the
input and output of our organism in this special – repeatedly practiced – activity
also as for example rowing. When we begin to learn this wonderful sport, a lot
of energy has to be mobilized, which indicates itself in increasing frequency of
heartbeat, rising blood-pressure, blood-sugar level, insulin, psychological
tension and so on. But the output remains deplorable. Three main indexes of
output – in the general theory of regulation – are very low at the beginning of
this process: the speed of the cycles of regulation (actions to be repeated), their
punctuality or accuracy, which can be measured by the differences between the
goal and hitting the target (zero difference means absolute accuracy) and finally
reliability, measured by the length of time during which the system can work
without breaking down. In the process of training the proportions between the
input and output gradually change. The energy investment at the input side is
lowered and the indexes of output improve. An expert at the skills in question
can reach excellent output indexes with the investment of a relatively small
amount of energy. Csíkszentmihályi defined psychological energy as conscious
attention, the neurological basis of which can only be guessed for the time being
(Csíkszentmihályi, 1993). One thing is certain. In the process of training, the
operation can be performed better and better, with less and less conscious
attention, that is, attention in this process does follow the rules of energy. The
reader can become familiar with these pieces of information by reading books
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on the psychology of sport and work psychology, where skill formation – that is,
training – is the main issue.
It would be a great mistake to think that the above outlined picture is valid only
for the initial and simple traditions because liberalism – the essence of which is
idea generation – obeys the other laws and rules. We do not share the opinion of
generalized Darwinism, according to which every process in the universe is
routine (Hölzl, 2004, Kesting, 2005). It is important to make distinctions among
the scientific laws, rules, stereotypes, habits, skills, automatisms and routines,
even if the authors cheerfully mix these and other similar terms in our antiessentialist postmodern times. All these phenomena have regularities as their
common meaning. But there are great differences among these regularities.
Scientific laws are regularities given by God or Nature; rules are regularities
given by the central or democratic powers; stereotypes are spontaneously
emerging regularities in society, culture and people; habits are flexible
regularities acquired by people in certain stable circumstances; skills are flexible
regularities useful at work and play acquired by people via learning;
automatisms are blind inflexible regularities built in machines or in people
working in a machine-like manner by corresponding specialists; routines are
blind, inflexible and monotonous regularities forced on people by hopeless
circumstances. I do not claim that all these definitions are the final and most
correct ones. I only claim that there are great differences among these terms in
their actual usage and there is no reason to cross them out, impoverishing the
language instead of enriching it. The idea generation part of creativity is first of
all a necessary common law of people’s personality. Idea generation can also
be enhanced by learning if we overcome our stereotypes, automatisms and
routines, accept the rules of the social game – especially if they are truly
democratic – and develop habits and skills of problem-solving. Thus, idea
generation can be listed among the phenomena of regulation, because problemsolving has its own regularities on which the acquired traditions can base
themselves.
The economic excellence of traditions on the level of personality is one of the
reasons for their survival. People like overt regularities as they make their life
predictable. Another reason is the success of traditions either in economy or in
the social context. But on the other hand, there are cases where the
unsuccessfulness also fixes habits on different levels. One of the most famous
psychological experiments sheds light on this occurrence. N. R. F. Maier – in his
work from 1949 – demonstrated that frustration can result in fixations in
behavior. Fixation was defined by Maier as an act which can be altered neither
by success nor by failure. Although Maier studied rats, his results can be
observed on all the levels where mankind organizes itself and its institutions,
which is a valuable fact in respect of traditions. The experiment forced rats to
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jump into niches where either food or nothing had been placed. The doors of the
niches were indicated by different forms and the niche relevant for the animal –
and of course – its door was so frequently changed that it was virtually
impossible for the animal to learn the appropriate answer. In these
circumstances, the poor creature elaborated a certain trajectory of jumping and
fixed it by its own behavior (Woodworth and Schlossberg, 1961). Later on,
experiments based on this principle were repeated on human beings, but the
results were not so conspicuous. However, the frustration in experiments with
humans was very mild. The results of these psychological experiments can be
confirmed by the fact that frustrated societies as a rule stick to their old
traditions. Although Maier found this reaction functionless, in our
understanding, the fixation in question is founded on statistical expectation of
the human and animal brain that, in this turmoil of changes, the fixed behavior
will certainly “hit the target” from time to time. So, this behavior is not only
functional but highly reasonable, as well. This conclusion applies also to
traditions as such.
Many other factors can be mentioned in connection with the success and failure
of traditions, but we will limit ourselves to mentioning only the average age of
the population. It is fashionable to maintain that young people are open and
ready to go beyond any established traditions, which include the liberal ones
(that is, the revival of conservatism is also stimulated mainly by youth brought
up in a liberal environment), while the older generations are stable in their
preferences, including complex, paradoxical traditions. Another commonplace is
that young people always prefer liberalism, whereas the elder tend to prefer
simple traditions, due to their stereotyped way of looking at and thinking about
life. These conceptions forget at least about the constructs of psychological
compensation and saturation. It is true that we are not familiar with concrete
observations and experiments in this topic, however, in all likelihood young
people can be as stable in their preferences as older people because of the
compensation and the old can be as innovative as the young because they are
saturated with the lifelong repetition of the same values and routines. By
practicing creative techniques everybody can increase their ability of idea
generation and selection (Isaksen, Murdock, Firestien, Treffinger, 1993a,
1993b). Likewise, the fundamental studies of psychological health and
soundness help anybody to achieve a well-balanced equilibrium in their
personality, which contributes to the preservation of what seems to be valuable
for a culture’s survival and – what is the main precondition of survival –
development.
Concrete manifestations of traditions in economic behavior
The best way of discussing the manifestations of traditions would be according
to the subdivision of economic behavior. If economic behavior is the set and
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system of exact exchanges of goods, which can be either production or
consumption or purchase and selling, then our task in this work is to give the
corresponding illustrations. As for production, we often practice our well-trained
habits and skills as stereotypes, automatisms and routines using the given
technology; or we practice the well-trained habits and skills of either
spontaneous idea generation and selection or creative techniques. These two
traditions can interact excellently. The liberal traditions function as an enormous
pool of ideas, whereas the simple traditions serve as idea filters. The interaction
of the two traditions is very important because the resistance on the part of
initial traditions pre-selects those creators whose personality is powerful enough
to bear this resistance and be serious in their creative and innovative activity.
That is, this is also a moral pre-selection in an important sense, which excludes
at the very beginning the stupid practice of “innovation for innovation’s sake”.
As for consumption, the above-applied principle of interaction between the two
traditions can manifest itself partly in preserving the good old habits, for
example being puritans in our aspiration levels, and partly in finding new ways
out of the boredom caused by exploiting the same tastes, customs, nervous
paths, and so on. This is one of the ways by which people’s recreation – that is,
the renewal of their capacity for work and play – can be achieved. Alternation of
the habitual and the novel is the “royal road” to happiness, whereas the initial,
simple traditions only give a monotonous and rigid nature to life. On the other
hand, a constant stream of innovations makes life turbulent and chaotic.
Following this line of reasoning, the traditions in purchase and selling should
also be alternated between the two types under discussion. In the world of
original simple traditions, the prices – even if not expressed in monetary terms –
are fixed regardless of market and pre-market (e.g. in soft economy) forces. In
the world of liberal traditions prices are constantly changing. It is interesting in
this context that the constantly changing prices basically contradict the liberal
standards. Liberalism is a theory, attitude, feeling and so on, which is interested
in the future. However, when and where the conditions – among them the prices
in exchange – have not even a minimum level of stability, both the empirical
and the normative future is impossible.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the paradigm of traditions. At the beginning of this
chapter, we defined traditions as we use them in this conception of economic
psychology and economics of culture (two disciplines which are very close to
each other). A view was also introduced according to which it is a mere
misunderstanding that traditions and liberalism are two contradictory
approaches. In our understanding, liberalism is also a tradition, having a long
history, a great literature, outstanding representatives and wonderful historical
periods. In this chapter, the author gave certain examples of the possible and
necessary interactions between the initial, simple, original traditions and later,
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more complex and paradoxical traditions called liberalism. In the present
writer’s opinion, only societies that are well-balanced – in this respect – can be
successful historically. Nevertheless, imbalances have frequently occurred,
where either original or liberal traditions have predominated. The factors of
success and failure of traditions were also touched upon. We also dealt with the
manifestations of traditions in different forms and types of economic behavior.
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Rationality
Origin, definition, forms, critical remarks, viability
The origin of economic rationality
The appearance of “rationality” as a scientific term – as a cold selfish
calculation – marks the beginning of economics as science in the historical
period known as the Enlightenment. This powerful approach was elaborated by
the Puritans – first of all in Great Britain – who were nevertheless able to
present economy and economics as the best from the point of view of the
practice and theory of morality, which is superior to all previously elaborated
and practiced activities and their programs. The greatest propagator of morality
as the essence of economic theory and practice was Adam Smith himself. In a
word, the victory of economy and economics over the complex culture of
feudalism took place due to ethical considerations, the “calling signals” of
which were work, diligence, quality, cheap commodity, modesty in
consumption, honest competition, lack of brutal force in people’s
relationships, rejection of luxury, serving public welfare and the common
good, and so on. Smith knew that all kinds of social phenomena can be
legitimated by their contributions to the common good. But two ideas or values
were and are especially outstanding in this respect, namely reason and freedom.
(However, neither reason nor freedom was invented by the Puritans.) Economic
thinking was based in fact on strict individualism. The first thinkers in the
domain of economics connected individual choices or decisions with rationality
and freedom. Thus, rationality and traditions – the latter being conceived of as
the collective practice that reigned in the Middle Ages – seemed to oppose each
other as the reason and freedom of individual personality on the one hand and
the reason and sovereignty of the society on the other (it is more than a simple
word-play that individual-ism and social-ism appeared here as a background of
the above-mentioned alternative). The main goal in the 18th century was in fact
the division of society into individuals – isolated as much as possible.
Individualism was and still is the essential feature and nature of modern
capitalism and freedom plus rationality were and are the chief self-advertising
slogans of its ideology.
The double meaning of rationality in economics
The notion of rationality had and has a double meaning in economy and
economics. One of its meanings remains philosophical, where rationality equals
the logical way of reasoning. This is why philosophical rationality can be easily
identified in practice. The philosophical sub-discipline of logic has a very long
and fruitful history starting with the work of Aristotle and is still flourishing. As
regards the other meaning, it has been worked out in economics and subsumed
under the term utility maximization. What is in fact utility maximization? To
begin with, it will be enough to say for the time being that utility maximization
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is the largest positive difference between the output and input of an economic
system that still allows its working. Because the reservation mentioned at the
end of this definition is usually forgotten both in practice and theory,
maximization is frequently used to mean maximum output and minimum input,
regardless of the absurd consequences of this description in theory and the
resulting fatal prescriptions in practice. Because the theoretically acceptable
degrees of either “maximum output” or “minimal input” have not yet been
established in their relationships, the scope for voluntarism and destruction in
the cases of any economic system – under the umbrella of utility maximization –
has no limitations at all. As a result we have to face a process of immense
destruction sometimes justified by the oxymoron of “creative destruction”, the
meaning of which is not too far from “healing murder”.
Philosophical rationality
Economic rationality means on any level and in every case the deductiveaxiomatic way of building different general and particular economic models.
That is, the application of philosophical method on the level of sciences, namely
– this time – in economics and presupposes a kind of omniscience on the part of
model builders. It is important to remark here that philosophy has a very
interesting deviant past, for according to Gödel’s theorem any logical system
can be coherent if and only if it is embedded logically into an even larger logical
system, which in turn cannot be coherent till an even larger logical system
swallows it logically and so on. In a word, coherence is rather a process than a
state of affairs or mind. However, philosophy does not have a linear way of
development by the enlargement of its scope. Nor does theoretical – that is,
deductive-axiomatic – economics. As a result, the requirements of logical
coherence have not been met either by philosophy or by economics as a whole,
even to the degree that would be accessible for them if they had chosen the socalled linear – or cumulative – way of progress that scientific thinking is trying
to adopt. The requirement of economic rationality is all the more fruitless, as a
lot of practically, pragmatically successful subsystems of economics have
nothing to do with strict logic and speculate instead within the framework of
man’s irrationality. For example, a lion’s share of marketing – commercials,
public relations, corporate image creation, advertising and so on – aims at our
feelings, emotional preferences, attitudes, beliefs, inferiority complexes,
conformism, etc. Full rationality can be only an ideal of theoretical economics,
but by no means its practice.
Bounded rationality
Having accepted this crisis situation in economic sciences, Simon put forward
the concept of bounded rationality (Simon, 1982). According to this theory we
select not the maximum/best possible output but the one which meets our level
of aspiration concerning the topic in question. We call this kind of solution:
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satisfactory. This name reminds us of the original terminology and goal of
economic activity, namely the satisfaction and not the over-saturation of human
needs. It would be possible to control and either validate or falsify the existence
of bounded rationality versus full rationality via the simple observation of
human behavior, including ourselves. However, critical thinking on the part of
traditional economics has chosen another direction, namely the inspection of
coherence within micro economics – allegedly the main housing of rationality –
and neglected the factual adequacy. This is why bounded rationality is still on
the margin of economic thinking, contrary to the fact that Simon’s proposal was
recognized with a Nobel Prize in 1978. Simon added to his finding perhaps an
even more substantial consideration, namely that the act and task of an
economic actor is not only the selection of ready-made alternatives, but the
working out of new options, because we do not necessarily have them close to
hand. This consideration became a starting point of Simon’s theory of heuristics,
one of the most famous theories of creativity, the original form of which dates
back to ancient Greece, and its first great revival to the works of George Polya
(1945, 1962, 1965.).
Rationalism and romanticism
The clash between full rationality and bounded rationality within economics has
a much larger background than economists tend even to guess. Full rationality
was a conception of the nature of mankind – or rather a dream – in the period of
the Enlightenment, mostly in the 18th century. However, the historical
experiments of the French Revolution, Napoleonic wars and finally the array of
political restorations and subsequently the revolutions against them in Europe
and especially in France put an end to this wonderful dream about man’s full
rationality. It is all the more interesting that economics preserved and even
connected it with calculative behavior and – later on – with utility maximization.
Bounded rationality – on the contrary – is the theory close to the view which
emerged after the European part of mankind put aside wishful thinking about
man’s full rationality. The post-Enlightenment style emerged in and through
romanticism as a revolt of emotions against the dictatorship of the all-powerful
pure reason. The best acceptable form of romantic ideal was given by scientific
psychoanalysis, which opened the door between the mostly emotional
subconscious and the logical conscious to such a degree that it became possible
to elaborate the subconscious emotions and turn them into conscious solutions.
As if the psychoanalysts proposed a type of psychological reforms performed in
a scientific manner instead of psychological revolution against reason, which
can easily lead to psychological disorder and a psychologically ill personality
(as it was a frequent outcome in romantic stories). As we shall never solve
ourselves – as a system of problems – in a conscious logical way – because there
is no entity which can be illuminated by reason in its full depth, including
ourselves – the Freudian task is actually given for the whole life of every man
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and woman. This is why Simon’s term of bounded rationality can be regarded as
both a successful summarization of romanticism in art and of psychoanalytic
wisdom in science on one hand and a program for the future anthropological and
related studies, among them for economics. The only problem with the concept
of bounded rationality is that Simon did not turn any attention worth mentioning
to the development of personality as regards its bounded rationality.
Viability of full rationality
What is the basis of the viability of full rationality in the domain of economics
in time, while this extremist view taken by the Enlightenment became entirely
obsolete in other areas of human thinking? We can offer a couple of answers to
this question. The best way to present them would be by subdividing the whole
field of answers into two parts. The first part refers to people, the second one to
economy. As regards people, it is beyond any doubt that reason is the highest
level of man’s regulation. Whereas the “logic” of emotions leads to
overgeneralizations, the logic of reason establishes sophisticated differences
within the dimensions of general impressions. If I like somebody I will accept
her without reservations. But, during the either frequent or infrequent conflicts
between us, my emotions can turn upside down and we will hate each other for a
while. And everything happens – provided the positive or negative sign of
emotions is not changing during the conflict – with the exclusion of opposite
feelings. Love or hate, optimism or pessimism, cheerfulness or sadness – and a
lot of other irresolvable bipolarities – make emotional life difficult and
biologically expensive. But the logic of reason makes it possible to say “andand” in the sense that I will accept many – sometimes contradictory – sides,
dimensions or elements of reality and reconcile them. As regards the economy,
we already had a chance to put down in this book that economy is the highest
and the most exact form of any kind of reciprocity – the basic principle(s) of the
culture as such – so economy should be rational on the highest possible level.
But, nevertheless, even the highest possible levels of exact economy will never
be the levels of absolute rationality. Only the permanently enlarging and
deepening – in other terms: improving and developing – rationality is possible.
Full rationality in economy will lead to revolts as it happened to people during
and after the Enlightenment. People are much more complex than any rational
structure in itself.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the outlining of rationality as a paradigm of
economic behavior independent from utility maximization. After having
characterized rationality as the myth of man’s full rationality, attributed to
mankind in the historical period of the European Enlightenment, we turned to a
more realistic view of bounded rationality proposed by Herbert Simon. The
larger background of the debate between rationalism and romanticism has been
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drawn in a couple of sentences and the fixation of economics to full rationality
was labeled as an obsolete position. At the end of the chapter, we were trying to
understand the viability of full rationalism on the level of personality and
economics.
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Utility Maximization
The author’s position, literature, critical remarks, viability
Utility maximization and rationality on a Venn diagram
Although utility maximization is identified as rationality in economics, the two
terms are by no means synonymous; nor do these terms denote the same
behavior approached from two different directions as many economists prefer to
believe. Rationality and utility maximization are definitely two independent
paradigms of economic behavior, although overlapping one another in the
practice of actual economic activity. The reader can easily imagine a Venn
diagram with two partially overlapping circles, where one of the circles is the set
or system of rational behavior, another circle is the set or system of utility
maximizing behavior as shown on Figure 7 below. The common section of these
two sets or systems contains the infrequent cases when economic behavior is
both rational and utility maximizing. Pure rationality without utility maximizing
is a logical way of thinking and behaving, but modest from the point of view of
the differences between the output and input. Utility maximization alone –
without rationality – is a form of irrational greed, which destroys the system
rather than develops it. Now the question arises: what aspect of economic
behavior makes these considerations clear for an economically unprejudiced
observer? It seems to us that this aspect is that of the cool-headed calculation of
the proportions between the investment and return a system presents within a
variety of conditions.
Figure 7

Rationality

Utility maximization

Let us see the three sub-cases indicated by the Venn diagram of Figure 7. If I am
only rational without even a hint at utility maximization my enterprise can meet
the requirements of a lot of different rationalities, and many of them will not be
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economic at all. For example, bureaucracy is one of the rationalities in the
opinion of Max Weber (Weber 1964, 1965) but most of the time, its rigid,
inflexible ways of arranging the activities in the organization have nothing to do
with the gain obligatory for every complex economic unit. Moreover,
bureaucracy as a rule produces a lot of deficits. Bureaucracy in our
understanding is at best an order for order’s sake, where the goal and process
cannot be distinguished, and as such, it is merely a kind of technical rationality
applied to people, which has no relevance for either economic output or input.
Of course we have other kinds of rationalities as well, which fit into economy in
a better way and can even promote economic success – e.g. the logic of quality
circles or mildly protective states – but rationality as such is not necessarily fatal
or beneficial in economy. If I am a utility maximizing actor without even an
element of rationality in my behavior, the concept of poverty will describe
adequately my behavior: poverty in the mental and physical sense. When it
comes to speak of poverty in the sense of mentality, the problem with the
economic actor – be it a person or institution or organization – is that it does not
understand the real effect of minimizing input and maximizing output, often to
such an extent that it leads to the system’s inability to continue its work. When it
comes to speaking here of poverty in the physical sense, the problem with the
economic actor is that he or she or it has no resources for investment and the
only thing would be to exploit – in terms of everyday language: rob or steal
from – the system in question. Thus, utility maximization alone is a principle of
crime expressed in economic terminology. Only the intersection of rationality
and utility maximization gives you the expected effect regarding its quality,
quantity and durability. In this cooperation of the two paradigms, utility
maximization stays closer to emotional generalization (motivation), whereas
rationality – as the word suggests – is closer to the sophisticated limitations or
self-restraint offered by reason.
Utility maximization in literature and critical remarks on it
Now we will turn to the literature so as to learn: what is the meaning of “utility
maximization” on the pages of well-known works in economics. The author we
selected for analyzing the widely accepted position on utility maximization is
Richard Leftwich who summarized utility maximization in three points: (1) we
always prefer more to less, (2) we can always make a distinction between more
and less, (3) we can always build absolutely correct transitive rank orders
(Leftwich, 1984. pp. 216-217). Well, our remarks attached to this conception
will be both factual and theoretical. As for the factual remarks, Leftwich willynilly maintains in his first point that any holiday-maker will prefer to eat – faced
with a smorgasbord – fifty eggs for breakfast instead of eating only three, which
is a biological absurdity. Secondly, can we always distinguish among any
entities in terms of their quantity? The answer is: not. One of the first laws of
psychophysics – usually called the fundamental law of psychophysics – was
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established by Gustav Theodor Fechner and Ernst Heinrich Weber at the end of
the 19th century. According to this classic law the stimulus grows in a
continuous – analogous – way, while its conscious perception changes digitally.
This means that no one can make any distinction among the objectively different
stimuli in the interval between two sensory digits in close proximity. Let’s take
the third point. Here, we will cite our own studies conducted in the seventies, in
the framework of which the managerial staff of one of the Hungarian institutes
of architecture had to make a rank order among the nine departments of the
institute from the point of view of their professional excellence and
psychological climate. The rank orders had to be established first by the simple
method of preference-making and then also by Thurstone’s method of paired
comparisons. The results of these investigations were that no rank orders made
by the members of the managerial staff via the paired comparisons were
consistent on the maximum possible level (indicated by number “1” as
consistency coefficient). And no Spearman correlation coefficient between the
rank orders made via the simple method of preference-making and the rank
orders created by Thurstone’s method reached the maximum possible level,
indicated also by a correlation coefficient of “1” (Magyari Beck, 1980). That is,
even the experts cannot give the perfect rank orders, even if the number of
objects to be compared is small and the experts in question have all the
necessary pieces of information for the task.
As for the theoretical objections to Leftwich’s definition, a couple of statements
can be important for this train of thought. G. Katona – the founding father of
economic psychology – turned our attention to the multidimensionality of any
events or things. In some of his writings, he took for granted that all the aspects
of entities cannot be subsumed under and expressed by money (Katona, 1960).
Thus, if you maximize on one particular dimension, the rank order on other
dimensions will be the result of pure chance. But – let us continue this idea with
an interpretation – as the number of remaining dimensions is far greater than
that of the maximized one, maximization on any single dimension can lead to
so-called economic irrationality on most of the other dimensions. One can
wonder whether we rationalize by the maximization or rather irrationalize by it
in a very effective manner, because rationalization on one particular dimension
leads to irrationality on the much larger set of other dimensions. That is, the
whole process of utility maximization looks like the maximization of
irrationality. Another argument is connected with the multidimensionality of life
as a whole. There exists the phenomenon of deviance in any social system and
life. As we have already discussed it, mere utility maximization without even the
germ of economic rationality is the principle of deviance in respect of the
organization. However, as deviance destroys the rules of social life, the
consequence of this behavior makes the society non-transparent from many
aspects. There are serious grounds for supposing that limitless utility
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maximization is rather the principle or essence of crime than economic behavior.
It is not merely by chance that in this period when utility maximizing is so much
the fashion, “art” – films, dramas, paintings, etc. – and everyday life are full of
crime. Here we should stress that neither philosophical rationality nor utility
maximization – not to speak of their joint occurrence – is possible in social
darkness. A huge number of other theoretical objections can be made but the
ones mentioned above seem enough for the time being.
Viability of utility maximization
Now, it is high time to raise the question of viability concerning the paradigm of
utility maximization. Incidentally, as we have seen above, utility maximization
– in the disguise of rationality first of all in literature – can have the form of a
one-sided output approach to economic benefits and leaves aside the other –
input – side of the coin. We will divide the reasons for the viability of any sort
of utility maximization into two parts. The first part of the story is legitimate
from the scientific point of view. Namely no forms of rationality can be
economic in their nature without the ingredients of utility maximization.
Without the intention of utility maximization no behavior can be called
economic. But as we have also said, only utility maximization that is limited by
rationality can play an economically fruitful role. However, another part of the
story is not legitimate scientifically. For example, the simplicity of any thesis –
which is one of economic traditions –, and the ease with which a system can be
quantified – all these advantages frequently mentioned in debates on supporting
pure utility maximization – have absolutely no serious importance. This type of
utility maximization is an application of mathematical axioms of transitivity that
many experts at mathematics call axioms of rationality. This is all the more
curious, for all mathematics is rational. This puzzle is nevertheless solvable
provided we accept different levels of rationality even within mathematics, and
the axioms of transitivity represent the highest level. When economics sticks to
transitivity, it sticks to the highest level of – mathematical – rationality. The
claim is respectable but premature. Before closing this chapter, charitable
organizations and activities have to be mentioned as real forces which to a
certain extent counterbalance – and thereby make possible and applicable – the
extremist, unlimited utility maximization. Whether this is useful or harmful –
the reader will decide.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to utility maximization as an independent paradigm of
economic activity. First, the author presented his position concerning the
relationships between rationality and utility maximization. The conclusion of
this part of the chapter was that only rationality and utility maximization taken
together are fruitful from the economic point of view. However, no necessary
link exists between rationality and utility maximization. The second sub-topic
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was the investigation into the output and transitive theory of utility
maximization frequently discussed in the literature. This gave us a chance to
criticize economic extremism based on the vulgar forms of unbounded utility
maximization. We did it both empirically and theoretically. Finally, the problem
of the viability of utility maximization was raised, where it seemed possible to
distinguish between the legitimate and illegitimate ways used in economics in
defense of utility maximization.
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Altruism or Cooperation
Selfishness, altruism, cooperation
The main terms of this chapter
The problem of altruism appeared in economics later than that of competition.
Competition was the chief concept of modern capitalist economy during its first
period from the 18th century, when comparatively small or middle-size
economic units were trying to defeat each other on the market. As a result of
competition a smaller number of larger firms remained on the scene, and among
them cooperation replaced the position of the former central concept of
competition and its ethics. Now, the first secret to be unmasked is the
appearance of a new magic word “altruism” in economic terminology, where the
twin spheres of notions, namely competition and cooperation would have been
enough for resolving the practical and theoretical difficulties of the relatively
new economic situation. To frame the problem in a clearer way, let us first put
forward our approach to the relationships of these notions.
Figure 8
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Rationality is frequently referred to as selfish utility maximization, which – as
we have seen – is a mere misunderstanding. However, the word “selfishness”
introduces the moral aspect. It was perhaps this introduction, which – by way of
association by contrasts – called forth the challenge of its opposite, namely
selflessness, by introducing the word “altruism”. As far as cooperation is
concerned, it simply disappeared in the gap between the two extremes. As we
have already discussed, rationality and utility maximization led to the concept of
altruism not only via association by contrast but also as an allegedly new
paradigm of economic behavior. Cooperation will come later. But the problem is
that altruism should be defined as the sacrifice all of our goals for the ends
greater than our individuality. Why are we justified in thinking of altruism in
this manner? Simply because the main experts on the phenomenon of altruism
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use this term as we defined it above. Where are these experts working? Well, in
sociobiology, frequently referred to as evolutionary psychology. Among other
scientific problems, sociobiology or evolutionary psychology tries to clarify
whether altruism is possible at all – or not – in the process of evolution of selfish
biological units as, for example, animal organisms. The hot question is exactly
the same in today’s economy.
How do they do it? One thing is certain. Altruism – that is, self-sacrificing – is a
very common behavior in the animal kingdom, whereas the mainstream
evolutionary theory – namely Darwinism – is able to explain satisfactorily only
selfishness and the desperate struggle for survival. Thus, the major dream of
most of the experts at sociobiology is the reconciliation of selfishness and
altruism on two important levels, namely on the level of the facts and –
subsequently – that of the theory. It is not a fair position when one accepts
altruism as a fact but rejects its special theoretical background or vice versa.
Nevertheless, the general logic of investigation into this topic is to prove one of
the following options: Altruism is either inferable from the selfishness or not. If
yes, then altruism can only be a phenomenon without its corresponding essential
background; if not, then altruism is independent from selfishness, a fundamental
fact of living creatures with its corresponding theoretical foundation. The main
efforts – made by sociobiologists – were directed of course towards proving the
first option so as to falsify the existence of altruism as equal with but different
from selfish rationality or utility maximization. The great quasi-solution in this
context was invented by the bright Richard Dawkins. The famous and very
knowledgeable English scholar came up with the idea that selfishness
characterizes not the animal’s body but its genes (which is valid also for
people, as people – for him – are also animals in their essence. As far as the
essence of animals is concerned, it is either found in their genes, or the genes
are themselves). Dawkins called the animal’s body a machine for the genome’s
survival (Dawkins, 1976). That is, the body can be altruistic and sacrifice itself
for the sake of genome however the genes themselves are selfish parts of the
body.
The detailed application of this dud speculation led to the question of kin
selection. Dawkins speculated on the correlation between the closeness of
kinship among the concrete animals and their proneness to sacrifice themselves
for each other. The closer the relatives are the more an animal is ready to
sacrifice itself for its relative in order to keep alive their either partially similar
or totally identical genes (by keeping its relative’s body with their genes intact).
A huge system of calculations was built on these suppositions. However, even
the basic axioms of this theory can be proved false with comparative ease. For
example, if one of the relatives sacrifices itself for e.g. its identical twin, then at
least two questions remain unanswered. Firstly: Is it true that the identical twins
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have exactly the same genomes, for if they both had them they would sacrifice
themselves at the very same time? Secondly, the theory challenges itself directly
as well by accepting the existence of selfless genes (if a body dies its genes will
also die), doesn’t it? By the way, later on, Dawkins gave up the determinist
theory of selfish gene where every gene is absolutely “individualistic” so to
speak (Dawkins, 1991). As regards people, there are plenty of counter-examples
to this theory. Recall for example Shakespeare’s dramas where close relatives
killed each other time and again in the process of fierce struggles for power. Or,
on the other hand, the original Christianity prescribed mutual love for its
followers. However, we do not have any evidence of their being relatives, and
nevertheless they did follow the prescriptions eagerly. Another question of
outstanding importance is how can relatives recognize each other, especially if
they were brought up separately? In fact, they cannot. So, if they lived together
from early childhood, the whole story of “kin selection” is about social
relationships. The list of counter-examples can be continued almost endlessly.
For example, identical twins are totally the same as for their genome, but
nevertheless it is the parents and especially mothers who are ready to sacrifice
themselves for their children with whom they share only one half of their genes.
Thus, this theory is problematic both as regards its inner coherence and the
factual validity.
We should also take into consideration that the original subject matter of
sociobiology or evolutionary psychology was insect communities, which are as
a rule composed of relatives. What about people? Are all people relatives or not?
The answer is: yes and no, depending on the definition of kinship. In a sense all
living creatures are relatives. This is the way Buddhism treats the matter. In this
understanding we can speak only of the degree of kinship. However, if this is
true then how is it possible to explain, for example, the environmental damages
and pollution mankind constantly caused during its long historical career?
Neither can we explain the aggression among individuals of the same species.
Another opinion divides all the population of the same species into relatives and
strangers. Today, it is very difficult to defend this position. Thus, a strange
scientific belief emerged to explain the basis of kin selection in the circles of
human beings. According to this belief, we people are all relatives as we had a
common mother. She was a black woman from Africa in the distant past. The
investigators named her Eve following the biblical tradition. Then a consequent
logical question has been formulated about the possible father of mankind,
namely who was Adam? The scholars found a seemingly wise answer,
maintaining that Adam could only be the father of Eve. Not necessarily because
of an incestuous relationship between the father and daughter, but because of the
necessity that Eve had to have a father. This solution is absolutely meaningless
as we cannot identify either the real “husband(s)” of Eve or her father. Even the
remains of Eve are not certain. The theory seems to be extremely confusing at
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least for the time being. Thus, my view is that the closeness of genetic kinship
is only a biological possibility or chance, which does not lead necessarily to
real love and support between relatives. The real emotional, intellectual and
everyday closeness in the relationship of people can emerge among those who
are genetically either relatives or not and is a purely social – or rather cultural
– phenomenon.
In all likelihood, altruism cannot be inferred from selfishness. The direct proof
collapsed. But this collapse can be used as indirect evidence supporting the
opposite hypothesis. Altruism is equal to but different from the paradigms of
selfishness, at the very least among people. The reader should remember that
any sorts of one-sidedness should be excluded from economic behavior. The
latter is basically a two-way relationship in terms of exact exchange of goods.
This is why we have every right to exclude altruism from economy as a practice
and economics as a science. Economy and economics has no justification for
creating voluntary victims. Incidentally, the main paradox of this science and
practice is in fact that – aiming at the well-being of all the people – economy
serves as a filter which supports and preserves only the able, without having
the conscious goal of exterminating the unable. The latter should either try to
do their best for survival or fail in the struggle for life. Moreover, it seems to
the present author that altruism does not apply to people at all. The genetic
background, which makes self-sacrificing altruists out of many animals, is in all
likelihood nonexistent on the level of mankind as we shall see in the next
chapter. The explicit phenomenon of heroism, e.g. in a battle, can be explained
rather as an act of indirect suicide caused by fatigue from and/or disgust at the
war, or as an incidental result of the manifest aggression towards the enemy, or
simply as an accident.
Cooperation
Men were designed by the Creator or constructed by long-lasting evolution or
created by history as the practitioners of mutuality for whom economic
exchange is a normal behavior. On this basis, we can say with full conviction
that instead of altruism our term should be cooperation when it comes to speak
of common actions or mutual help, e.g. on the job. Unfortunately, some
economists have begun to use the self-contradictory expression of mutual or
reciprocal altruism. But reciprocal or mutual altruism is – by definition – the
same as face-to-face reciprocity. There is no reason to coin two terms for
expressing one and the same phenomenon. Altruism is a one-sided selfsacrificing behavior or a word without any meaning. Well, what is cooperation
in fact? We cooperate by sacrificing some of our second- or third-rate goals to
achieve the ends most important for us – which are necessarily collective – in
the process of common work or battle. Thus, cooperation is a type of exchange.
Cooperation is trading in the goals. The cost of achieving the most important
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common ends is the sacrifice of the less important particular and/or individual
goals. It would also be possible to speak of cooperation as investment and
return, conceiving of this process in the time dimension. Let us return to Figure
8. Cooperation there occupies the largest part of the exchange dimension on
which we demonstrated it. For today – in the world of large cross-cultural firms
– this is an absolute matter of course. Selfishness and altruism occur very rarely
within the walls of these firms. They occur incidentally and are usually rejected
by the management. The culture of economy in this century is first of all a
culture of cooperation. To meet its requirement, we should be familiar with our
preferences, with the main aims and values common for the society, with the
unimportant parts of our systems of goals and with the preferences of other
members or strata of society. Without these pieces of knowledge no cooperation
– consequently no culture – is thinkable. This is the reason why so many
sensitivity trainings – conducted by social and work psychologists – prepare the
current and future employees of multinationals to work together.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the relationship between selfishness, altruism and
cooperation. As – on the basis of literature – both rationality and utility
maximization can be renamed – from the point of view of morality – as
selfishness (by the way, we do not accept this description for rationality), a new,
opposite term came into fashion, namely altruism. The reconciliation of
economy and morality is an age-old problem. But altruism as it is understood in
sociobiology – from where the experts of this topic were mostly drawn to
collaborate with economists – denotes one-sided self-sacrificing behavior; it has
nothing to do with economic activity. Thus, it would be wiser to turn to
cooperation instead of experimenting with an anti-economic concept of altruism.
In the process of describing the fundamentals of sociobiology, which operate
with the construct of the so-called selfish gene – rejected later even by the
author of this construct – we arrived at a conclusion, arrogant for the humanities
according to which altruism is unusable either in anthropology – because the
term and its factual side as it is understood in sociobiology is alien to mankind –
or in economy and economics.
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Creative Paradigm
Sources, empirical evidence, the unnoticed victory of creativity,
creativity and economic behavior
Sources
The creative paradigm is the newest of all the paradigms of economic behavior.
The creative approach in terms of innovations was first emphasized by
Schumpeter in one of his famous works (Schumpeter, 1968 /first published in
1911/). The second proponent of this approach in economics was Herbert
Simon, about whom we have already spoken, citing his book. However, neither
of these authors developed this approach sufficiently for its introduction as a
paradigm of economic activity in general. In spite of the fact that both scholars
had worked on creativity and innovation outstandingly, they did not have the
courage to challenge traditional economic stereotypes and did not enlarge the
psychological foundation of economics as such. As a result, both creativity and
innovation remained up till now modest terms in economics with only partial
applications. This state of affairs proved to be harmful not only for economics
but for studies in innovation and creativity as well. Even the correct relationship
between the two terms has not been clarified yet. Except for a tiny number of
specialists, most economists and psychologists still think of these two
phenomena as synonymous: they define creativity as an ability to come up with
novelties; and innovation is for them still another name for creativity. As for the
details, these terms have not been elaborated sufficiently, so almost everybody
feels free to use them according to their whim or taste.
Empirical evidence of the creative paradigm
Because creativity is for the present author the main explanatory construct not
only in economy and economics but also in social life, anthropology, social
sciences and humanities, it is more than natural to illuminate it in its full depth,
far beyond everyday economic thinking. The context we have chosen as an
introduction to the special economic creativity is anthropological. To begin with,
let us acknowledge that the main experience of all people in everyday life is the
lack of the necessary knowledge. Our relation to our future is entirely different
from that of the animals. An animal usually expects something successfully as a
result of both its behavior and perception of the importance for it sensory signs.
Animals have a more or less unharmed genetic program – or at least the working
program – on the basis of which they can be almost certain about the occurrence
of the events and relationships most important for them. They can also predict
the results of their acts (however, it is true that geneticists found a lot of “junk”
in the animal genome as well, which could point to problems of animals’
adaptation to their environment). Roughly speaking, the specific feature of
people as living organisms is the lack of this powerful ability – and its genetic
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basis – to predict the future of events and behavior. Although new investigations
into comparative genetics reveal that there is a continuous scale from the rigid
genetic determination of the simplest forms of animals to mankind whose
members are almost undetermined in this respect. The earliest view was a
qualitative dichotomy between the two types of species, namely men and
animals as regards their biological determination. Animals were regarded as
totally determined genetically, whereas people – as totally free from genetic
forces.
Anthropogenesis as the victory of creativity in evolution
Let us avoid the unimportant – for economists – details of genetics and try to
reconstruct hypothetically the turning point in anthropogenesis, which led to the
emergence of mankind and culture. On the basis of Darwinian works, there is a
firm consensus among scholars and well-educated people concerning the animal
origin of man. Our ancestors lived in trees and in the course of their evolution
developed a body which met the requirements of this way of life. We have four
hands; flexible joints which allow grasping in time the branches of trees that
grow randomly and constantly move in the wind; good eyesight necessary for
orientation in the space; and a considerable neo-cortex, characteristic for a welldeveloped social animal. This was our paradise, brought to an end by an
environmental catastrophe. The trees disappeared in a relatively short period of
time and their place was occupied by savannas. The expression “relatively short
period of time” can be understood here if and only if we take into consideration
the race between the environmental changes relevant for animal species, and the
speed of those animals’ evolution through successful mutations. The time is
“relatively short” if the environmental changes outdistance the speed of
adaptation to them by the animals in question. As the evidence of the thousands
of thousands of years shows, the time for adaptation to the savannas by
mutations and selection was not enough for our ancestors. That is, by way of
Darwinian evolution we – as species – could not solve the problem
biologically. This is why we call what happened: an evolutionary catastrophe.
Is it true that our humanoid ancestors had been able to change evolutionarily to a
limited extent: they rose and stood erect, developed two soles giving them a
firmer footing on the flat ground, strengthened their hip-bones to keep the upper
side of the body in a vertical position, and so on. But these changes were not
enough to survive among the well-adapted animals living in the same niches the
humanoids entered and where they started to fight for the scarce resources. They
had in all likelihood two options: either fight or flight. Again in all likelihood,
those who had chosen to fight were exterminated by the concurrent species,
while those who had chosen flight were able to survive. What was their safe
place, function, “specialization” in the part of the animal kingdom new for them
is still an unanswered question. I have come across a hypothesis in the literature
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according to which these early humanoids served as the cleaners: the consumers
of remains left behind by the stronger predators. (Perhaps they were the
eliminators of the purely biological “pollutions”?) In any case, they had to have
– or acquire – a certain role in that kingdom, otherwise they would have had no
conceivable chance of survival – not to speak of development. But the
oppression of early men – the Neanderthals who appeared 200 000 years ago –
by Cro-Magnons, the Homo sapiens, who emerged from about 35 000 years ago,
seems a possible and necessary presupposition. Furthermore, the possible
extinction of Neanderthals caused by Cro-Magnons 30 000 years ago suggests
that the Cro-Magnons decided to imitate and subsequently take over the role of
the new weak, invented by the Neanderthals, after having met each other in the
same evolutionary niche (the dates from McGirr, 2000). This was the first
conspicuous victory of intelligence and creativity over rude physical strength as,
according to the data of excavations, the Neanderthals were much stronger
physically than Cro-Magnons.
However, the weak humanoids’ flight from enemies proved to be a powerful
stimulus of their inner psychological development: that is, the development of
their highest self-regulation. What was – in essence – repeated flight for the
fugitive animal? Well, it was the repeated inability to satisfy its basic
physiological needs. This punishment for cowardliness could be so effective that
it was able to destroy not only this or that particular biological program of need
satisfaction, but also a large part of the genome and its function. According to J.
D. Watson and A. Berry (2003), only two percent of the human genome is
intact, the other 98 percent are only “junk” (sic!). Watson is an outstanding
investigator into the animal genome as well, and found that human beings are as
poor – as regards their working genome – as the primitive animals and even the
primitive plants. One of the most interesting hypothetical statements of high
probability made by the above authors is that a negative correlation can exist
between the number of intact genes in the genome and the level of intelligence
supported by the brain of animal species (Watson and Berry, ibid.). These facts
are accepted also by Dawkins (Dawkins, 1991), however Dawkins’
interpretation is different from that of Watson and Berry. Dawkins did not share
the opinion held by the discoverer of the double helix, and maintains instead that
“junk” is in fact the normal way the genetic memory is stored. Dawkins writes
as if he was an expert at computer hardware as well, and points at the normal –
and only seemingly junk-like – way of memory storage by the hard disks of
computers, which is very similar to the memory storage by animals’ genome.
Both biologists – Watson and Dawkins – regarded genes as the main regulators
of the animal and human body and mind. Watson speaks of the outstanding
quality of those few genes – in the case of human beings two percent – which
can fulfill the role of the basic regulators, whereas Dawkins attributes this
function to all the parts of any genome whether “junk” or “meaningful” in
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Watson’s understanding. Although I am not a geneticist my guess is that we
should be careful with the computer as a model of life. The fact that computers
work in this or that way and achieve similar or even the same results as men,
does not inform us about the methods the human organism uses. This proviso is
valid because of the nature of conditionals: a result can be reached from
different sides and on different bases. Neither of these biologists proved exactly
that either the quality of the two percent of genome or the whole genome with
their – allegedly – pseudo junk can fulfill the function of the chief regulator of
human life.
The more likely hypothesis in these circumstances would be the lack of an intact
and healthy genome within the organism of human beings. In other words man
is not sufficiently determined biologically, not only because of the
insufficiency of the human genome, but also because of the nature of people’s
brain – especially the neo-cortex, which is not a holder of any prefabricated
behavioral program. The brain is almost empty, “prepared” for human
functioning before learning and education. This is of course a kind of relative
emptiness vis-à-vis the tasks it should perform. We perhaps can even say that
the brain is the organ of culture rather than biology. However, an
underdetermined – in the case of early human beings post-biological and precultural – living system is in a very dangerous situation. Thus the second task of
early mankind – after having abandoned the paths of biological evolution – was
the invention of a new and well-usable self-determination. The solution to this
problem was the invention of culture. Let’s mention here a couple of the main
stages on this road leading to the very human condition – that is, to culture – in
the prehistoric period: (1) natural life within the animal kingdom, (2)
environmental catastrophe and the loss of the self-determining genetic program,
(3) the invention of culture. With culture we achieved the so-called human
condition at last. While the loss of the self-determining genetic program “gave”
us our specifically human nature: a kind of inner entropy or anarchy, the
invention of culture provided us with the source of our essence as humans,
which we obtain by choosing our roles, values, goals, methods of life and
reasoning, etc. The human being is the only entity in the known world, whose
nature and essence are two different – often even contradictory – things.
Human nature gave rise to our need of freedom. Our essence as humans on the
other hand serves first of all as our limitation. The whole history of mankind
was a permanent fight between freedom and limitations, that is, between human
nature and human essence. Beneath economic development it is also possible to
find these opposing forces. Recall the trends of emergence and destruction of
enterprises and the changing human motivations, tastes and behavior in the
background.
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However, the origin of culture still remains a mystery. Here, we can offer three
possibilities. The first was connected with totemism, where the models of life to
be followed were originally chosen from the variety presented by different
animal species (not apes, for we regard them as too ugly creatures, perhaps
precisely because they resemble us to an amazing extent). The second way
seemed to be the antithesis of the first one. Instead of the cult of nature, the
examples to be followed were taken from the imaginary transcendental heights.
There is no transcendental religion which does not present and offer a
superhuman model, be it manlike or an abstract construct. When Christianity
declares that God created us in his image, this thesis is only a partial case of the
general rule. The third option can be neither nature nor the transcendental
heights but agreement among people, which avoids the determination both from
evolutionary below and from transcendental above. Thomas Hobbes was one of
the most famous of the thinkers who tried to solve the puzzle in such a manner.
The central concept of his theory of culture was mutual agreement among the
members of society in giving up the absolute sovereignty people originally had
and which did not allow any kind of social order. We call this view “social
contract theory” and can find it in almost all the theories of culture at least as an
important ingredient. It is also possible that while these three levels and sources
started their career in different periods of prehistory and history, later on they
worked together. One thing seems certain, the more bases a society has in
nature, transcendence and contracts, the firmer its inner – cultural – order. These
main dimensions of culture often run into contradictions. Thus not only their
number is important but also their peaceful coexistence.
Before returning to economic behavior in this respect, an intriguing question
awaits an answer. We will raise it, even though many readers will qualify our
problem as nonscientific, as this question is one of those which start with “what
would have happened if” in the context and process of history. Well, what
would have happened if no catastrophe had taken place? Would a new species
like mankind have appeared in a normal evolutionary way as the wishful
thinking of many experts in evolution and genetics prefer to think of the actual
anthropogenesis? Our answer to this question is: yes or very likely. It is a wellknown fact that the animal instincts become increasingly opened, and can learn
more and more if we consider more and more developed species. That is –
through development – animals become more open towards stimuli from the
environment and regulate their own behavior by the newly acquired pieces of
information and skills rather than by their genes. Then it is also conceivable that
after a certain point in evolution a new species emerges for which the immediate
environment is much more important than its genetic determination. In this case,
the genome serves only as a framework, which limits and thus reduces all acts
possible for this animal and thus the real importance of the genome lies in its
value-like function. The genome will fulfill the role of the Ten Commandments
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of Moses or the Five Commandments of Mohammed, that is, the genome will be
the vehicle of the fundamental values of cultures which a living creature badly
needs without a healthy genome. This very possibility sheds light on the
function of the real values the actual mankind – born in and by the process of
environmental catastrophe – elaborated and holds. Our basic values occupy the
place of our no longer working genes. But virtual mankind – born normally
without any catastrophes – would not have the problem of freedom versus
limitation: the problem of conflicts between its nature and its essence. We can
also guess that this “natural” man would have no essential contradictions with
the natural environment. Looking at things in such a manner we can regard
ourselves – that is, mankind as it exists today – as only a quasi-mankind, which
– created too early by destructive forces – only occupies the place of the real
one. And if this train of thought were at least plausible, the basic human ability
would not be creativity but only learning. Creativity is a child of evolutionary
catastrophe (Magyari Beck, 2003b).
Creativity and economic behavior
How should we understand the creative paradigm in the case of economic
behavior? I think by no means as a special kind of creativity. Creativity has its
own general nature. What makes it particular is the subject matter to which we
apply our creativity. The so-called specialized creativity is only the positive
attitude of the scholar or artist, etc. towards a certain domain. I myself started to
investigate creativity at the beginning of my scientific career because I liked and
still like the process of discovery, invention and personality types of those who
eagerly solve the problems of societies and cultures, that is, people who are
outstandingly creative. Thus, let us add some new principles to our previous
knowledge so as to understand creativity more deeply! Creativity is a necessary
and everyday function in the case of humans as they had only a very few inborn
algorithms in their behavior because of the lack of an intact genome. What we
humans do preserve are the elementary sensory data and perceptions on one
hand and the elementary physiological norms of our well-being, which we strive
to achieve and maintain. But there is a huge gap between these goals and givens
within us. This is why we have to build bridges – in terms of algorithms of
behavior – from givens to goals and vice versa. The smallest elementary
algorithms appear as a rule by chance, in the process of trial and error. Now the
question arises: can we be satisfied with a lot of algorithms isolated from each
other, as if we were simply a set of atomized actions? This is the place where
creativity enters the picture. Trial and error is only a proto-creative activity
frequently presented in psychological literature as the essential creativity. The
essential creativity appears beyond the trial and error and solves the problem
of conflict between the unity of man and a variety of his acquired algorithms.
To accomplish this task, which cannot be done by the simple addition of
algorithms horizontally, so to speak, a new – vertical – dimension had to be
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invented, a new virtual world had to be constructed, where the higher the
position of a virtual entity – that is, a concept – the larger its meaning, due to its
being freed from more and more particularities as we step up onto the next level
of abstraction. It is a firm rule that every higher, that is, more abstract level
contains more entities than the level immediately beneath it. Using a metaphor,
we act as if repeatedly putting new things in still larger and larger bags climbing
higher and higher up the ladder of abstraction. But the paradox is that this bag is
not empty at all in the case of thinking. In the process of abstraction we acquire
an ever larger container, which is already filled totally by facts, principles and
processes, and so on unknown to us. Thus abstraction gives us a possibility of
choosing and taking unexpected and new entities out of the “magic” bags, for
example economic solutions. This is a process of finding novelties described
here in a very concise, almost metaphorical way.
For example, in 1882, Robert Koch unexpectedly – by chance, by the method of
unconscious trial and error – discovered a peculiar bacterium in the tissue of the
lungs of people who suffered from tuberculosis and concluded that this
bacterium causes this severe illness, and – moreover – added as a generalization
of his results that every illness is created by bacteria. With this generalized
suggestion he created a large bag in which – as Koch supposed – all medical
cases can be found. As a result of this abstraction, the whole army of medical
doctors, with a handful of exceptions, began to search in this bag for the special
kinds of bacteria which create particular illnesses. The subsequent decades saw
the establishment of bacteriology. Although Koch – as all outstanding
discoverers – had his own enemies, he nevertheless was not attacked fiercely by
the representatives of other schools of contemporary medical science as he also
had a powerful background, namely Darwinism. After the publication of
Darwin’s works, it was convenient to reduce as many biological phenomena as
possible to the mutual struggle of species for survival. Thus illness was also
defined as the struggle between the macro- and microorganisms, in which the
winner can sometimes be the microorganisms, at other times the
macroorganisms. This conception is still the mainstream in medical sciences;
however, other conceptions also exist and are developing. One of the most
interesting parts in this process is the method of proving the theory. The essence
of the theory itself is a conditional: “If Koch bacterium then tuberculosis”. How
can this theory be falsified? Perhaps in this way: tuberculosis exists without a
significant number of Koch bacteria, and – on the other hand – a significant
number of bacteria can be found in the lung tissue but the patient is nevertheless
healthy. Both arguments were found true, however, Koch’s theory remained
valid. Only the picture became more sophisticated. E.g. bacterium is only a
necessary but not a sufficient condition of this illness. Psychological factors are
no less important. The critique of Koch’s theory led to the opening of a “new
bag” of abstractions or virtual factors, namely the psychological one.
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Tuberculosis played an outstanding role in inviting psychology to the
investigations into somatic illnesses.
Another example is the emergence of economics as a science. From what roots
did this science burst into bloom? To the best of our knowledge the very seed of
economic thinking was the problem of equitable prices: that is, the exact
measuring of commodities’ values. We have already learned that economy is the
practice of exact exchange of goods. This is a problem which cannot be solved
on the basis of the mere morality of either general or face to face reciprocity,
that is, on the general and basic cultural level. Thus it was quite natural to search
for a deeper, an essential basis on which the digits common for all goods can be
founded. What is commonly important in all the actual and possible goods?
Quality, quantity, matter, function, appearance, invested energy, work, time,
effort, conditions, money, dangers in the process of acquiring it, rarity, morality,
legality, to mention just a few? The further problem is how an even deeper
dimension can be found if the above-mentioned ones are only partial and
situational, with a limited significance. It seems to the present author that the
answer to this question is still waiting its discovery. Moreover, the abovementioned partial and situational dimensions are not independent from each
other. For example, the scarcity of resources and work invested into the goods
usually correlated with each other. The crossing of the supply and demand
curves as a determinative factor of prices is rather an avoidance of the problem
to be solved because these curves and their components can only be conceived
as aggregated decisions made on a psychological basis coming partially from the
producer management (supply) and partially from the consumers’ preference
(demand). That’s not necessarily bad. However, the psychological phenomena
are normally based on the objective givens of inner and outer reality. Otherwise
the whole of life in general and economic life in particular can be the
manifestations of mere illusions, images, rootless fantasies, ambitions, etc,
which express the irrationality of production, consumption and purchase and can
easily be the objects of social manipulations. As the question of the objective
foundation of psychologically-based demand and supply has not yet been raised,
economy still rests in the air. Thus, the original problem of economy remained
open in both the ontological and epistemological senses.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the creative paradigm. At first we spoke of the
authors who raised the question of creativity in economy and economics without
developing its status till it becomes a paradigm of economic activity. As the next
step the author tried to present his position empirically according to which
creativity is not merely a paradigm of economic behavior, but it is the paradigm
of the activity in question. Theoretically, one of the most persuasive conceptions
of human anthropology was taken and discussed as the basis of our approach. At
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the end of the chapter creativity in economy and economics was only touched
upon for the time being. Among others, the importance of the virtual world of
abstractions and equitable prices – as the historical starting point of economic
thinking – has been outlined in a couple of sentences at the end of this chapter.
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Theory of Motivation
A pause for comments, motivation, demand, Maslow’s theory of
motivation
Some preliminary comments
If we make a short survey of what we have accomplished in terms of
explanation in this small book up to this point, two forms of explanations could
be identified: namely the explanation by principles – when we wrote about
economic behavior and its norms – and the explanation by paradigms. Causality
in economic behavior is still ahead of us. But before going on, it would be
advisable to stop for a short pause just to clarify and overcome the considerable
difficulties which were raised as obstacles by the so-called postmodern view on
the road of any explanations in general and the explanations of economic
activity in particular. Insofar as the scientific explanation is the finding of the
connection between the new message and the previously well-established “old”
system of knowledge, the postmodern view cannot find any place for
explanation in the “system” of its ideas, as one of the most important features of
the postmodern is that it has nothing to do with the systems of ideas, and works
instead with their sets, frequently brilliantly. Keep in mind that the postmodern
does not regard itself as only one of the possible views. Its claim is to being a
general philosophy with strong requirements concerning the particular scientific
domains and sub-domains in place and time. Thus, if we find some new
phenomenon, the postmodern will be ready to provide it with admission if and
only if a consensus is achieved among the professionals of the relevant field.
The postmodern view itself is not interested in the place of facts and values in
any system. The elaboration of particular coherent systems is an optional
enterprise, thus mathematics can also be a member of the set (not to speak of the
fact that nothing prevents the so-called “modern” from being a part of its metaantithesis, namely of the postmodern).
How could it happen that we arrived at such a tolerant ideology that is in a sense
both extremely destructive – as it accepts almost every (if not every) intellectual
junk and garbage – and extremely constructive – as it accepts almost every (if
not every) result and possible result (Habermas, Lyotard, Rorty, 1979)? It seems
to the present author that the so-called postmodern is only the question of
aspects and – as it were – it is an approach as old as mankind. Let us imagine a
tube in which a lot of things – good and bad – happen according to certain
regularities. Imagine that the tube is transparent both from the front and from the
side. In these conditions, we can see two opposite pictures, depending on our
position as observers. If we observe the occurrences in the tube from the front,
certain orders, arrangements, structures will appear before our eyes. It is also
possible to make distinctions between the better and worse orders, arrangements
and structures in a number of respects, e.g. from the point of view of the kind
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and degree of symmetry, intactness of the parts, pieces which compose the
order, harmony, stability in time and so on. This can be called a Platonic
approach, the mainstream of philosophical rationality, which had and still has a
large number and variety of followers who often waged serious wars against
each other. Now, if we observe the occurrences in the tube from the side, we
will see an entirely different picture of a stormy river, in which all the parts
permanently change their places and there is no stability or regularity to make
and keep us calm. This can be called the Heraclitean approach, the starting point
of the mainstream in philosophical irrationality – although Heraclitus believed in
rationality to a certain extent – which never became a European mainstream
before the postmodern. But the postmodern now is trying to solve the chief
difficulty of any irrational way of thinking, namely how to make acceptable the
candid incoherence of irrationality by trying to present it in a semi-coherent
manner to persuade people of the validity of that irrationality.
By the way, these two aspects or approaches were frequently reconciled in the
history of reasoning. Two quantitatively different methods helped in that
reconciliation. One of them is connected with the frequent alternation of aspects
or approaches, another – with the not so frequent alternation. To express
ourselves in procedural terms, any culture has periods when order is important,
and other periods when changes are important, depending on the challenges the
culture has to meet and the actions it has to take for its survival. When order is
important the changes are curbed, when the changes are important order is
deregulated. A sound culture has a good sense of time as well. It lets things
change till a point where order is no longer able to recreate itself, and it
preserves order till a point where the ultra stability kills any changes. Any kind
of extremism in dynamics and stability is an indication of the culture’s
deterioration. What is valid for the whole culture in general is also valid for the
subcultures – among them for economy as one of the subcultures – in particular.
Economic development should not destabilize the society, likewise economic
stability should not stop economic development. From this point of view both
communism and total privatization and market economy are extremist forms.
While communism is an ultra stable order, the total privatization and market
economy is a lack of any stability and structure. Thus postmodernism is a
poisonous ideological fruit of the aspect-reduction, through which we can only
see and support the dynamics without order and stability. Returning to our initial
problem of explanation, there is no reason to give it up. We must simply act as a
sound culture does. The investigator should stop for a while after achieving new
results in the process of investigation and turn back to the already established
order of scientific ideas and test both of them: the new achievement from the
point of view of its capability to be a part of the well-established old knowledge,
and the old knowledge from the point of view of its capability to accept the
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novelty. The result of this test will show the next necessary step to be taken by
the investigator(s).
Demand and motivation
We speak of demand in economics as the mover, the engine of economic
machinery. Demand is – as a rule – identified with motivations, needs, drives,
instincts, wishes, and regarded as the cause of man’s economic activity. It is
frequently said that if there is no demand for this or that kind of goods, then
there is no need to produce them. This is a mistaken view based on a lack of
knowledge about the essence of demand. However, we cannot clarify the
formula for demand without choosing one of the terms from those which were
mentioned above as the alleged cognates of demand. Let us make a short survey
of those terms! The instincts will be excluded from the candidates immediately
as we humans are not genetically-determined animals. (See the chapter on
creative paradigm!) Wishes are any conscious emotional preferences which can
be parts of the finally chosen term. There is no reason to emphasize it especially.
The notions of drive and motivation were coined as functional terms to avoid the
exact identification of forces which move the behavior of both animals and
people. Motivations and drives are in fact rather the acknowledgements of the
lack of necessary knowledge than its expressions. The only difference between
them is that motivation is a more general concept derived from the word motion,
whereas drive is used in a far more limited sense in experiments, mainly on
animal behavior. The only term which tells us substantially more about the very
nature of moving forces within living creatures – including humans – is the
concept of need. Why? Because we are moved first of all by the shortage or
even lack of things, which are important for us: food, pieces of information,
relationships with other people and so on. As a result of our short survey, we
will select two words appropriate for the general theory of economic behavior:
needs and motivations. The word “need” will be used in the formula for
demand, while the word “motivation” – in the generalized explanation of our
possible human needs. With this usage, we follow the traditions of economic
terminology, which does not contradict our approach in this case.
Formula for demand
Demand and Need are two different – however, interconnected – entities. Their
relationships can be described by the following formula:
Demand = Needs x Means of Payment
The multiplication sign in the formula is not a mathematical operation code it is
merely a logical sign. See the most important implications of this logical
formula! Firstly, it would be difficult if not impossible to imagine that demand
and needs are identical terms. This would be imaginable if and only if the means
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of payment equals “1”, which is a senseless statement. This can be repeated for
“demand = means of payment” if and only if the needs equals “1”, which is
again an absurd statement in this context. However, the meaningful implications
of this formula appear immediately if we take the following cases: either “the
needs = 0” or “the means of payment = 0”. Take first “the means of payment =
0”! In these conditions needs exist but they cannot appear on the market:
“Demand = 0”. Other conditions are also possible. Consider them! The more
people, institutions, enterprises are poor, the narrower the market is. At an
almost extreme position – close to the “zero = means of payment” – the market
can be such a narrow institution that the society with such a market has nothing
to do with democracy. Again an important implication emerges: A market
economy is not necessarily a democracy. Or: The larger the part of a society
with sufficient means of payment, the more democratic this society can be. Or:
A society with a small market can be a hard dictatorship sometimes without
even the minimal freedom in it. Everything depends – in this respect – on the
distribution of the means of payment. Secondly, it is also possible that “the
needs = 0”! In this case, the means of payment – for example: money – has been
accumulated in the “hands” of either people or institutions, etc. isolated from
economic turnover. Again the result is the same: “demand = 0” and the means of
payment – for example: money – are dead. This case was characterized
excellently by a great Hungarian poet Endre Ady who found that this was the
reason why culture remained underfinanced by capitalism before the First World
War. Unfortunately, now we are approaching the same conditions at the
beginning of 21st century. The lack of need for culture on the part of the rich
people or institutions results in its being underfinanced. The main conclusion we
can draw from the above is that both a sound market economy and sound
democracy are possible if the needs and means of payment are together. As for
the supply, we will not deal with it here for the time being.
The star theory of motivation
All economists are familiar with Abraham Maslow’s theory of motivation. But
the main problem with this theory – or rather its users – is that no specialist in
either psychology or economics has developed it further, thus we can point out a
lot of weaknesses which remained in Maslow’s original view. Moreover, it is
also questionable whether this theory is valid or not. These problems are not
only theoretical. They touch upon the question of practical usability. Our
impression is that this erroneous kind of treatment of scientific results cannot be
regarded as unique in the case of Maslow’s theory, because today there is a
tendency to reduce scientific achievements to a kind of goods to be sold and
bought on the intellectual market. And it would not be legitimate for “outsiders”
to change – improve or damage – them. They can be sold or bought after their
first publication only as second-hand goods, for example in higher education. It
is possible that these impressions of mine are exaggeration of the problem,
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however it would be difficult to deny the fact that the terminology and practice
of the market has suddenly become universal. Even epistemology is imbued
today with market slogans and thinking, thus, everything is first of all an
economic phenomenon.
Before returning to the good old scientific way of improving – or trying to
improve – Maslow’s findings, we will summarize them very briefly. This wellknown and even famous theory of motivation is frequently called Maslow’s
pyramid of needs. Although all the needs Maslow included in his pyramid are
basic ones because without their satisfaction a person will inevitably die, we
can distinguish more basic and less basic needs. The most important needs are
the physical-physiological ones. These needs are doubly basic. They are in fact
the bases of the other basic needs. After their satisfaction, a new layer of needs –
to be satisfied – appears. Maslow called them the needs for security. This means
here a treatment today of the estimated possibilities of future events, which
makes it almost certain to again satisfy the basic physical-physiological needs
when they arise. After the satisfaction of the needs for security, another need
appears within us, namely the need for emotional love. Thus, by the process of
need-satisfaction, we are climbing from the basis to the top of Maslow’s
pyramid. The next need, which follows emotional love, will be the need for
respect and social acceptance. On the last two levels of the pyramid we can find
needs for self-actualization and – above it – the need for transcendental
“knowledge” or model (as transcendence can be defined as an area of the
universe which is not accessible to our mind, transcendental knowledge as such
is simply impossible; we can only believe in certain kinds of imagined
transcendental worlds, without being able to validate our belief). The most
important feature of Maslow’s theory is the rigid sequence of needs, where
every need appears after the need satisfied just under it. That is, need is not only
a result of the lack of something but it is based also on the satisfaction of the
need beneath it.
What advantages and problems can we find in this theory? The advantages are
enormous. Firstly, a number of needs are put together in a special working
structure, that is, with this theory we abandoned the simple set of motivations so
characteristic of classical psychology. Secondly, now it is easy to find the
conditions in which a particular need appears. Thirdly, we can make a judgment
about the psychological status of a person who has just satisfied his or her – this
or that – need. This aspect can be generalized in such a way that allows the
understanding of the psychological status of a whole population living on the
level of this or that need. For example, there are huge differences between the
nations which are still busy with the satisfaction of their populations’ physicalphysiological needs, and the nations which are already working on the
satisfaction of their population’s need for self-actualization and high-level
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culture. Although the latter statement is statistical – that is, we can always have
many exceptions – it can nevertheless be true.
The problems of this theory – in its original form – are also enormous. First of
all, this theory speaks only of the needs for life. But from the works of Sigmund
Freud and some of his followers, we all know that there is a powerful drive
within us towards death. Freud called it the death instinct. But the word
“motivation” is better for the expression of this special kind of drive, as we do
not have intact instincts, thus no death instinct should be sought within the
human personality. It is very likely – almost necessary – that the inner entropy
of man, that is, our real nature acts similarly to the death instinct. The difference
between the death instinct of animals based on their lethal genes and man’s
entropy is in the degree of destructiveness. Mankind is much more destructive
than its animal counterpart. If the above is correct then Maslow’s theory of
motivation is only a part of the picture, which is all the more problematic
because the general economy has – as its special case – the so-called death
industry. Think of drugs, smoking, alcohol, Satanist rock music, horror films,
etc. Economists should not neglect this over-financed part of economic life.
Secondly, we have to attach the need for security not only to the basic physical,
physiological needs but to all other needs as well. The security problem is the
problem of our future in all respects. In a more general sense, we can speak of
security as our relationship with our future. In brief, after the satisfaction of any
of our needs we start to redistribute the probabilities estimated and relevant for
that need, which are empirically joined to the future events thinkable for us. In
this process, we are guided by our normative models of possible future events,
that is, by our wishes. We perform this action not only ideally in our mind but
practically as well: by preventing the undesirable and promoting the desirable.
And this is the essence of the process of satisfaction of the need for security.
Thirdly, the original form of Maslow’s theory does not say anything about one
of the main conditions of human satisfaction, namely about the level of
aspiration. We are satisfied in the case of any single need when the degree of our
satisfaction reaches what we call our aspiration level. And here we can discover
enormous differences between the cultures, periods of history, peoples and
needs and so on. For example, Western culture is a maximizing culture. This is
good for economy up to a certain point, but can be bad for the personality. Why?
Because the personality which maximizes at the very beginning of its need
satisfaction process will never step over the basic physical-physiological needs.
Or, some people have a very low level of aspirations concerning the doubly
basic needs but have an extremely high aspiration level as regards the need for
transcendental “knowledge”. He or she can even be a saint if an existing religion
accepts his or her behavior. Fourthly, the process of need satisfaction is not a
linear way ahead. Suppose that we – having satisfied our needs for
transcendental knowledge – immediately returned to the basic physical needs.
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Even in this case, the process of need satisfaction is a cyclical one. Which is all
the more possible, because all the needs appear again and again; no matter to
what extent they were satisfied in the past. Thus, the pyramid is over. But a
cyclical process has no a priori basic point on the arc. Thus, we should forget
about the doubly basic needs – which in Maslow’s theory are the physicalphysiological ones – and declare any need equally basic. Why not? Our
physiological status rests on our transcendental beliefs as well as our
transcendental beliefs rest on our physiological status. Or – and this is the third
option – the system of needs can be presented as a full graph where every need
rests on every other. Is there a leading need in this new conception? There
certainly is. In the opinion of the present author, the need with the highest
aspiration level can be called the leading one, and different people, cultures, etc.
can have different leading needs. In this case the rank order of needs according
to their aspiration level will take the form of a seal-ring.
But we can raise another – more decisive – question starting from our
observations. What if some needs do not appear on the scene when it is their
turn according to Maslow’s pyramid? The unambiguous answer will be: the
theory is falsified by this kind of absence, especially if it occurs a number of
times. The irregularities concerning Maslow’s theory happen unfortunately time
and again, thus – if the pyramid is preserved contrary to what was said above –
we should choose one of the next options. Either the theory is false or mankind
is ill (for example, it happens that no higher needs appear after the satisfaction
of the physical-physiological needs even when there is no real obstacle for the
spontaneous way of life, that is the people are actually free). To make the choice
in favor of mankind’s illness, we should be familiar with the meaning of
psychological soundness independently of Maslow’s theory. Moreover,
Maslow’s pyramid should be deducible logically from the established concept of
man’s soundness. When the positive connection is found between independently
defined psychological health and Maslow’s pyramid, we will have to conclude
that irregularities within this theory of motivation in practice indicate
psychological disorder. If there is no correlation between psychological health
and Maslow’s pyramid, the above-mentioned irregularities – especially if they
occur frequently – cancel the validity of this theory of motivation. To the best of
our knowledge these kinds of investigations were not conducted. And although
Maslow maintains that the pyramid of motivations constructed by him reflects
his conception of humanist psychology, according to which those people are
healthy who actualize all their possibilities, mankind as a species has to be
necessarily ill, because to meet this requirement would be a philosophical
absurdity. Mathematical cardinality of possibilities is always higher than
mathematical cardinality of realizations. If I am doing one particular thing, I
cannot be doing a numberless many others. One thing is certain: people very
seldom climb to the top of the pyramid in question. This is a sad empirical truth,
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the reason of which should be discovered in the future. However, we can easily
avoid these unsolvable speculations by conceiving the structure of motivation as
a circle or rather a full graph.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the causal explanation of human behavior. At the
beginning of the problem statement, a metaphor was outlined in and by which
we criticized the negative attitude of the postmodern view towards the
explanations. This “enterprise” is very important in this historical period as
science is not thinkable without the explanation of novelties. We need a
structure of pieces of knowledge and not an unorganized set of them. Then, a
theory of demand was presented as a formula which connected the demand with
needs and the means of payment. But before this, we had chosen – among the
possible terms – an adequate one as a part of the demand formula and thus we
selected the concept of need and motivation (the latter for the generalized
expression of human needs). This expression – that is the theory of motivation –
we found in the works of Abraham Maslow. Not because it is the only possible
theory, but because it is the best-known in the circles of economists. For us,
Maslow’s original theory is not acceptable, thus we tried not only to enrich it
with new elements but also to give it a new structure. A pyramid structure was
abandoned and the structure of a circle – or maybe a full graph – has been
accepted by the author.
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On the Level of Aspiration
The concept, natural and/or artificial man, the nature of records, the
so-called achievement motivation
The concept of the level of aspiration
One of the most important notions in economics and economic psychology is the
level of aspiration. The whole mania of utility maximization rests on it.
Originally this word belonged to psychology and was coined by Kurt Lewin, a
German-born American psychologist (Lewin, 1935). What is perhaps the more
interesting in this term is that both the dream of limitless utility maximization
and Simon’s – much more realistic – bounded rationality was based on it. Lewin
conducted a lot of empirical investigations into this topic. In particular he dealt
with the dynamics of aspirations. The main questions here are as follows. What
happens to the aspirations after the success or failure of actions which were
guided by them? Is it possible to stabilize these levels? Or is man a kind of
animal who always re-establishes his unhappiness by continuously raising the
level of his aspirations or – perhaps – vice versa: following a conspicuous result
we usually rest? In one of his recent oral presentations, this author
nevertheless defined man as a creature which as a rule can never be candidly
happy because he always strives to achieve his original discontentment by
increasing his aspiration level as soon as he can. This is the real mainstream
in our behavior. Often he does this even via the overcompensation of his
failures in an entirely unrealistic way. Aspiration level plays a uniquely
important role in the process of need satisfaction. Here, we will not return to this
question as it has been discussed in the previous chapter. We will instead add an
interesting consideration to the general theory of aspiration level, about which
the author had no opportunity to speak before, and a very intriguing application
in the field of the – mistakenly – called “achievement motivation”.
Natural versus “artificial” man
It is a very interesting question whether there exists the natural – purely
biological – man or everything in us is more or less artificial – that is, cultural.
For example, do we have natural – biological – limits in our need satisfaction or
not? The two sub-questions to be answered here are: whether there exist natural
limits from both above and below. It seems certain that we do have natural
limits from above. No man can eat a whole cow for breakfast. The idea of utility
maximization – where the first thesis sounds like this: we always prefer more to
less (Leftwich, 1984) – seems to be a crazy dream of a madman, doesn’t it?
What about the limitations from below? That is a question connected with
poverty as well. Do we have a level of need satisfaction, which should be called
a strict biological minimum under which no man can survive? Or is the so-called
biological minimum only a socially conditioned minimum, which has the same
effect as the alleged biological one? That is, do we die below the level of a
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minimal need satisfaction because of biological reasons or is our death a social
phenomenon in the disguise of a natural “cover”? These problems are of central
interest mainly in sports and poverty: namely, how, and up to what limits can we
enlarge our physical and mental capacities in any direction? The relevant curves
which give hypothetical answers to these questions have the next partially
similar but mutually opposite forms shown below.
Figure 9

Biological maximum

Approaching the maximum

Approaching the minimum

Biological minimum

We have two horizontal lines on Figure 9; the upper one is the pointer of
biological maximum, whereas the lower line is the pointer of biological
minimum. Two curves – here the models of our behavior – are trying to reach
them, but neither succeed. The approximation of biological limitations is only
asymptotical. Theoretically, in practice we cannot and will not reach the
highest or the lowest level of biological possibilities given to man. On what
basis are we justified in maintaining that the actual attainment of these levels is
given to man only theoretically? The answer to this question can be the
following. Although, we come closer to them with every new record, the
increase of these records – or approximation of both ends – is gradually less and
less as we get nearer and nearer to our biological extremes. Take, for example,
the history of records in sports. At the very beginning of the history of sport the
new records, for example in running, were measured in minutes, then in
seconds; today – in the increasingly smaller and smaller parts of a second. More
often than not, only special electronic devices can identify the winners, because
the greatest achievements cannot be seen with the naked eye. But even the most
wonderful record holders are still far from the biological maximum or biological
minimum. This is exactly the case as regards poverty. The term “records”
applies here as well, but unfortunately no one measures them. The only marked
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distinction between sport and poverty in this respect is in the intention. The
achievements in sports – whether close to biological maximum or biological
minimum, e.g. willful deprivations in the course of rock-climbing in the high
and wild mountains – are in a sense either guessed or planned in order to learn
more about the limits of human abilities. But poverty on the other hand is a
social accident – one that often happens to a lot of people – which seldom
speaks of the real natural endowments and abilities of the poor, contrary to what
social Darwinism tends to cheerfully disseminate as the justification of social
selection of people. It is also valid for poverty that people suffer from and die of
it before reaching the biological minimum in their need satisfaction. Think of
the yogis as a counter example, when the experts at yoga can bury themselves
and remain underground for a long period of time without suffering any harm.
Isn’t it a socially learned behavior? Fatal accidents – e.g. road accidents – are
another story. As the bottom line, we conclude that while practically we can
never reach the biological extremes theoretically given to us, it is very difficult
if not impossible to distinguish the biological and social limitations from each
other in general and – e.g. in the cases of consumption – in particular. Animals
regulated by their genes do not have this twofold structure of natural and
artificial.
“Achievement motivation”
In American psychology, we find an interesting distinction between the types of
personality concerning their attitude towards the biological limits we discussed
above. Although the authors – D. C. McClelland and J. W. Atkinson – turned in
fact no explicit attention – worth mentioning – to those limitations, the essence
of what they worked on is closely connected with the extreme loading of
personality, which is not imaginable without focusing on the social and
biological limitations. To start with, their problem is expressed – from the point
of view of terminology – in a not totally successful way. The otherwise excellent
American scholars coined a new term of achievement motivation, which is
unfortunately not a successful expression because achievement should be
regarded as a phenomenon or aspect of aspiration level. However, the problem
is not fatal either for motivation – which can be anything which generates
psychological motion – or for aspiration level, as motivation is such a general
term that it can be used to cover even the aspiration level as well. However, it
would be a great pity to cancel those important distinctions between the
motivations in the strict sense of this word and aspiration levels, which are
already expressed linguistically and which science has already found in the
process of its hard work. This is why we will present the so-called “achievement
motivation” not under the heading of motivation but in the framework of studies
in aspiration level, preserving the difference between the two above-mentioned
terms. The problem of achievements and their basis is very important in
economy and economics especially in today’s competitive world.
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McClelland and Atkinson found that people differ in their attitudes towards the
high achievements. The hypothesis they framed was that those societies can be
successful where the mentality of people is achievement-oriented (of course
they meant the majority of people, that is, the modal mentality from the
statistical point of view). As Western people are achievement-oriented, thus the
Western societies should be successful. This is the syllogism from which the
next concrete conditional was “deduced”. Western societies are successful thus
the majority of Westerners are achievement-oriented. Logically speaking this is
one of the mistaken conditionals, because a lot of other factors can contribute to
a society’s success, even without or beyond achievement orientation: for
example, good institutions, difficult or dangerous challenging historical periods,
spontaneous or organized inflow of foreigners from intellectually better
developed countries (e.g. brain drain) and so on. But this deduction is a typical
example of the plausible conclusion given this name and supported – as a useful
and creative method of thinking – by George Polya (Polya, 1945, 1962, 1965). If
the late Hungarian-born Swiss mathematician would have reframed this
conclusion according to the rules of plausibility, the result would have been the
following. Western societies are successful, thus the achievement-orientation
of the majority of Westerners is a more credible thesis. There is nothing wrong
with this conclusion, which is – in this form – simply a hypothesis. It has to be
supported by facts or falsified. This is exactly what McClelland and Atkinson
did. However, the data were not unambiguous. They found two types of people
in this respect, but in my understanding both of them are valuable as far as real
achievements are concerned. Let us first summarize their data in a simplified
drawing. The analysis comes later (Warneryd, 1988).
Figure 10
Level of activity
Failure avoider (psychologically ill)

Success seeker (psychologically healthy)
Degree of risk
Time dimension of the changes of system
50 %
of success depends on personality
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Figure 10 is a Cartesian two-dimensional space where the first horizontal axis –
which is the axis of independent variables, that is, variables dependent on the
investigator – is that of the degree of entrepreneurial risk. The vertical axis –
which is the axis of dependent variables, that is, the variables dependent on the
independent ones – is that of the level of entrepreneurial activity. The
investigators tried to find the functional connections between the risk taking on
different levels and the degree of activity generated by the measurement of risk.
The curves show that the relationships between the two dimensions are not
simple. First of all, there are two different shapes, which describe the behavior
of two different personality types. One of the types can be called success seeker,
the other– failure avoider. The two types behave in opposite ways. Success
seeker is passive when the risk is low. Then his activity rises with the rising risk,
reaching a peak where around 50% of success depends on the personality itself
and only another 50% depends on the environmental forces. After this point the
activity of the success seeker declines gradually till a very high level of risk,
where he stops working. As far as the failure avoider is concerned, his behavior
is the converse mirror image of the success seeker’s behavior. He is extremely
active in the cases of low level risk and in the cases of high level risk. In
between, his activity declines. We should somehow explain these six points or
levels of activity. The explanations can be as follows.
The success seeker is searching for that success, which would be his success.
The success achievable on the low levels of risks is not regarded by him as his
own result. Thus, he is simply not interested in success in these circumstances.
Let us take the very high levels of risk. How do these levels influence the
success seeker’s behavior? Well, the success seeker will avoid these degrees of
risk as well because achievement is not likely here. But he will be extremely
active when the results depend in equal proportions on him and the environment.
Here the achievement is real but not so easy to arrive at it in the “fifty-fifty
situations”. Is it a question of pride? Maybe! The failure avoider on the other
hand is extremely active when the risk is minimal, perhaps because in these
circumstances no failure is possible. But the problem is why can the failure
avoider be so active when the risk is hopelessly high? Is it possible that he plays
a double role on the highest levels of risk-taking? The first role is that of the
daring who is ready to face every possible danger (this behavior can compensate
the inferiority complex of the failure avoider, as well). The second role is that of
the man who can easily explain his failure to the listeners, insisting on the fact
that the failure of his enterprise was not his failure at all, because the conditions
were extremely difficult. Even his success seeker counterpart – he tells us – did
not dare to enter the situation. The failure avoider reaches his minimum activity
in what we have called the “fifty-fifty situation”. In that situation, the failure
would be his beyond any doubt.
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But sometimes very interesting things happen to the failure avoiders. Namely
they can seldom achieve substantial results due to their being extremely active
in the hopeless situations. However, these things can happen if certain
situations are hopeless only seemingly but in fact they are either normal or
risky, but not too much so. This had occurred in the domain of cosmology from
Copernicus to Newton. The breakthrough was made just in time, neither before
nor after it. The likelihood of acceptance of the new solar system – where the
sun occupies the central position – in and just after the Renaissance was very
high. As Galileo Galilei allegedly expressed himself, he lived in a wonderful
period when science found its way to the concrete market places and was
interesting even for merchants and craftsmen. There is a lot of evidence which
supports the lack of psychological stability within the geniuses of the new
conception (notice that Figure 10 hints at the connections between the success
seeker’s behavior and psychological soundness and the failure avoider’s
behavior and psychological instability). But they all – even Giordano Bruno –
would have been able to avoid tragedy in their social, scientific and private life
through cooperation with the Church in hiding their new discoveries in the
domain of cosmology from the wider public. That was the period when even the
Roman Holy Fathers accepted the fundamentals of the Copernican system. The
problems with the new cosmology were rather political and ideological, not
scientific. In fact, those great scholars from Copernicus through Tycho Brahe
to Kepler and Newton elaborated only small details of the new solar system in
comparison with what the contemporary philosophers and theologians worked
on. We regard their achievements as especially great and fundamental only
because the sciences in the 20th and 21st century usually were and are dealing
with miserable, small and often unimportant problems compared to which the
Renaissance cosmology seems to be absolutely fundamental and great. Thus, if
the above-outlined hypothesis on the personalities of the greatest innovators of
the Renaissance cosmology is correct, then the failure avoider can be a very
valuable type of personality or mentality – from the point of view of the greatest
creative breakthroughs.
Before closing this chapter, a couple of remarks would be perhaps of a great
importance concerning the problem of entrepreneurship and the mentality of the
entrepreneur. If we take the extremely high level of activity as one of the most
important specific features of entrepreneurship and of the entrepreneur himself,
then the imaginable upper line on Figure 10 – where the highest points of
activity curves can be placed – is the level of entrepreneurial activity. Three
such highest points can be identified on Figure 10. The first one – above the
minimum risk – is achieved by the failure avoiders. The second one – above the
moderate (fifty-fifty situation) risk – is achieved by the success seekers. The
third one – above the maximum risk – is achieved again by the failure avoiders.
That is, the actual personality of the entrepreneur changes with the alternation of
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either concrete people with their stable attitude towards achievement and with
their level of aspiration in this same respect, or by the mentalities, which can
alternate on the basis of the same personality type without changing it. The
science of psychology has not yet clarified the nature of success seeking and
failure avoidance. Are they the features of fixed psychological types or those
of the mentalities ready to change if necessary? The picture can be shown in a
dynamic way. Let us return to the restoration of capitalism all over the world in
the period between the 1970ies and the 2000s. (The Keynesian system after the
Second World War was too complex to be called either capitalism or socialism;
it was in fact a kind of social democracy.) What happened to the market
economy in these three decades? We can answer this question by drawing first
an arrow in the opposite direction to, and under the horizontal axis of the
“degree of risk”. This will be the real time dimension of the market economy’s
restoration at the end of the 20th and the beginning of the 21st century. Then it
would be easy to point to the main phases of the restoration in this respect. At its
beginning, it was extremely difficult to start small entrepreneurial activity
because of the high risk in this section, especially in eastern socialism. Thus this
was the golden age of failure avoiders as new entrepreneurs. This state of affairs
was expressed in the bad social climate among the newcomers in the area of
small enterprises despite the fact that they lived on high economic standards. In
the second phase of the restoration, the situation became approximately normal
(fifty-fifty situation). Now, the success seekers entered the private sector –
almost equal in size with the state. But today, at the beginning of the 21st
century, capital – especially in its monetary form – has acquired such great
power that it makes investment for the huge multi- and cross-national firms both
easy and successful (however, not for the small entrepreneurs). Now, again the
failure avoiders seem to be at the top of monopolies and dominate the market. A
lot of evidence can be gathered to make this position plausible. For example,
today’s international capital – or more exactly its owners – is/are not as
sovereign as in the recent past. The interplay – I mean cooperation – between
the state and huge capital became very intensive already at the end of the First
World War. This was the economic essence of the early socialism and fascism.
From the above-outlined dynamic picture it should be clear that the history of
small and big capital is two different stories. It is not the task of this book on
economic psychology to show and explain the struggle between them. Their
relationships are economically mostly competitive, politically – mostly
cooperative.

Summary
This chapter was devoted to the level of aspiration without which it is
impossible to build a complete theory of motivation. The origin of the concept
of the level of aspiration in psychology was discussed. One of the most
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important problems of natural versus artificial man – man of culture – was also
raised with the axiom that there exists no natural man with purely biological
limitations from above and from below. Or more exactly, all of us can only
approach our biological limitations but as a rule people are bound by social
forces. The approximation of extreme biological possibilities is only
asymptotical. The largest part of the chapter has dealt with the so-called
achievement motivation, which is in fact a special degree and kind of the level
of aspiration. On the basis of the literature, we also made a distinction between
success seekers and failure avoiders and have shown their level of activity as a
function of the level of the necessary risk taking. The restoration of original
market economy between the 1970ies and 2000s and the change in the types or
mentalities of entrepreneurs were also discussed as one of the most important
sets of factors of changes in the political and social climate within the advanced
part of mankind.
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Economic Power on the Interpersonal Level
Ability to act, power distribution, the concept of power, durability,
types of interpersonal power
Is power important for everybody?
The word power sounds very bad in the ears of most ordinary people. Even if we
speak of democratic institutions, the listeners tend to be stubbornly suspicious of
them, especially in the case of representative democracy, which already has a lot
of counter-democratic institutions and mechanisms, such as monopolies in
economic life. This is a very natural reaction because powerful people and
institutions too frequently misuse their positions. Power by its very essence does
not allow its full control on the part of those who have to obey it. However, this
approach to power is a little bit vulgar intellectually, regardless of its being true.
In fact, every person – or even animal – has power over a number of things and
living organisms, as without it there is no way to act not only successfully but
even without any success. That is, power is one of the most important
preconditions of normal activity. This is why if we speak of power – or the lack
of it – the real issue of our discussion is not the lack or presence of power but its
distribution among people. Why then are we accustomed to speak of the
presence or absence of power in the “yes or no” manner? Perhaps because we
tend to simply neglect power below a certain small degree and notice it only
above a threshold, contrary to the fact that many people are suffering from the
dictatorship of their relatives, friends, neighbors, spouses, etc., who are
“experts” at dominating others in everyday life. Thus while everybody has a
definable measurement of power, commonsense speaks of it as an issue of a
simple dichotomy of having or not having power. We of course will speak of
power not on the level of this pre-scientific commonsense.
The distribution and aspects of power
Well, in this case, the question arises about the possible forms of the distribution
of power, without – for the time being – the quality aspects of power. Two main
statistical distributions – discussed very frequently – can be found here as well.
One of them is even distribution, where every actor has the same degree of
power, and another –extremely uneven distribution. Even distribution can also
be called the highest social entropy or anarchy. This fact was discovered by
Thomas Hobbes during the English Bourgeois Revolution and he worked out the
theory according to which only the uneven distribution of power can guarantee
social order. The number of particular cases of simply uneven distribution of the
power is enormous. Without going into the details, it is possible to mention
absolutism, democracy, constitutional power, dictatorship, gerontocracy,
meritocracy, and so on. This is the topic of political sciences we are not
concerned with here. The way we will proceed is through distinction between
the levels and the quality of power. These directions lead on one hand to the
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scale where the greatest power is on the highest possible social level, while the
weaker forms of power appear downward from institutional, organizational
through interpersonal power – common in groups – to the self-control of
personality (this latter form can also be called intrapersonal power). The quality
aspect of power on the other hand introduces the problem of means of power
and their management. In this chapter we are interested only in the qualitative
aspect of interpersonal power. Incidentally, the whole of psychology and
especially the psychology of personality is the science of self-control, that is, the
discipline of intrapersonal power of personality over itself, which is a
paradoxical and special phenomenon of the general theory of regulation and
seldom studied from this point of view. Apart from self-control, interpersonal
power is the basic form of power, which can be found on all levels and can be
taken as perhaps the most important constituent part or even the seed of social
power as such. However, this statement should be accepted only with some
reservations because all people tend to treat others as they treat themselves.
This means that the culture of power is rooted in the psychological culture of
people. We can call this wisdom the Sullivan law (Mullahy, 1947).
Power in the social context and its durability
Well, what is interpersonal power in the social context? Power is the possession
of the means of power. But the definition is incorrect in this form because the
concept to be defined repeated itself in the definition. The way out of this
mistake would be the illumination of the term “means of power” in the social
context. Well, the means of power in the social context are the means of need
satisfaction. Anyone who can satisfy your needs or block their satisfaction has
power over you. Anyone whose needs you can satisfy or block their
satisfaction “suffers” from your power. If the suffering person finds other
accessible sources for his need satisfaction, your power over him will decrease.
The more sources this person obtains the less your power over him will be.
Before speaking of the means of power in detail, a scientific law concerning
power – very important from the point of view of practice – should be
mentioned. Namely, the practice of power diminishes it, and after a certain
while leads to its disappearance (Hollander and Hunt, 1971). Why? Not
necessarily because the means of power are used up. This is also possible or
often even unavoidable in practice. But the inner theoretical limitations of power
can be found in its very nature. Why? The reason is common for all the actions
people are engaged in. In the real life situations we frequently cannot hit the
target, that is, we frequently fail. It is difficult to establish the usual proportion
between failure and success in human life because of the great number and large
variety of problem-solving situations. If we work in the regime of trial and error,
the number of errors will surpass the number of successes a huge amount of
times because our competence is much less than the required. If the problems to
be solved are well-structured for the solver the adequate solutions can prevail.
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Incidentally, the degree of being appropriately structured is not the
characteristic of the problem as such, but that of the relationship between the
problem and its solver. The actions of powerful people and organizations
accumulate both failures and successes. With the increase in the length of time
in possession of power, the quantity and degree of difficulties multiply, the
failures tend to reach a critical number, which results in – at first – the
weakening of the power and finally its collapse. This is the fate of any power,
regardless of its particular features. The only difference in this respect is in the
durability of the power. The history of mankind is not only the continual
emergence of different social systems but also a continual decline and collapse
of all of them. It depends on our personality whether we regard history as the
recurring emergence of new social systems or the recurring collapse of old ones.
Types of interpersonal power
If we regard power as the process of promoting or frustrating the need
satisfaction of people who serve as the means for achieving the goals and ends
the powerful centers defined, the conceptual basis of any view of power should
be the theory of motivation and the level of aspirations. In spite of this matter
of course requirement, the theories of interpersonal power were built on some
“baseless basis”. In the literature, we find among others the following types of
power, which are only moderately close to the theories of motivation and the
level of aspiration: force power, attractive power, referent power, expert power,
legitimate power (Hollander and Hunt, ibid). Now, let’s return to the
motivations we already overviewed in order to see whether the types of power
cited above and the motivations we studied overlap – or at least have significant
relationships to – each other and to what extent. The motivations we studied
were: physical-physiological needs, need for security, need for love, need for
social acceptance and esteem, need for self-actualization, need for
transcendental knowledge. How can we match the notions of the two
conceptions or theories of power and motivation? The solution to this problem
will be at least partial. Force power and the basic physical-physiological needs
almost totally overlap. Or to put it another way, force power rests on the basic
physical-physiological needs, which means that by satisfying these needs, we
can reward the actions the powerful center supports and by blocking their
satisfaction we can punish the actions which are not acceptable for the same
center. This relationship can be established between the attractive power and the
need to be loved. If we are dependent emotionally on somebody he or she can
influence our behavior by rewarding or punishing us by giving or withholding
the love we badly need. Again, the referent power and the need for social
acceptance are heavily interconnected. That is, a Venn diagram would show that
there is a partial overlap between the types of power and motivations. However,
some kinds of power and motivations seem to be far from each other. For
example, what about expert power and legitimate power on one hand and
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security needs, the need for self-actualization and finally the need for
transcendental knowledge on the other? To bring the two theories together, we
can perhaps successfully connect security needs and legitimate power, as
legitimate order presupposes systems of well-working rules – regardless of
whether they are moral, juridical or traditional, etc. – which makes the world
predictable and, thus, treatable. The only serious difficulty is with expert power.
It seems to me that expert power can be conceived of as the socio-psychological
phenomenon connected rather to the levels of aspiration than to something
founded on motivations as we defined them in the chapter on needs and
motivations.
Above, we mentioned reward and punishment as two opposite forms of
treatment of needs, and through them human behavior. The word “treatment” is
important here because it brings into the picture a powerful actor – different
from the subject of the needs, and one that can manipulate us via our needs.
Without this actor we would speak only of either need satisfaction or
dissatisfaction. But reward is as different from simple need satisfaction as
punishment is from simple dissatisfaction. Both reward and punishment
presuppose an intention on the part of the above-mentioned powerful actor. This
actor can prevent us from satisfying our needs by presenting a kind of feedback,
which turns our actions away from what we intended. This is the essence of the
word punishment. As far as the reward is concerned, here the feedback by the
powerful actor confirms our activity by satisfying our needs, which does not
mean at all that we did what we originally wanted to do. Thus, the archetype
behind reward and punishment is the need satisfaction or dissatisfaction we get
in natural circumstances as a result of our actions. Need satisfaction and
dissatisfaction were the results of either an appropriate relationship with nature
or an inappropriate one. However, there can be – and usually is – an enormous
distance between this archetype and the use of power in social circumstances
by the powerful social actors such as rich people or military institutions. These
power centers can only imitate the positive or negative connections between
the successes, and need satisfaction in a natural environment. Many times we
are rewarded for activity harmful to other people and the environment and
punished for deeds beneficial to the society and culture. The problem is that
those actors who have considerable power are frequently not interested in
rejecting people’s harmful actions and supporting their beneficial behavior. As if
power were invented to divert the actions of people from their original course
because of the interests of a small minority. Or can we say that power is a
cultural phenomenon whereas simple need satisfaction or its opposite is a
natural phenomenon?
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Economic power
At this point, we are approaching the concept of economic power. Let us define
it first. Economic power is the reward power, which uses the means of
satisfaction of basic physical-physiological needs (at least for the time being).
To make this definition clearer, we must compare economy and economics with
military power, which is – in our understanding – the punishing power again on
the level of basic physical-physiological needs. The great innovation of
economy and especially the era of economy from the 18th century was the
general use of reward as the royal road towards influencing people, instead of
mainly punishing them if they did not meet their obligations. I am not saying
that it was economy which invented reward as a method of power. Reward was
used – e.g. by kings – a number of times, especially in the circles of rich, noble
and influential people. But working people were ruled first of all by
punishments. Why? Because it was taken for granted in the old-fashioned
traditional societies that the so-called simple people knew their duty and there
was no reason to reward them if they behaved accordingly. Reward on the other
hand was a way of stimulating the members of ruling classes to do something
beyond and above the usual. Policies towards the poorer were to prevent them
from falling below the standards of working traditions, whereas the policies
towards the members of ruling classes were to lift them beyond and above the
standards in the process of serving the most powerful center of a society or
empire. How did it happen that rewards suddenly occupied the central place of
punishments on the scale of a whole nation and country? The correct answer
perhaps is that where the majority of people could lift their position to the level
of the ruling class, the members of which were supposed to be exceptional in
their achievements, reward replaced punishment as a matter of course. This
happened – by way of economy – first in Holland. From this point of view, the
flourishing of economy led to the flourishing of reward power and vice versa.
The need to abandon punitive power led to the flourishing of economy. Which
motivation was the leading one: economic or political or a common third? This
question is difficult but worth studying. The results of these studies will perhaps
point to a cyclical creative process where the two factors intensified each other
mutually.
But, it does not mean that economy cannot punish and arms cannot be
rewarding. Economy punishes if there is no reward on its part, which happens in
periods of economic crisis and depression. Arms reward if they are not used.
That is, the disappearance of successful economy and the appearance of active
arms turns their effects upside down. Both acts are a question of life and death.
Zero return and working arms kill people. A lot of return and silent arms support
life. These statements are commonplaces. However, it is possible to get more
wisdom by going further in this direction. Let’s take reward in a more limited
sense. Then reward will only be a part of the return and not the whole return
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itself. The definition of reward in a narrow sense is usually that percentage of
goods below the point of need saturation, which goes beyond the usual average
return and can be noticed by the person-receiver, and thus has a stimulating
effect. This percentage varies with different conditions including the differences
between people. Let’s take 5% increase of income as the bottom threshold of
reward. Taking the original return – e.g. in money – as 100%, the feeling of
being rewarded will appear on the level of 105% of return. The next reward
requires again 5% increase of 105 to be noticed, which is on this level 5.25%
(and altogether 110.25% of original return). The next level of reward – using the
same formula – will be 5.5125 and the total amount of increased return:
115.7625. We soon reach a considerable amount of money, which cannot be
accumulated further without exceeding the possibility of the rewarding
economic unit. The uneconomical period starts its unpleasant existence. The
balance between production and consumption is lost and the population becomes
a set of consumers. By the way, the term consumer has already approached the
meaning of parasite, which is a very dangerous trend, especially in the middle
of such a great environmental crisis. Economy in this crisis situation can do
two things: either cut everybody’s standard of living or filter out the
population in such a way that only a small minority can consume on the
previous level or on any level at all. In this latter case we can speak of the
Malthusian economy where the majority of people have to die. This is in all
likelihood the greatest problem with the economic/reward power as at this
point the economy starts to function as punitive arms. Economy becomes a
weapon and economics – a kind of engineering. After coming closer to this
problem, we can suppose that this outcome exists only concerning material
goods. The so-called higher and immaterial cultural goods can be not only
endlessly accumulated but also endlessly consumed as well. This means at first
glance, that utility maximization – if the term utility is generalized and used
beyond the material needs – is possible only beyond material need satisfaction.
This was originally the position of the present author as well. But it has become
clear for us that the human psyche cannot swallow pieces of information
endlessly regardless of their being true or false. That is, even the true pieces of
knowledge and information can be harmful beyond a certain density. This is
why the high-level cultures of the past collapsed as a rule after their golden age
when they had already reached the peak in knowledge accumulation which was
possible within and allowed by their conceptual framework. One small remark
can be added to the afore-said; namely that punishment should also reach a
certain percentage of its original quantity so as to be perceptible as a new level
of harming.
After the above paragraph a general consumption curve – which is valid both for
the material and the spiritual goods – can be drawn.
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Figure 11
Effect of stimulation
Point of saturation

Increasing reward

According to Figure 11, the above-described dynamics continues till the point of
saturation. After that point any additional amount of either material or spiritual
reward will result in the decline of the effect of stimulation. The economic
actors even try to avoid every new piece of reward: every new piece of bread,
meat, clothes etc., and every new piece of art, scientific idea, innovation and so
on. This is quite natural for material goods, even if we – mindful of the threat of
poverty in the future – are trying to accumulate as much material commodities
as possible (there are of course a number of exceptions to this rule among the
psychologically ill who gather almost everything – especially money – beyond
any measure). But this is also a matter of course for the products of
intellectual and spiritual goods, which we also gather like treasure for the
future problem-solving processes when a shortage of knowledge can prevent
us from coping with the situations. But this intellectual activity also has its
reasonable limitations. Here, interesting opposite tendencies can be found,
namely that while the ability to consume a lot of food and drink was an
important virtue in the past, when physical force marked the dominantly
appreciated quality of people, today – in the alleged knowledge and information
society – the ability to “intake” a lot of high quality “intellectual breaths” does
not dominate the world of actual values. This fact indicates either the
transitional nature of our age in the 21st century or the real trends which have
nothing to do with the knowledge and information society, contrary to what is
maintained by “folk science” and the media. One of the last chapters of this
book will return to this question in more detail. One last remark seems important
as the closing idea of this train of thought about economic power. Namely, it is
only money – especially virtual money – which can be accumulated beyond any
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limitation. This is why the maximization has no real meaning outside the realm
of banks.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the problems of economic power on the
interpersonal level as an important constituent of any power. First the nature of
power was illuminated. The discussion went in two directions. In one of them,
the question of the distribution of power replaced the oversimplified “yes or no”
approach to power, whereas in another direction, the author raised again the
well-known problem of the durability of power. We tried to give an explanation
for why every power in the history of mankind collapsed. The second part of the
chapter dealt with the relationships between the theories of motivation and
interpersonal power. The partial overlap of these theories revealed the fact that
the two theories were developed independently despite the closeness of their
topics and factors. Then economic power was defined on the interpersonal level
as the reward power which uses the basic physical-physiological means of need
satisfaction. Before this definition the concepts of reward and punishment were
investigated with the connection of the so-called natural need satisfaction and
frustration.
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Human Capital
The understanding of human capital today and in the past, ideological
background, investment in human capital, two types of
methodologism
What is human capital?
There is a chapter in economics which was specifically devoted to the questions
of the human factor. Perhaps economists themselves were not satisfied with the
theories of economics empty of people, where everything – money, demand,
supply, progress, crises, recovery, standard of living, trading on all levels to
mention just a few – is in motion by using its own mysterious forces or engines.
While in the real life economy, we can see people everywhere thinking and
working on the economic issues. This chapter has been titled human capital.
That is, economics could or tried to introduce the human factor as a kind of
capital. Why human capital? Perhaps because capital is such a nice expression
in economy and economics which can channel – that is, allow and restrict at the
very same time – the forces important but also potentially dangerous for the pure
economy. Accordingly, an interesting tendency is observable today as a new
intellectual fashion in economics. Namely, almost everything which is on the
margin but nevertheless important in economy and economics, has been called
capital. We have among others and beyond the classical forms of capital,
cultural capital, consumption capital, social capital, human capital and so on. As
if capital gradually became a synonym of values. We are approaching a kind of
pan-capital view. This would not be a problem if this trend did not prescribe the
way to treat the phenomena, which became forms of capital by their new name.
What do we think of this? Capital can be applied or unused, privatized or
nationalized, spent or saved, bought and sold and so on. Is it acceptable to
privatize cultural capital, spend human capital, privatize consumption capital,
etc.? Some of these acts have no clear meaning, others are simply immoral.
Thus, the usual economic practice has not yet confirmed the overgeneralization
of the meaning of capital. Nevertheless, the trend in the case of human capital
has many valuable elements as well.
A relatively new propagator of this – in fact old – term, Theodore Schultz gave a
twofold meaning to it, but – as we shall see – the two meanings contradict each
other (Schultz, 1971). One of these meanings is skill. That is, according to
Schultz, skills are elements of human capital. His first definition was thus
created in the set theory manner. Before going ahead to the other meanings
proposed by Schultz, let us see the advantages of this conception. First of all,
skills express the readiness of people to perform something instantly, without
additional learning. In this respect the concept is deeply American. Later on, we
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will return to this point in a more detailed way. There is another advantage of
the Schultzian view of human capital. Namely, the person ceases to be the unit
of the labor market. A person is seldom equal to another person. Instead the rule
is that there is a large difference among people from any point of view. The
units of the labor market – in Schultz’s understanding – are not persons but
skills and some people have more skills than others. With this new unit, a very
old theoretical problem of the labor market has been solved practically.
Another meaning Schultz gave to this word was connected with his theoretical
reconstruction of the word capital. Before Schultz’s work the definition of
capital sounded like this: “Capital resources are the nonhuman ingredients that
enter into production processes.” (Leftwich, 1984. p. 7.) Although it is true that
Leftwich published his book after the works of Schultz had appeared, Leftwich
simply neglected the results of studies in capital and repeated a relatively old
position in economics. Well, to find the “Aristotelian” place of human capital
within the concept of capital at large, Schultz had to elaborate a new definition
of capital. According to this definition, capital is anything which has useful
elements appropriate for giving valuable services in the future (Schultz, ibid.).
Human beings do have a large room in this definition. However, the requirement
of dissociating “nonhuman ingredients” from the “human ingredients” within
the new notion of capital appeared as a matter of course. But the solution
Schultz gave to this problem leads us – as we shall see – far away from the
notion of skills, which should be obvious to any psychologist. Schultz
characterized human capital by three main features: it is nonphysical, qualitative
and – finally – it cannot be sold and bought independently of its holder.
Now, are these characteristics valid for the skills? They are by no means valid.
Firstly, skills are physical-biological entities as well. Two disciplines can tell us
a lot about the nature of skills. These are the psycho-physiology of work and
sports. These sciences – as real, mathematically-based experimental disciplines
– can identify all the important phases of development of skills by sophisticated
technical tools not only of and in laboratories but within natural circumstances
as well. The specialists of these domains can even draw the curves of learning
and measure the speed with which people acquire the new skills, which is the
main pointer of students’ ability. This would not be possible if the skills were
only spiritual parts of personality in the Cartesian sense. Not to speak of the fact
that even brainwork can be measured via the ratio of the quantity of oxygen the
young thinker consumes and the quantity of carbon dioxide he emits in different
phases of learning the subject matter. In sum, as skills can be reflected by
physical entities, they are also (psycho-) physical entities as well.
Secondly, every skill undoubtedly has its quality. But what entity does not have
its own quality? Nevertheless, emphasizing the qualitative aspect in economy is
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a very important step, because traditional economics tried to evaluate exchange
value of commodities by measuring only the socially necessary time invested in
the production process by the workers. It is true that the use value expressed the
value through the real quality, which, however, was – in classical economics –
only a secondary aspect of evaluation because its role culminated only in the
modification of exchange value on the actual market. While exchange value was
taken as the essential basis of the market exchange, use value played a
superficial, secondary, phenomenological role (not in Husserl’s sense) in
correcting prices. Modern economics turned this relationship upside down. The
fundamental term of demand and supply curves is in fact the use value, which is
sought and offered. This was an exceptionally important change also on the
labor market because in practice we are interested first of all not in the length
of working time – e.g. the number and length of trainings – invested in and
creating human capital, but in the quality of skills. The only problem with this
“Copernican revolution” in economics is the absence of objective theory of
quality and/or use value. Not all the commodities and workforce demanded are
qualitatively acceptable. Recall, for example, drugs and amoral managers, which
are nevertheless highly marketable most often in our century! Isn’t it the
limitless and rootless individualism in tastes, which is unfortunately allowable
when we speak of the quality? What about the quality of society and culture in
this case? The objective quality of human capital in the framework of society is
the primordial issue.
Thirdly, we support the view that skills can be sold and bought independently of
their “containers”, that is people. The whole technical civilization is nothing
else than the imitation of human skills and their further development on a
technological basis. It is not the case that technology imitates human actions
exactly in every detail. Technology imitates only the essence of human actions
however it reaches a higher utility and productivity by the concrete
applications of the imitated human principle that are better in many respects.
Today, we have a powerful competitor of human evolution, namely technology
that we ourselves created in order to surpass human abilities. It is well
observable in our history that with technical development, higher and higher
layers of working people, then administrators, then managers, then scholars,
then artists were – sometimes gradually, sometimes suddenly – replaced by new
technological devices. The battlefield of this evolutionary competition, while
terrible for the diligent working population, is the market itself. If we humans
want to preserve our position on the Earth, the way proposed by Jean Jacques
Rousseau in the 18th century has to be chosen. Both technical development and
the market should be limited, because if we do not follow Rousseau’s advice the
technical equipment will use us as its servants and not vice versa.
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The original concept of human capital and its consequences
The original concept of human capital appeared first in the works of Adam
Smith (Smith, 1776) who distinguished between fixed and circulating human
capital. He defined fixed human capital as the abilities of people, and circulating
human capital – as the living labor itself. This approach is different from
Schultz’s as it does not speak of an immediate readiness for any kind of
economic activity. Behind these differences we can detect the differences
between American – mainly US – civilization and European culture. To
understand the American version, one should imagine the psychological
conditions of people arriving in America from the old Europe. The first
European colonizers of New England found in the New World almost a
civilizational desert. It was a hot question of life and death to build an artificial
environment – necessary for any sorts, parts and aspects of human life – as soon
as possible. However, speed was not only the main issue in the relationship
between people and nature but also in the relationship between the peoples (and
races). The question of survival was who could appropriate the scarce – vis-à-vis
the primitive tools the first immigrants had – raw materials and crude resources
almost ready for processing and consumption, and eliminate the competitor
faster. And as skills are the speediest types of behavior, it was the people with a
lot of well-developed skills who survived. Thus, a kind of cult of speed emerged
and still exists in America.
Europe – on the contrary – had enough historical time to improve its wellestablished institutions. In addition, the inertia of and mutual frictions between
the various institutions acted as a brake on innovative activities. This is why the
European mentality was that of a carefully progressive person. In terms of
creative studies, while America worked at first as a divergent, quantity-seeking
culture, Europe still followed the norms of convergence and quality. America at
first used only one filter for skills – namely their pragmatic usability – whereas
Europe kept using at least three filters in evaluating the work force: one for the
abilities, one for the work and only a third for the skills. In this way, Europe
preserved its supremacy till the early 1930ies when Fascism began to destroy the
European culture in the name of practice; and in this process, started to push the
best European thinkers out of their native countries into other parts of the world.
Most of them emigrated to the United States of America. As a result of this
migration, the meeting of divergent Americans and convergent Europeans
created an outstanding creative culture on the west coast of the Atlantic
Ocean. This culture is still very creative but the US – from the end of the past
century – has been gradually isolating itself intellectually from the other parts of
the world, which can bring back the original American divergence with its
preference for skills and quantity. The late Allan Bloom was extremely anxious
about this possible outcome and published a book with an unambiguous title:
“The Closing of the American Mind” (Bloom, 1988). Is this the real challenge to
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be met by the Euro-Atlantic culture, or is it a too early pessimism of an
outstanding author? Time will show.
Ideological background of the theory of human capital
Human capital as a theory has a certain, not especially hidden ideological
meaning. Its core is as follows. As we all have a lot of skills, the only
economically legitimate question is the ability to invest them. Thus, everybody
is responsible for his or her well-being. It is possible to learn more about the
investment as a process. Thus, no social support of the weak is justifiable. Well,
can we accept this extremist position? Not, at all. Every social system or culture
rests on different – however limited – human skills. Certain cultures prefer this
set of skills others favor that set of skills. Imagine that a culture should be
changed under the pressure of new internal or external historical forces.
However, this change cannot happen if those skills which would be useful in the
new system were already eliminated in the previous historical period. This can
happen physically by killing the people who have them, or morally by
condemning some forms of expertise. For example, early communism
eliminated almost all the entrepreneurial skills both physically and morally. In
today’s market economy the skills of employees are under attack both morally
and physically (by the elimination of corresponding jobs, outsourcing and so
on). As no one knows exactly what system will follow the present one in the
process of permanent historical development, it would be a very bad strategy to
favor only competitive entrepreneurial activity. Not to speak of the socialization
by and within the monopolies where competition among the employees is not a
primordial issue. Every economist and politician has to know that the support
of people who failed in an existing social system creates together a pool of
skills or would be skills, which can not only be useful in the future but also
guarantee it. A wise economist works for the flourishing of the society from the
point of view of economy no matter what the given political system is, therefore
the economist’s attitudes as regards human capital have to be politically neutral.
Investment in human capital
An important part of the practical, pragmatic aspect of the whole problem is the
investment in human capital. If human capital is the set or rather a system of
skills, then every factor which helps with the development of skills in the
personality is investment in human capital. These factors can be formally
prescribed as the duties of pupils, students or grown up persons, or can be
informally practiced hobbies, sports, learning, training, traveling, and so on. As
far as their closeness to the skills is concerned, it is definitely not enough to
speak of training. Today, it is fashionable to subsume all parts and stages of
education under the term training, as if the last immediate practical, pragmatic
stage of education had the professional right to swallow the whole process of
learning due to its outstanding importance. This kind of generalization from the
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end to the beginning takes place only because of the overestimation of the often
blind practice sometimes dignified with the name of learning by doing. The
picture of education is much more complex. Training is only that part of
education where repetition of the already understood and well-known algorithms
of behavior lifts these algorithms to the position of excellently working skills.
However, if the training is not prepared by the process of learning the goal, the
meaning, the way of acting and its inner logic – using at first the verbal,
symbolic and finally actual material models – then the would-be training will be
a blind routine, which does not work even in slightly changed circumstances.
Simple training reduces people to nonhuman machine-like mechanisms,
which are frequently as stupid as even the products of the highest technology
cannot be.
What is not investment in human capital? Everything which destroys personality
in any respect is outside the term of investment. Creative destruction is a
meaningless oxymoron. Thus, for example, we should be very careful with the
distribution of labor. Specialization is useful till a point at which it contributes
rather to the disintegration of personality. This is a basic truth, which was
known already by Adam Smith who discussed it in the terminology of his times.
As the last remark on this part of the topic, it is necessary to mention that what
is investment in human capital or what is not can often depend on the
concrete personality as well. The same effect from the same environment can be
either developing or destructive depending on the person’s view of it. Even if
the effect is intentionally victimizing him or her, it can still be a source of
learning and thus the development of human capital, and vice versa: even if the
effect is intentionally constructive it can destroy personality. The best strategy in
this respect would be to regard everything as an opportunity to learn. This is the
creative approach to the difficulties of life.

Schultz mentioned only the following forms of investment in human capital:
(formal) education, medical care, having children, migration and research. As
for (formal) education, this will be the topic of the next chapter because of the
importance of the question. But it is more than clear that Schultz coined the
concept of this investment by making it very narrow. Why did he do so? The
hypothesis of this author is: Schultz’s methodologism. Schultz took only those
forms of the investment in human capital, which he could measure or only
supposed: could be measured. This scholarly behavior where the horizon of the
scholar is limited by the methods we can call methodologism. The classical
approach of the first European scientists in the early and top period of this
form of consciousness was exactly the opposite. They were concerned first of
all with topics and elaborated appropriate methods for their investigation
during the course of investigation itself. Methodologism is a very common
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attitude in today’s economy and it hinders the possible successes of this
wonderful science. As yet economics cannot treat the soft variables of life
appropriately and instead of elaborating the corresponding methods it neglects
them. It is true that there is a school in today’s economics which is working on
the problem by qualitative methods, but digitization remains the all-powerful
mainstream. When I once asked one of my students what is the most interesting
in the eyes of an economist today, her answer was: the numbers. Thus this is
why this discipline suffers from premature digitization (Magyari Beck, 2006a).
The above-outlined state of affairs prescribes another and better type of
methodologism, namely when the scholars of the field are permanently
enriching the set and system of their methods so as to study ever newer
economic phenomena in adequate depth. Psychologists – as outstanding
experts at the methods of investigations into human affairs – can help
economists a lot.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the problems of human capital. First the
comparatively new American conception of human capital was illuminated. In
the process, the strengths and weaknesses of this conception were also analyzed.
Then we turned to the works of Adam Smith who also coined the term in
question, although in a different way. The author found that the differences
between these twin – American and British – cultures are responsible for the
otherwise fruitful divergences in their concepts of human capital. The
ideological message of this theory has also been discussed in connection with
the economic activity of investment. We found that this direction of thinking
goes against the social security network as we all have a certain amount of
human capital. The only problem – namely its investment – can create many
difficulties for us. The last problem the chapter touched upon was the
investment in human capital and it discussed this question on a much larger
scale than the new methodologists of economy and economics had done. The
need for real methodologism in economics has been emphasized at the end of
the chapter.
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Investment in Human Capital by (Formal) Education
What is the pupil? Three main functions of education, optimism and
pessimism in education, three floors of complexity, back to the theory
of human capital
Pupils in human capital theory and in real education
Pupils and students – according to the theorists in this domain – are investors in
their human capital. This proposition makes in fact the whole complex discipline
of education virtually nonexistent as most of its problems are seemingly solved
in this – human capital theory – way. Why? Because a rational investor in the
role of pupil and student will concentrate only on the subject matter he or she is
studying so as to increase his human capital as much as possible. In this case no
problems can appear in the schools during the teachers’ presentations, all the
children are always working very diligently, students maximize their learning
capacity and time and minimize leisure activities and so on. However, we all
know that school and higher education are nevertheless full of hot pedagogical
problems. There are a lot of conflicts within the pupils, among the pupils
themselves, between the teachers and their classes, as well as students and
universities as institutions, furthermore the subject matters and the interests of
learners and so on and so forth. In order to approach the real picture of education
in schools, let us see first the basic functions of education as they are conceived
of by this author.
Figure 12
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The main functions of education and their interactions
The Venn diagram above contains three partially overlapping circles and each of
them refers to a main function of education. Let us see these functions one after
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another! “A” is the preparation of learners for coping with the challenges of the
labor market. “B” is the development of learners’ personality. “C” is the
socialization of learners. As the figure shows, there are three levels of
interaction between these main functions. On the “first floor” one finds the main
functions alone, that is, without any interactions between them (which does not
mean that there cannot be a lot of interactions beneath, at least through the
hidden psychological channels). On the “second floor” paired interactions
between the main functions can be found. “AB” is the two-way mutual
interaction between preparation for the labor market by developing the learners’
personality or developing the learners’ personality by preparing them for the
labor market. “AC” is the two-way mutual interaction between the preparation
for the labor market by socialization of learners and vice versa. “BC” is the
development of learners’ personality by socialization and socialization by
personality development. The highest possible floor in this framework is the
third one: “ABC”, where all the three main functions interact by mutually
supporting each other. Cases of mutual contradiction(s) between these functions
are of course also possible, not only theoretically but – more frequently – in
practice as well. A, B and C mean the pure main functions only theoretically.
But in practice A alone – that is A* – can be expressed by the logical formula of
A* = A – (AC U AB). Likewise B* = B – (AB U BC) and C* = C – (AC U BC).
The absolutely pure A, B and C always exist in theory. However, in practice, the
interactions can swallow these functions to a different degree, often entirely.
Preliminary hypotheses for impossibility to solve the problems of education
If we just imagine the difficulties in matching the main functions of education,
which not only can be based on different value systems but also require different
curriculums, methods and school systems, the likelihood of total success in the
theory and practice of education seems very low, if not impossible. This
pessimistic view can be proved by facts from the history of education. For
example, it only rarely happened that educational reforms tried to synthesize the
main functions of education. The so-called educational reforms were as a rule
rather the avoidance of the problem of synthesis and today we usually call
them – both retrospectively and prospectively – paradigm shifts. These
paradigm shifts were in fact the abandonment of complexity in education and
its reductions to only one or two main functions. The traditional Prussian
system was in fact A-type education aiming at the labor market success of
would-be laborers and intellectuals. The Swiss-Swedish reforms in education at
the beginning of the 20th century concentrated only on the B – in our
terminology – and the main goal they pursued was the development of
personality. The socialist reform after the First and especially the Second World
War changed the flow of the process in the direction of C, that is, the chief value
for it was socialization. All of these schools elaborated their values and worked
out usable methods, however they have their own serious limitations because
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none of the main functions can be practiced alone, without the others. The
failure of paradigm shift was programmed in the process of reforms by the very
idea of reduction, which could not grasp and treat the unintended externalities
generated by the reforms. The merely A-type education led for the most part to
social robots instead of human beings. The merely B-type education led to
rootless individualists – frequently criminals – unable to solve their problems
within the narrow and egoist personality they have. The merely C-type
education led to conformists who were unable to develop society and
themselves critically.
Second floor syntheses as first steps towards the complexity of education
On the “second floor” of our “building” we find another three options: AB, AC,
BC, that is, labor market and personality, labor market and socialization,
personality and labor market. Let us see these common sections one by one. The
relationship between the labor market and personality (AB) has two faces in
education. Their values partially support each other but are at the same time
contradictory to each other (on the value aspect see Magyari Beck, 2003a),
which manifested itself in the opposition of the Prussian and the Swiss-Swedish
models of education. The key to the approximate solution to this problem is the
breadth and richness of personality, because only this type of quality people can
meet the varying labor market demands without losing themselves. If somebody
has a strong but narrow personality structure, he will fail on the labor market. If
somebody is successful on the labor market but has a weak identity – meaning
the lack of inner coherence within the personality – he will fail as a person in his
private and social life. Both cases result in long run failure on the labor market
and in everyday circumstances. Thus, neither the Prussian nor the SwissSwedish model is acceptable alone. They are seldom – if ever – able to reconcile
their value systems without the values of socialization.
The relationship between the labor market and socialization in education (AC)
has again more than one face. The labor market is a large part of the marketbased societies. Thus, the social factor plays an outstanding role in this type of
education. The personality side is almost empty. Why can it be bad? The answer
is: only the well-developed personality has the courage and ability to represent
critical thinking, essential for any social progress. Without the critical approach
deeply embedded in positive thinking no improvements in a culture are
thinkable (Magyari-Beck, 2005). Now, the question arises: can we speak of
quality work – and productive play/game – and socialization as such without a
well-developed personality? Recall what was said earlier about the results of
pure A-type and pure C-type educations! Education in the spirit of pure A
creates social robots, in the spirit of pure C – spineless conformists. Then the
AC-type education can only be the soil of passive obedience, which is a pillar of
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any sort of dictatorship. Is it desirable to prepare people in the schools for
supporting either military or economic dictatorship? No one will say: yes.
What about the third location on the “second floor” of the picture, where the
combination of BC can be found? BC is the type of education in our framework,
which works with the values of personality (B) and socialization (C). The
products of this kind of “pedagogical industry” are the theoretically wellprepared people for whom only the practice of work and productive game seems
inaccessible, for they will not be able to apply their nice personality and also
nice socialization in any domain of manual and intellectual jobs. The very first
appearance is good, but the continuation is weak. This person can be called a
cemetery of values, which were buried before they were used, or even worse:
the empty value box, which remains far removed from real life situations.
Imagine the inner psychological climate of this person! The self-concept is
excellent but practice and social acceptance are nowhere. These people are
candidates for suicide. Their mind is full of theories on the permanent frustration
of values with which they were and are identified. This is all the more harmful –
even for the society – as the viewers and observers of their lives fix in their
memories only the facts of the values’ failure and decide that value and survival
are two different – usually opposing – things. This is the story of a good man
who – being a victim – disabuses us. He or she is a good person by essence, who
repeatedly creates something bad, thus is destructive in practice. We again see a
paradoxical phenomenon – or construct – in the psychology of personality.
An ideal of education that never existed
On the basis of the afore-said, it should be clear that the ideal type of education
is situated on the third floor, where ABC is the rule. Here, the values of labor
market, personality and socialization cooperate with each other in dynamic
equilibrium. That is, A, B and C are frequently changing their positions
according to the law of permutation or preferences. The easiest way to make a
distinction between general and vocational education is by observing the
frequencies of this dynamics. The dynamic equilibrium of A, B and C values
and methods is the most stable in general education, whereas, in vocational
education the specialized A is in the first place as a rule. But there are forms of
vocational education where B is the leading trend, e.g. in theatrical schools and
colleges, where the “means of production” is first of all the personality itself of
the future actor. In some other specializations the values of socialization (C)
play the central role. This kind of specialization is that of the teachers. But there
is no education which would be based exclusively on only one of these
functions. The only question can be the frequency of permutation of basic
functions. In vocational education one of these functions is preferred at the
expense of others more frequently. But as these functions are in many ways
contradictory both within themselves – that is, they have a partially
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contradictory nature, see for example democratic and autocratic ways of
socialization – and especially to each other, the insurmountable and constant
task of any educator is how to achieve a harmony within and among the A, B
and C functions at least for a short period of time, because a knowledgeable
educator knows that there can be no eternal harmony within and between
these three value systems. The only result an educator can achieve is finding
the above-mentioned harmony by way of constantly changing new
improvisation. This is why improvisation is regarded by the present author as
the most important creative product of an educator.
Back to the theory of human capital
The theory of human capital measures the quantity of this capital not by
counting and evaluating the skills of different people, which would be the most
natural measurement of the phenomenon in question (at least in the case of the
American approach to human capital). It uses instead a sort of input method.
The dogma of many professionals in this field is that the scaling of the
expenditure invested in education by people is the most efficient way to learn as
much as possible about the level of human capital. This is why the investment in
human capital via formal education is measured today by the number of
diplomas and degrees a person has, as if these documents express the quality of
students realistically; and by the number of learning hours and learning years, as
if these periods were exploited by the students in the best possible ways. The
source of this belief is another belief, namely in Homo oeconomicus, who
supposedly resides in every person and at every age. According to the belief in
the all-powerful Homo oeconomicus, even six-year-old children are rational
calculators who invest in their human capital using the appropriate methods
to measure what to do and why and how and where, etc., so as to enlarge their
human capital. Today, they even have the right – guaranteed by law – to
refuse their parents’ commands in the name of eternal human rights for
freedom and democracy. Again it is the methodologism which proved to be
misleading. To measure the number of documents and years of learning is easy.
But what about the output side of the matter. Often the only output to be
measured – better to say: estimated – is the applicant’s ability to give excellent
interviews on the job market. That is, you should present the best possible image
of yourself as an expert in this or that area. As the saying goes, “Learn to sell
yourself!” As if we were our own lords and our own servants at the same time,
and planted in the same personality. Can the idea of social freedom justify the
psychological dictatorship within the personality? The reader can see what a
large gap exists between the phenomenon and its measurement. One of the main
tasks of economists would be to put an end to these kinds of clashes between the
real processes and their virtual versions “created” by inadequate measuring.
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Summary
This chapter was devoted to the investment in human capital by way of
education. Two approaches were studied. One of them is a traditional economic,
the other is based on the theory of education. As for the traditional economic
approach, it seems to be a methodologist, formal and input-type thinking, the
validity of which depends on the existence or nonexistence of Homo
oeconomicus in every person and at every age. The approach based on the
theory of education gave a much more sophisticated picture, but its details
cannot be measured. The latter is a more sincere position as the former,
traditional economic approach is founded on the mere attributions, that is,
labeling, rather than the real measuring of the quantity and quality of human
capital. Not to speak of the fact that the economic theorists of human capital can
grasp with their models only a tiny part of the whole human capital and the
investment in it. Thus, the economic theory of human capital rests on the
underestimation of human beings in theory and on treating people in practice
below their capabilities.
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Work Psychology as Investment in Human Capital
Work psychology as economic psychology, work values, problems of
terminology, changing function of work psychology and its basic
framework, the forces behind the development of work psychology

Work psychology as a part of economic psychology
The first question to be answered in this chapter is why can and do we include
the scheme of the entirely independent discipline of work psychology as a
chapter in this book on economic psychology? Large libraries are full of
excellent writings on this topic. Wouldn’t it be more acceptable to write a new
book on work psychology, instead of regarding it as only a part of economic
psychology? The answer to these questions can be as follows. Work psychology
investigates the internal and external work conditions: internal – meaning the
personality factors, external – the factors of environment on the workplace.
However, these factors take on another aspect and meaning if we put them into
the framework of economic psychology. They become at once work values,
which “behave” in a way that is imperceptible and thus unrecognizable in the
context of classical work psychology. What are the work values? Well, work
values in respect of economic psychology are all the actual and possible
things, ideas or circumstances for which people are ready to work. In other
words they are also the means of payment, like money. The narrow-minded
monetarism is familiar only with one of these, namely: money. However, money
is only a part of the whole large set of phenomena which either compensates or
can be used as the compensation for labor.
What kinds of work values are we familiar with? The First International
Conference on Work Values was held at the Budapest University of Economic
Sciences – this institution is now called the Corvinus University of Budapest –
in 1988. (This conference was the first English-speaking professional meeting at
this university and was organized by the present author from the Budapest
University of Economic Sciences, Hungary and Professor Dov Elizur from Bar
Ilan University, Israel.) Almost seventy scholars gathered from all over the
world and it was a wonderful opportunity to discuss the real state of affairs on
the labor market in general. It soon turned out during the exciting discussions at
the conference that people have a lot of reasons to work beyond money. Among
the work values we found a number of idealistic or semi-idealistic
considerations like the progress of mankind, pleasant colleagues, selfactualization, congenial social climate on the job, opportunity to use one’s
abilities, the product itself, opportunity to meet people, interesting work and so
on. Materialistic or semi-materialistic values of course also appeared in the
general list of desirable things for working people, like money, good work
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conditions in terms of physical environment, honest management and so on. All
in all, the picture of Homo oeconomicus proved to be a mere myth of
economists in the mirror of work values. As if every person has his or her
unique equation, which although contains all of these work values attached
different weights to them, and money is far from being the first on this list.
Neither in capitalist nor in the socialist countries – keep in mind that the
conference was organized in 1988 – were workers crazy about the compensation
by financial means.
It is true that we lived in comparatively acceptable economic circumstances in
1988, in both East and West. The West was Keynesian for the most part, which
means a really open society in the understanding of George Soros (Soros, 2000).
Western people enjoyed a high standard of living and led a quality life. They
were rich in material goods as well. As for the socialist countries, they were
looking for ways of reestablishing the market, first of all of the small and
medium-size enterprises, preserving the large energy sector in state ownership
and hoping that this arrangement would contribute to social stability in both the
material and psychological senses. However, it was also true that the antiKeynesian reforms and privatization on a large scale had also been launched
first of all in the West. The socialist countries still suffered from the low
professional level of their leadership. And what was especially interesting, these
trends manifested themselves in the findings related to work values and
presented at the above-mentioned conference in 1988. The results coming from
the West reflected people’s anxiety about job security. As for the socialist
countries, people’s anxiety was conspicuous in connection with the low level
of leadership.
Different meanings of the term “work psychology”
These results confirmed the view that the differences in evaluating or
reevaluating the values have nothing to do with the simple relativism so
fashionable today. These differences are rather the reflections of different social
backgrounds. And this is also important for the work psychology aspect of the
matter. But before investigating the problem from this angle, let us clarify some
basic terminological problems. We are discussing here the science of work
psychology. But work psychology has at the very least two meanings. The larger
meaning is the matching of all sorts, kinds and aspects of the human factor with
all the environmental givens at work. But as we can perform this matching either
in space – that is, simultaneously – or in time – that is, in time sequence – it is
not only possible but also inevitable to introduce another term of work
psychology, which is much narrower than the first one. This term of work
psychology denotes a science which is interested only in matching the factors –
we mentioned above – in space. And the other subpart or subdivision of the
larger work psychology is a discipline of selection and career planning, which
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deals with matching employees and their positions in the firm in time. The
present chapter was written only about the narrow work psychology. Selection
and career planning will be the topic of the next chapter. This should be kept in
mind otherwise a great confusion is not only possible but inevitable as well.
A short historical overview
Work psychology was an excellently developed part of applied psychology
about thirty years ago. Now it is fighting for its survival. Why? This change can
be explained on the ground of work values approach to this wonderful
discipline. Work values – as we have already mentioned – are the ideal and
material “assets” for which people are ready to work (in a similar way the playor game-values could also have been introduced as we produce not only by work
but also by play and games). If this position is correct – and we think it is – then
work values – including money – are the objects of negotiation on the labor
market. Now, who and what – persons, institutions or organizations – are able
to negotiate? Those which have the power that is important in the situation in
question. At the very beginning of industrial development, the working class did
have this measurement of power. The main – evolutionary – enemies and
competitors of the workers, namely machines had a lot of weaknesses both in
their quantity and quality and most of the tasks had to be solved by living labor.
Furthermore, the workers discovered the danger arising from the “new species”
of “steel animals” and fought against the prospective terminators of mankind. As
a result, work psychology – as a container of work values – began to flourish.
Workers were paid not only in terms of money but also in kind, that is, in a
barter way: by the appropriate work conditions, which allowed them to invest
less energy and effort so as to achieve the same results. Or – what is even better
– invest less energy and achieve more and better results.
The story changed dramatically at first in the West roughly forty years ago.
Members of the technical intelligentsia were given immense financial support in
order to be able to launch a scientific and technical revolution, which led to a
new generation of machines planned for the self-regulation, that is,
independence of people (the first example of self-regulation by a machine was
the steam-engine improved – and not discovered – by James Watt and his
coworkers in 1774, two years before Adam Smith published his famous work on
economics /see in References/). These machines – namely computers and other
microchip-based technologies – could already replace people in high-level
brainwork. This was in fact the third great step in the history of mankind
towards the elimination of living labor. From the psychological point of view,
the first step began with replacing people’s motions. The beginning of this phase
took place already in the ancient societies. The second step was taken first by
replacing people as the sources of energy. The steam-engine marked the
beginning of this period. The third step is being taken today with the creation of
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artificial intelligence. If we go back in history and see to what extent these
trends were developed – e.g. compare, please, the steam-engine with the nuclear
reactor – one begins to wonder whether the evolutionists are correct and the
machines are really the new species to defeat mankind. And it is also possible
that this period of technical success is already the beginning of the end for us.
This statement is far from being an idle postmodern metaphor. It should be
accepted as a very likely hypothesis literally. Perhaps a nuclear reactor is
much more dangerous than the atomic bomb in the long run because it
destroys human society in a hidden but inescapable way. Everybody fights
against the atomic bomb, but the nuclear reactor tends to be celebrated and
regarded as a very useful source of energy no matter to what extent it
eliminates the need for natural energy sources, among them the biopsychic
energy of people.
What does this mean for work psychology? In all likelihood, work psychology
will soon become a dead science. Its main problem – establishing a good
compromise between the human and environmental factors at the workplace – is
over. Work psychology made it possible for workers to struggle for their utility
maximization because workers could – with the help of work psychology –
minimize their effort to a considerable degree and maximize their productivity
– and with it their income – also to a considerable degree (full maximization
of utility is simply impossible). Thus, workers were able to behave almost as
Homo oeconomicus-es, which was a system-compatible conduct on their part.
However, the fierce attack of technology was and still is supported not only by
the technical intelligentsia but also by the social scientists. The latter have begun
to work out different types of social engineering, human engineering and many
other forms of engineering in the domain of soft variables, thereby diminishing
the demand for living labor. One of the methods to exaggerate the effect of this
trend was to construct machines which are difficult to handle. Incidentally, this
is happening today in the consumer sector as well, where – instead of the
serving staff – we consumers have to solve our problems by way of self-service,
using ever newer machines, the user’s instructions of which are usually not
accessible by us. All in all, the original function of work – and related to it
consumer – psychology is gradually disappearing and the new one has come into
conflict with the original vocation of this science. To make people’s
socialization as difficult as possible both at the workplace and in consumption,
this is the new credo and way that developed societies seldom if ever announce
but that they believe in and follow for the most part. Not only the working class
but the managerial staff and all kinds of intellectuals are losing their position in
this process. Soon no negotiation will be possible between the employer and
employees. And as the employees-employer chain is long, where almost every
employer is at the same time an employee, no one can be certain about his or her
job. One more step by technical development, and both the technical
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intelligentsia and even the capital owners – the greatest movers of this progress
– will also become the victims of the outlined trend.
The basic framework of work psychology
As the work values were deduced from work psychology as a set of “assets”,
which can either make the work easier or, in the case of their absence the
process of work is much more difficult, the best way to present these values as a
system is to outline the basic framework of work psychology. This is also the
shortest way of presenting all these actual and possible concrete or more
particular values. Philosophically speaking, the framework and the concrete
norms within this framework have a close relationship to what we prefer to
call human conditions, at least on the job. Perhaps even the more general
human conditions can also be worked out similarly. Within these conditions
the human conditions specifically at work would only be a part. The most
tragic feature of contemporary life is that we do not live according to these
conditions. The Earth is overpopulated by mankind and thus the era of morality
– that is, the support of the weak (Magyari Beck, 2004) – seems to be coming to
an end. And now, let us see the framework of work psychology itself! Figure 13
presents the framework in its empty form, whereas Figure 14 shows the
framework filled in with certain general and special instances of the problems
worked on by economic psychology.
Figure 13 (A framework of work psychology in terms of epistemology)
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Figure 14 (A framework of work psychology in terms of instances of content)
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Figures 13 and 14 are in fact matrixes where the rows and columns have the
same titles. This state of affairs determines the structure of the figures. Our
matrixes have a diagonal, the individual squares of which have the same names
from the side and from above. These squares are the boxes of the most important
auxiliary sciences of work psychology, namely, physics, physiology, sociology
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(including micro sociology or social psychology), and psychological studies in
personality. The other squares can be understood in the following way. The
physical, physiological, social and personal variables on the left side of the
matrixes are the independent ones. The same variables on the top line of the
matrixes are the dependent ones. It is not too difficult to see that, for example,
the physiological status of workers can suffer from both the physical
environment, social conditions and finally – according to our matrix –
personality disorders and vice versa, the physiological phenomena – e.g. the
vigilance – can produce an effect on the physical appliances (for example,
damage them), social conditions and personality. These kinds of statements can
be repeated for any variables the matrixes contain. It would be useful for the
reader to make a short investigation into the above figures, not to get an instant
detailed overview of work psychology as such, but simply to understand the way
of thinking of a work psychologist who appreciates a well-structured and
transparent science such as work psychology really is.
Human conditions versus nonhuman conditions
An attentive reader finds the “Facts and norms” at the end of every square of the
matrix of Figure 14. Yes! Work psychology is not only a descriptive science but
it is a normative discipline as well. Why is this especially important for us?
Because this very practical domain and field have a clear and overt problem
structure: what is the reality at work and what should it be? Now, if we
concentrate only on the diagonal of the matrix the true and generalized human
conditions will evidently be found in the “norms” part of the expression “Facts
and norms”, provided the norms were well-established by way of careful
empirical-experimental studies. These human conditions are nevertheless
bounded culturally, in spite of the fact that they can be formulated in respect
of the physical environment, physiological status of human beings, social
relationships among us and the inner psychological equilibrium of a healthy
personality. In possession of the knowledge of these norms, the factual
components of our life and their approximate distance from the normal can also
be identified. Briefly speaking, productive programs for cultural development
can be formulated on this problem basis as the series of instructions for
meaningful actions. Moreover, the population living in the problem situation in
question would also be “programmable” as it feels the same difficulties as the
programmers themselves. Nothing but the set of common problems is able to
serve as the foundation of Rousseau’s social contract between the people and the
power. Without this social contract no social stability is possible. That is, this
diagonal not only creates a basis for the applied discipline of work psychology
but also lifts us up from the applied discipline to the general theory of the human
condition.
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The remaining twelve squares of the matrix show – in the case of sufficient
elaboration – the norms and reality on the job. Some hints at the latter can be
read in the corresponding squares of the figure. But again this is not a necessary
limitation. This matrix can be applied in different other domains of life as well
and, thus, work psychology – where the matrixes of Figures 13 and 14 were first
elaborated by the present author – can be turned into a powerful foundation for
thinking about and working on a sustainable society. It is a great pity that this
foundation essentially started to serve negative values from the end of the 20th to
the beginning of the 21st centuries. What do I mean by negative values? Well,
negative values are the opposites of the positive ones. Although this sounds
commonplace, it is possible to express it in a more concrete and meaningful
way. If the value is beauty, the negative or opposite value is ugliness, if the
value is truth, the negative or opposite value is lies, if the value is love, the
negative or opposite value is hate, if the value is justice, the negative or opposite
value is injustice, if the value is utility, the negative or opposite value is
uselessness and so on. To describe these relationships topologically, three levels
should first be distinguished. The highest is that of values, the middle is the
valueless one – this was Max Weber’s fantastic dream, actually nonexistent in
real life situations – and finally, the lowest level is the place of the Hell of
negative or opposite or anti-values, by which people cannot live and cannot
survive. As a result of turning the whole matter upside down – where the
negative values occupy the highest position – work – and the whole human life –
became an aimless wandering in a (social) Darwinian jungle, which functions
after all as a special filter that exterminates the best quality people without any
gulag or military dictatorship. Economy could also be dangerous.
Is work psychology today an investment in human capital?
Work psychology was originally a kind of investment in human capital, because
work is an activity where the natural endowments of people become abilities and
finally skills. However, in this historical period the educational significance of
living labor is disappearing as the living labor is also disappearing (Forrester,
1996). Machines appeared as the helpers of people at first. But now they are
our evolutionary competitors. As Dawkins wrote, an old-new silicate-based life
is (re)emerging and today in fact it is we who are used by the computers and
not we who make use of them (Dawkins, 1991). Every form of dependency and
addiction indicates our being defeated. Now, let us see what forces moved and
are still moving the development of the honest work psychology. Well, these
forces were two-fold. As work psychology started with studies in the physical
environment more than a century ago and continued with studies of
physiological – and then social – factors, and only recently became seriously
interested in personality, we can suppose that work psychology – as other
sciences – had begun with the simplest variables and step by step conquered the
increasingly complex levels. This is the epistemological side of the matter.
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However, human needs also played their outstanding role in this process,
because the workers’ demand for normal physical conditions at work was the
first claim of trade unions. After having satisfied this need to a certain degree,
the workers’ attention turned to the inner physiological status they prefer to have
at the workplace. Debates about the – physiologically bearable – length of
working time was the second problem, first raised again by the trade unions and
then also by work psychology. It is well known in the circles of work
psychologists that the emphasis was put on the next factor – namely the social
relationships among the workers – around the time of the Great Depression in
the first third of the 20th century. As if Maslow’s theory of motivation presented
itself in the changing needs from the basic physical-physiological ones to the
higher social and personality needs. This development was interrupted by the
recent reintroduction of global and exclusively market economy just before
solving the problem of personality and jobs appropriate for different
personalities. Thus, this development has been forced by both scientificintellectual and emotional-motivational elements. No one guessed that the large
body of knowledge – or more realistically speaking a part of it – accumulated by
work psychology under the umbrella of humanist values would come to serve
negative, opposite or anti-values.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the investment in human capital by work
psychology. To make this approach clearer, the notion of work values has been
introduced as the set of “assets” for which people are ready to work. In other
words, work values and work psychology are the two sides of the same coin.
Work values present the matter in a set-like way, whereas work psychology – as
a structure of variables important at the workplace. Work psychology was
elaborated earlier – however unintentionally – as the theory of work values. But,
it is the aspect of work values which helps with connecting work psychology
and economic psychology. In this chapter, we have dealt also with the
methodological and conceptual structure of work psychology and its
development. The main piece of information to be preserved in the reader’s
memory is the changing value basis of this discipline, the results of which are
now used in a (social) Darwinist way to select a small minority of people to
perform the living labor. More and more people have to leave the “world of
work”, which shrinks the consumer capacity of modern societies, thereby
undermining the market economy to a considerable degree. What is uniquely
interesting in the development of work psychology is that both the merely
intellectual-epistemological and emotional-motivational factors promoted this
development by the power of synergy.
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Psychology of Selection and Career Planning as Investment in
Human Capital
Selection of the right person in ideology and in science, the
psychological problem of selection, the algorithm of psychological
selection, career planning

Sciences instead of ideologies
The selection process is one of the main – if not the main – problem of any
culture and society. Although this problem has always been solved in a variety
of ways in history – moreover the solutions the cultures practiced determined
and still determine their success – scientifically it was first raised by Thomas
Robert Malthus (1798), who came up with the idea that people always tend to
overpopulate their economic possibilities, thus, for mankind to survive a number
of steps or “methods” are necessary – even if they are criminal ones – otherwise
mankind as a species will collapse. It is interesting that we can identify two
schools in politics concerning this question in history – that emerged with the
culture itself and thus appeared well before the works of Malthus – namely the
“Malthusian” and “Anti-Malthusian” courses. The most famous “AntiMalthusian” ideological courses at first in Europe and later all over the world
were and still are Christianity, communism and socialism, whereas the most
famous “Malthusian” course on the European continent was pursued in ancient
Sparta, by modern racism and different forms of Fascism: national (German),
international (in South America), lower middle class (see Polányi’s analysis,
1946), oligarchic (London, 1908), military or economic, etc. The fatal problem
with all of these policies was that they announced their preferences in an overgeneralized way. The “Anti-Malthusians” were social and favored the poor, the
“Malthusians” were individualist and favored the powerful and rich. The “AntiMalthusians” had moral commitment, while the “Malthusians” tried to be elitist.
The moral approach also spoke of elite, but in terms of equity.
The difficulties appear on the scene repeatedly when the practice corresponding
to these political preferences had or has to be started. The whole question was
reduced to the notion of strength. Who defeats whom: the great number of the
poor, who are regarded as morally superior to the small elite or the brutal
military, intellectual and economic, etc. force of a small but able minority? That
was the issue. We can easily find valid empirical bases for both of these
ideologies and practices. High-level quality cultures were regularly destroyed by
the ragged masses of new barbarians on one side and high-level quality cultures
were able to conquer whole continents and turn them into their colonies on the
other side. It seems to the present author that everything depends on the concrete
circumstances and it is impossible to confirm any of these over-generalized
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ideologies. The problem of the “right person” is always connected with the
problem of the “right place and time”, which gives a more precise meaning to
the concept of fitness (e.g. to fit into….). And it is this which makes the question
answerable again in a concrete – not ideological, but scientific – way.
We developed sciences just for eliminating the swindler ideologies, even if they
seem blindingly obvious. For a scholar the real alternative is whether a
conception is professional or not. For example, if the function of selection of the
right person should be performed on and by the job only, then the conception
behind this practice is not professional. No matter to what extent we try to
support this practice by the currently fashionable neo-social Darwinism (a term
coined by this author), which still revolves around the so-called strong men and
women, its notion of strength is too general for us. We need a special strength of
a professionally well-prepared person and not the strength of lobbying humans
who can obtain a number of positions but the performance will not justify their
social strength. Not to speak of the expenses the neo-social Darwinist approach
generates. Not only the appliances can suffer from the ignorance of the “strong”
social-jungle warriors but also the people who do not survive the effects often
caused by the ruined technology, e.g. in aircraft catastrophes. Who can say how
many bright and even “strong” – in the Darwinian sense – persons died in these
types of disasters? It is fashionable today to turn our back on sciences – claiming
as an excuse the costly way of investigating the relevant topics – and try to solve
the problems by following the general ideological instructions, which have
nothing to do with concrete situations.
Selection problem in psychology
If it is cheaper to experiment in laboratories than in real life situations, the
framing of the problem of selection is the most important task to begin with. Let
us start outlining the problem with the curves of Figure 15.
Figure 15
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These two curves are in fact the drawings of two very similar distributions.
Neither of them is exact. They are instead illustrations of an important principle,
namely that both human abilities and jobs have a shape close to a normal
statistical curve. The number of low-level abilities in any healthy population is
as a rule small. This is also the case with the high-level abilities. The average is
the most widespread case in the population. The picture of the distribution of the
difficulties of different types of work repeats the distribution of abilities. The
degree of similarity between the two curves has not been studied, thus, we are
not familiar with their details in this respect. However, what is important for the
problem statement as far as the psychological selection is concerned can be
easily illustrated using these theoretical curves. There are three chief
possibilities or sub-problems. Firstly, we have work which involves difficulties
on average level. In this case, it is justifiable to select workers randomly,
because the likelihood of selecting either low- or high-level labor force is very
small. But the selection of average workers regarding their abilities, skillfulness
and working capacities is very likely by using the method of random selection.
Secondly, we have work which is very demanding. In this case, random
selection leads to so-called negative incongruence. That is, the average workers
will not be able to meet the requirements of the work that is very difficult for
them. Thirdly, we have work which is very empty of both physical and
intellectual requirements. In this case, random selection leads to so-called
positive incongruence. That is, the work will not be able to meet the
requirements of a demanding person.
The above three outcomes are in fact only two, provided we are selecting our
workforce randomly: in the case of average work, congruence is achieved in the
relationship between the workers and the job, in the case of either difficult or
easy work – incongruence, which has its negative and positive subdivisions. Of
course, we can achieve a firm congruence on the right and left end of our curves
if and only if we select the workforce with psychological tools, that is, not
randomly. The first framing of the problem of selection is that we should select
our future employees both for difficult and easy jobs, provided our goal is to
achieve the conditions of psychological congruence. This is the standard
problem statement in the psychology of selection. However, the question arises:
is it desirable to always aim at congruence between the work and workers? Let
us suppose that we want to enrich the work and/or its results. Now, we need a
kind of positive incongruence. Well, now we have to select workers whose
abilities, skills and working capacities are above the requirements of the job in
question. These workers have every possibility to improve the work and/or its
results. If – on the contrary – we intend to educate the workforce in a real life
situation on the job, negative incongruence should be planned. Thus, while the
goal is congruence, psychological selection should be limited to the extreme
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jobs, but if the goal is either positive or negative incongruence the psychological
selection can be applied in the whole domain, depending on the concrete tasks.
The algorithm of selection in psychology
The methods of psychological selection have been worked out to such an extent
that we have every right to speak of its – that is, the selection’s – algorithm,
which is a sequence of routinely performable acts with a number of decisionmaking points where the process can change even its direction and pursue other
ends than the previous were, but still reach the same main goal set at the very
beginning of the process. This means that the routine in question is not a blind
one. Neither is it a blind trial and error process, the method of Dawkins’ “blind
watchmaker”. Inasmuch as the opposite of intellectual blindness is rationality in
the philosophical sense, psychological selection can rightly be called rational. Its
first phase is careful investigation into the work. Here we can again tell the
exact goals of these investigations. What we are supposed to do can be done in
two steps. In the first step, we identify the product of the job as exactly as
possible. Is this an easy task? Sometimes it is, but sometimes it is not. Can the
reader define the teacher’s work product exactly? I doubt it. The preliminary
approach to this problem can perhaps be that work – in the psychological sense
– has a well definable product, whereas productive play and games do not.
Although in these two chapters we are dealing with work in its psychological
understanding, it would be impossible not to even mention play and games in a
number of cases, because the differences between these two productive activities
are decisive. The psychology of work and selection is also the psychology of
play and games in its many parts due to the lack of a widely accepted and at
least more or less exact differentiation of the two activities in these disciplines
for the time being (the above-mentioned differences between work and games
is the result of my studies in work psychology). Often we speak of the game
organized as work and this is why it has been accepted as work: because of its
being organized as work. In the second step, we separate the critical elements
of work – or game – from its ordinary parts; the latter can be performed by
average people. Critical elements are the elements requiring special
endowments, abilities, skills and working habits. There are two types of critical
elements: extremely difficult or extremely easy and, thus, monotonous (also a
kind of difficulty, by the way).
The second phase is that of studies of workforce. This phase also contains two
main steps. In the first one, the task is the formulation of predictor hypotheses
(Krug, 1966). What do we mean by them? Well, by predictor hypotheses we
mean suppositions concerning the endowments, abilities and skills of workers,
which make it possible to solve tasks presented by or within the critical elements
of the work in question. They will play an outstanding role especially in career
planning. But hypothesis is “only” a hypothesis. We should confirm it via
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additional investigations of facts as every hypothesis is based on either
theoretical speculations however bright they may be, or on a handful of facts.
However, the only achievable result is to lower or increase the likelihood of
the statement, because absolute certainty is a mere myth. Thus, truth is not a
“yes or no” characterization. It has its well-definable degrees called
significance, which can be measured. So, the second step in this phase is the
confirmation of predictor hypotheses. This is – according to the best traditions
of experimental psychology – a comparison of results at work of at least two
groups, which – other things being equal – differ from each other only in the
presence or absence of endowments, abilities and skills of workers, allegedly
important for the successful performance as far as the critical elements are
concerned. The logic of this kind of experiments applies the second canon of
John Stuart Mill (Jevons, 1911). If the results of the two groups are different
according to the expectations of investigators, the predictor hypotheses can be
accepted as valid. If not, new predictor hypotheses have to be formulated. This
method has one serious difficulty, namely the impossibility of creating two or
more experimental units – experimental groups and control groups – where
except for one variable other things are equal. If this difficulty seems very
decisive, the first canon of John Stuart Mill should be applied, where all the
factors are different except for one which is present in the experimental group
and absent in the control group. This canon was designed by Mill for more
complex situations and today it is the fundament of statistically planned
experiments widely used in serious experimental sciences.
The third phase of the algorithm of psychological selection is that of the
practical, pragmatic work of selection. Here, again we should take two steps. In
order to select, we need a certain amount of applicants. Recruitment is
unavoidable. The psychology of commercials enters the picture just here. This
action is organized well if and only if it attracts the best available applicants for
the job from the given population because in this case the rate of the suitable and
the unsuitable is close to 100%, and it is the management which can select
further on the basis of emotional sympathy, morality, adaptability, socialization
etc. of future employees. These characteristics contribute to a good social
climate in the workplace. Not to speak of the low percentage of expensive
superfluous testing. Here, we will not go into the details of successful
advertisement or commercials attracting the right people to apply for the work
advertised. It is enough to mention some of the dimensions of advertisements
like color, language, size of advertisement, type of people in the pictures (or
films), scenario and so on. The second step in this phase is the actual testing of
applicants. The chapter of psychological testing has accumulated a great body of
knowledge (Berry and Houston, 1993). And as the procedure of testing is a part
of psychologists’ competence, there is neither theoretical nor empirical-practical
reason to discuss it in a book written first of all for economists. As far as the
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psychologists among our readers are concerned, they are familiar with the test
part of their profession.
The fourth phase of our algorithm is the acceptance and interpretation of the
feedback coming from reality. Was our selection process successful concerning
the real life situation or not? This is the final question every psychologist who
has finished the above-described process asks and answers. Did the selected
workers meet the requirements of the actual work or not? This is the final test of
our testing in this field. Now, before turning to the problems of career planning
which will be discussed in a very concise way in this chapter, the author of this
book deals with those trends which neglect the psychological selection and
went back to the pre-psychological practice, perhaps so as to introduce a kind
of voluntarism in the process of employing the labor force. This antiscientific
trend was born in and from the conflict between employers and employees at the
end of the 20th century. “Inter arma silent musae”, says the famous Latin
proverb. And this is exactly what is still happening today. Why? The wellselected labor force has a well-founded right to do the job for which it has been
selected. Workers who fit the job’s requirements are in a powerful position, on
the basis of which they are able to fight for higher salary and thus lower the
profit of the shareholders. There is an obvious solution to this problem, namely
an increase of the labor supply in the field in question. This general solution has
at least two sub-solutions to this same problem on the side of capital owners:
either simplify the work, and as a final result mechanize or automate it or
increase the number of specialists in the field. The first solution is a good
business for organizers and technical intelligentsia, the second – for educators. It
seems to us that the first solution is more acceptable and widespread today,
though it devalues – or even eliminates a lot of – human capital and favors the
new species of our competitors: namely the silicate-based life of machines
(Dawkins, 1991, Wilson, 1998). Those who fall out of the group of earners will
soon cease to be consumers. This diminishes economic life as well by narrowing
the market. As far as the second sub-solution is concerned, the widespread
unemployment in the circles of educators causes enormous damage in the
culture of advanced societies.
Career planning
The last topic of this chapter is career planning: an activity which selects
people not for a particular job but for a sequence of jobs either horizontally or
vertically. The word career was originally a dirty expression we used when
speaking of persons who reached position(s) higher than they deserved. Today,
career is used in a positive sense when we are speaking of “the right man in the
right place”. The ideal solution is to find people who can fit into the paths the
management planned as necessary for the future of the firm or state. Both
horizontal and vertical career enlarges the person’s view and competence, which
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is impossible if the candidates are fixed either horizontally to a job or vertically
to a level of hierarchy. To avoid these probable problems, candidates need to be
tested accordingly. A horizontal career tolerates the fixation to a hierarchical
level, but demands flexibility concerning different jobs. A vertical career
tolerates the fixation to a job, but demands flexibility concerning different
levels of institutional hierarchy. The most interesting and fruitful in this respect
is the Japanese experiment, where the two forms of career are joined. There, the
precondition of a vertical career is success on the horizontal level, and the
precondition of a horizontal career is success on the vertical scale. The new
concept of career allows not only climbing up but also stepping down on the
hierarchical ladder, and – correspondingly – either enlarging the set of jobs in
which one is competent or – vice versa – returning from a large set of jobs to a
narrower one, because the particular form of any career as the main value is to
search for and find the right place for the right person. As for the testing, longterm prognosis plays a much more important role here than the mere diagnosis,
which is the essence of psychological tests. The general and particular theory of
prognosis is beyond the scope of this book.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the problem of selection as investment in human
capital. The right person in the right place is itself an actualization of peoples’
abilities, skills, work capacity and so on. The problem was raised in history on
two levels, namely as ideological-philosophical and as professionalpsychological. In the opinion of the present author, no ideology could, can and
will be able to solve this problem. The only way to treat the question
successfully is in concrete ways in concrete situations. The psychology of
selection and career planning should be regarded as the appropriate domain
where the problems of selection are solvable due to an elaborated general
methodology that can be applied to handle the concrete problems. The chapter
started to outline the “algorithm” of solution with the problem statement: where
and when does this problem appear? An algorithm of solutions has also been
described in a sketchy way. The last problem was that of career planning. We
have defined the new concept of career and its two main subdivisions, namely
horizontal and vertical career. A few words were devoted to the Japanese
combination of the two forms of career planning, which contributed
substantially to the success of the Japanese economy.
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Free Time and Relaxation
Definition of free time, problems with free time, theory and culture of
leisure, leisure or entertainment

What is free time?
If we define free time in the philosophical sense as the freedom when you
depend on yourself only, free time in connection with employment – in
productive work or productive play – is also the freedom from or at work or
play. Usually free time is defined as freedom from work: e.g. if you enjoy
yourself at home, in your garden, traveling abroad and so on (the term play is
only rarely used to denote productive activity, no matter how productive the
game may be). One of the most important statements in this connection is that
there is no such thing as absolute freedom, that is, the lack of any
determination. Or if it existed it would be a complete emptiness both
biologically and culturally, which is an undesirable and tragic status for the
personality. In other words, free time is – in an important sense – a residual
term. If you are not at your job, you are on holiday. Although this is a very
superficial approach, it works in everyday conceptions of work life. As regards
freedom at your work, we will return to this pleasant condition later on. This
kind of synthesis of work and enjoyment is a rare thing, although we are all
striving to achieve such a synthesis. But, is it true that freedom from work is
usually enjoyable?
Ideally, free time has an important function, namely the restoration of our labor
– or play – force. In other words, free time is a period of production too, as we
restore our energy and available knowledge and information supply through
consumption. It is also possible to approach the so-called production process as
the consumption of raw materials, human energy and mental effort. So,
production and consumption are not mutually exclusive either on a theoretical or
practical level. Rather they are different aspects of the same economic activity.
Another approach to free or leisure time is that the basic needs are satisfied
mainly in the free or leisure time. These needs were discussed in the chapter on
motivation and the level of aspiration. Thus, theoretically work is the
consumption of our energy and other abilities of the personality in the process
of labor, whereas free or leisure time is the production – or reproduction – of
our energy and other abilities by ourselves via consumption of goods. This
simple scheme – proposed as a norm of human life by the Leftists in the 19th
century – does not work in a number of cases. Why? Because in the process of
work the person not only spends but also accumulates his energy, knowledge,
information, satisfies a number of his needs and develops abilities on one hand,
and in the process of free and leisure time he can either lose a lot of energy by
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doing housework or spoils his skills by spending too much time in an idle way.
By the way, we use free and leisure time as synonymous, whereas many authors
distinguish between them (e.g. Parker, 1971). However, it is useful to preserve
the former theoretical approach in its clear-cut form in order to be able to
evaluate the concrete forms which are frequently different from the ideal
theoretical type.
The problems with free time
It would be wrong to think that free time is always enjoyment and pleasure.
There are situations and people where and for whom free time is close to horror.
Before explaining this state of affairs, let me tell an anecdote here. Once upon a
time, there was a village in the middle of which a mysterious and frightening
well could be found. Nobody in the village knew why that well was mysterious
and frightening. People simply were afraid of it and stubbornly tried to find a
reason for their feeling. When the tension of the psychological atmosphere
reached its peak, three sages – as it usually happens in these kinds of stories –
approached the village along the dusty road by mere blind chance: a very old
sage, a middle-aged sage and a comparatively young sage. The old leaders of the
village decided to make use of this unique opportunity and clarify the matter.
The sages agreed to participate in the clarification and the process was started.
First the oldest sage was lowered down with the help of a strong rope. After a
while, the rope was jerked from below as a signal to pull the sage up out of the
well. The man appeared on the surface in a terrible condition: no hair,
bewildered and frightened, unable to speak and so on. Then the middle-aged
sage descended. The result of the journey was the same, except for the hair,
which he still had on his skull but it had turned white. The third sage’s turn
came. This time the experiment proved to be successful, although all the signs of
an extremely difficult, even terrible experience could be discovered on the
young person. Within the well – said the still suffering sage – there was a huge
labyrinth where you could meet yourself at every turn (Mezei, personal
communication, around 1970).
What is the message of this short story? Well, the message is very much
Freudian. Why? As people do not know themselves fully in every detail, they
can be regarded as an immense and permanently changing system of tasks for
themselves and thus to be continually solved also by themselves. We are all
familiar with our age-old fear of the unknown, which is for the same reason
unpredictable. As a matter of course very frequently a person is also
unpredictable for himself and thus his self-regulation is not perfect at all. This
kind of helplessness not only can be but is dreadful. There is a preconception
according to which we are determined first of all on the side of environment.
This preconception is nonscientific as every human being is at the same time the
result of a long evolution, which also produces quite an effect on us. We are in
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fact the process of evolution presented not only in time but simultaneously in
place as well, because different levels of biological development coexist and
interact within us. The power of our inner forces and their interaction is not
smaller than the power of our external environment. A tiny human conscious
Ego tries to regulate both worlds. However, it can do this to a very small
degree. And as we – by the way mistakenly – identify ourselves with our Ego –
this is the reason why we call the central psycho-physiological functional organ
of human self-regulation on the highest level the “EGO” – it is rather alarming
to find allegedly in it anything which is beyond our competence. Such things
can happen in leisure time when we are free of the pressure coming from the
external environment. Before analyzing further the reason for fear of free time,
let us mention that it is essential to have rest and relaxation in order to restore
our energy supply regularly, because without this kind of activity we could
become the victims of karoshi (the Japanese word for death from overwork).
What does it mean to meet ourselves, and why can this be terrible?
The expression of meeting oneself by oneself has a special meaning far from the
mirror image of our appearance, acts, abilities, etc. well known to us. The reason
for this difference is between the essence of our being and the small “kingdom”
– within the former – ruled by our Ego or self. It is our deeper being and its
essence which becomes visible for us during leisure time. Why? Because we are
busy with a lot of activities during our leisure time without having enough
expertise in them. No matter how excellent a hobbyist you are, it is always
possible to find brand-new problems, difficulties and corresponding emotions,
tempers, aggressions, which are so novel for you that the feeling of insufficiency
or – what is even worse – a picture of another personality emerges within you
about you and it can be more than bothering. The likelihood of having and
finding a much larger virtual personality, which consists of both the well-known
“old” part and the new one just discovered, faces the person with a problem of
synthesizing them. Moreover, one can suppose that the more leisure time one
has the more such problems arise. They can of course be wonderful
opportunities for personality development, as well. But the distribution of labor
pushes us back in the well-trained old directions day by day, and it is often very
difficult to follow the suggestions coming from the experiences of leisure.
Although it frequently happened in history that great artists and scholars left
their original jobs and opened new directions for themselves, like for example
Paul Gauguin, Tivadar Csontváry Kosztka and Robert Koch. But this cannot be
the way for everybody. Thus, the sorts of self-discoveries we mentioned in
connection with leisure are for the most part suppressed by the persons suffering
from them, who – in the case of the high frequency of these discoveries – can do
it by way of suppressing the need for leisure and its practice. This kind of
suppression leads to the phenomenon of workaholic personality.
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Seemingly, a workaholic personality is a good employee because he is always
working. However, the “diligence” of the workaholic is not the feature of a
psychologically sound personality. In his fear of the possible and necessary task
of ever higher self-synthesizing – by the creation of a constantly renewed Ego –
this man is in permanent flight from himself. He is not able to even re-establish
his workforce and energy, thus, as an employee he becomes more and more
inferior. He is in fact a drug user, for whom the drug is the work itself. And if
this is correct, another significant disadvantage can be added, namely that drug
users try to escape from the problems as such. As a consequence of this, a
paradoxical situation emerges: a workaholic uses work as a means of escape
from the tasks and problems to be solved precisely in the process of that work.
It should be clear then that workaholic’s work approximates a kind of routine
ritual instead of its being valid problem-solving. To make matters worse, a
workaholic is not only nonworking human capital – that is, not available for
immediate use – but uses his empty or even harmful work rituals as an excuse
for turning his back on whatever problems arise in external life. This makes him
an even weaker specialist as no professional without a larger intellectual horizon
is a real professional who understands the wider context within which his special
work gets its real and deeper meaning. It can be predicted that the alienation
from reality – thus, from its inherent problem structure – leads to the
diminishing of any kind of competences. And the lack of sufficient competences
further increases the need for drugs: in the case of a workaholic – the need for
the empty rituals or imitation of work. Another problem worth mentioning is
that the great multinationals produce a huge number of workaholics by
overloading their employees at the workplace. These people become gradually
alienated from life and – after the period it takes to become addicted – they
begin to work as true workaholics: without any interest in life and its problems.
Theory and culture of leisure time
Many people do not know how to relax, how to have a rest and so on. We have a
lot of practical, pragmatic instructions but the real knowledge of their essence is
usually absent. For example, one of the clearest facts to indicate our ignorance
in this field is the effort we frequently make when trying to fall asleep after a
busy day. But the more effort we apply the less will be the likelihood of success,
as in this way we run into the new stress of solving a new problem, which makes
us more alert than sleepy. Generally rest and relaxation is regarded as anything
which leads to escape from the tension of labor; and to either lack of any tension
or a tension of another type (e.g. at a soccer match). However to make our view
of leisure and its methods more professional so as to understand the
reestablishment of the work force, we should know more about the phenomena
in question. The great cultures were and are not only cultures of work but also
cultures of rest and relaxation. With work, people serve the society, supporting
social systems – whether existing ones or the hoped future – whereas with rest
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and relaxation we serve evolution, which is partially already established in us
but partially is still going ahead through the permanent process of mutations and
selections. Work and relaxation are in fact two kinds of services equally
important for a healthy life and society.
The most important general statement about relaxation is that it should be the
opposite of work in its psychological and physiological structure. From this
point of view relaxation is the complement to work activity. Now, what kinds of
complementary activities can be mentioned or at least imagined as possible
relaxations although not yet utilized in full? First of all, we can mention
alternatives concerning work activities in place and in time. By the expression
“in place” here we mean leisure which contains activities contemporary with
work. By the expression “in time” we mean leisure which “borrows” its
activities from the past (and sometimes from the supposed future). It is also
maintained that there is active and passive rest. The term “active” in this
classification has a special narrow sense: active rest in this understanding is rest
during which we make alternative – vis-à-vis work – movements of body and
mind creating some visible results that are subsequently independent from us,
different from those produced in the workplace, while passive rest is the
movements within the body as diametrically opposite to the overt activity of
work with its overt results. That is, passive rest is also active but as such without
superficially visible signs. The special forms of these activities are – as we have
already mentioned – taken from the past. As for so-called active rest, its
activities are taken from the evolutionary and historical past, whereas passive
rest takes its “methods” from the ontological – usually – prenatal past of
individuals. Let us start from so-called active rest. This whole set of leisure
activity can be classified in two ways: some activities are inherited from the
evolutionary period of human development, others from the cultural-historical
periods. Another classification divides the forms of active rest into sports and
hobbies. A few concrete examples from the evolutionary past are climbing, ball
games, etc. Concrete examples from the cultural-historical past are hunting,
running, riding, fencing, etc. As far as the differences between sport and hobby
are concerned, sport is mainly a variety of forms of fight and battle games, etc.
A hobby on the other hand tends to be different forms of crafts and gardening.
The practice of these sports and hobbies – the operational essence of which
came from the evolutionary and historical past – provides us with a kind of
regression by which we turn back, in fact, to the periods where problems
different from today’s and seemingly easier than the present ones can be found.
The reason for this is that the old problems mostly have already been solved at
their roots. They do not attack and disturb us any more. This kind of regression
is also true for passive rest and relaxation. A very small child is cared for by its
mother and the rest of the family. Thus, a baby can be passive behaviorally
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without being helpless and harmed. This especially applies to the prenatal state
of children’s ontogenesis: the prototype of the worldly Heaven. Passive rest is
usually sleep and meditation in its Eastern sense when we try to think of nothing
(as opposed to the Western meaning of this word, where meditation is close to
the imagination which allegedly shows you the transcendental level of the
Universe). It is important to remark here that the nature and characteristics of
people’s rest and relaxation tell us much about their personality. What kind of
problems and difficulties do they like? In what historical periods would they
enjoy themselves? What givens and values are acceptable for them? It seems to
the present author that every sport and hobby has or demands its typical
personality type. Boxing requires a lot of aggression and a well-developed
ability to suffer. Horse riding needs an excellent ability to cooperate with the
large animal. Swimmers usually report an irresistible affinity towards the water
in swimming pools, the sea, rivers, and so on. This domain would be a huge area
for studies in personality by psychoanalysts. It is a great pity that in our narrowminded pragmatic world there is not enough interest in pursuing basic studies
which would open new perspectives for applied disciplines. Basic and applied
studies in this field would enable us to reach a high culture of leisure time,
without which our existence cannot be truly human. The top results of the
investigations into the problems outlined could be the theory and practice of free
time at work, the possibility of which we mentioned at the beginning of this
chapter. Free time at work is – in its essence – the highest level of
identification with the tasks to be solved on the job, by which the difference
between work/play (cases of external determination) and leisure (the case of
inner determination) disappears without the person’s falling into the status of
an addicted workaholic.
Leisure and drugs
The afore-discussed topic has nothing to do with so-called entertainment. Our
problem is not with the word itself. However, this word has several meanings
and one of them has begun to prevail over the others. The meaning of
entertainment today is a total escape from reality (with chemical, spiritual drugs,
discos and so on). In the real culture of leisure time we do not plan this escape.
There, we rather change the reality from certain forms to others that are easier
for us. The goal of leisure is not to forget everything which is real. It is rather
the changing of the battleground and a return to training, after which new reallife struggles and achievements emerge at work. Leisure is usually a paradoxical
training, where the neglected abilities and forces are further developed and as a
result the most exploited functions relax and become even brighter.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the questions of free time and leisure. First we
clarified the concept itself as the production and reproduction of one’s labor
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force via consumption. This model gave us a possibility to make a distinction
between the production – and reproduction – of commodities as the
consumption of human capital as well, and the production – and reproduction –
of human capital as the consumption of commodities. However, this
oversimplified model did not take into consideration the production and
development of human capital in work situations, where both training and
limited consumption also occurs. So, the model had to be brought closer to life.
The chapter also framed some problems with leisure, namely the possibility of
losing one’s identity in leisure undetermined from outside, which can create
workaholics: people who try to escape confrontation with themselves by being
wrapped up in their work. I ventured to say that workaholics do not work as they
should as workers or employees. A workaholic rather practices an empty ritual
of work, thus, he cannot be regarded as a good employee or manager, no matter
how long his working time is. A part of the chapter dealt with the culture of
leisure where the key words are: alternative vis-à-vis the work activities, types
of regressions, trainings. A few sentences were devoted to free time at work –
when work and free time are the same entities – and to the present meaning of
entertainment.
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Poverty
Historical significance of classical economy, deprivation, pleasure and
enjoyment, wealth and mentality, kinds of poverty
The birth of vernacular economy
The main goal of classical economy is the “Wealth of Nations” as the
cornerstone book on economic science by Adam Smith stated. Curiously enough
this goal was entirely new in the history of economic thinking. Before the
classical economy and classical economics, there existed a pre-classical
economy and economics. But this latter kind of economy had nothing to do with
the wealth of society created by making – or letting – its members enrich
themselves. The Middle Ages also had a sort of quasi-market economy.
However, it was not the small or middle-size enterprises which dominated the
market in Europe before the discovery of the New World in America. Instead,
the great multinationals – which in our days are mistakenly regarded as new and
advanced types of organizations to emerge only in the 20th century – occupied
the key positions in economic life (Ogger, 1978). Kingdoms, multinationals and
the Church itself were the main players at the top of economic systems during
the Middle Ages. Or, to put it another way, from an economic point of view, the
kingdoms, empires, direct multinationals and the Church were omnipotent
economic monopolies which tried to maximize their economic utility as much as
possible regardless of the population, which suffered as a rule from famine. The
so-called capitalism was born later as a wider distribution of capital and the
conditions and right to start small enterprises by the masses of people in the
18th century and as the results of antimonopoly movements before, during and
after the great bourgeois revolutions in Britain and France, the two countries
where the power of kings was dictatorial to a much greater extent than in
Central and Eastern Europe. If we read the books of Adam Smith and are
familiar with conditions in the 18th century and before, we will find as much
evidence in support of this thesis as we wish.
The social positions of people surrounded by monopolies were extremely
difficult in those times. On one hand, the well-financed central spiritual – e.g.
the Church – and worldly powers supported those multinationals – which were
run as pools of experts in monetary and strictly economic affairs – by creating
appropriate conditions for them to make money. And the multinationals
gradually transformed the institutions of spiritual and worldly power into similar
economic units. On the other hand, the working people, small clergy and free
intellectuals suffered from the intentionally organized inability to participate in
economic life in accordance with their weight in culture and production. The
roads, villages, forests and so on were full of poor, miserable and handicapped
beggars. Only the tiny emerging towns surrounded by thick walls became a
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paradise for small and middle-size enterprises within the hell of the medieval
monopolies. It is a commonplace in the discipline of history that the kings,
Church and multinationals supported these towns because the cultural and
military infrastructure – necessary for the existence of monopolies – could be
organized within them very successfully. The protection came from at least two
sides: from the strong puritan morality and order of simple citizens in these
towns and from their walls, which provided considerable defense in the frequent
storms of wars between the minute European “superpowers”, all striving
towards the globalization extended to their narrow horizon. The exceptions were
the most powerful Renaissance towns in Italy, where the historical
circumstances allowed no scope for Puritanism (Magyari-Beck, 2000). But even
within their walls, economic life was much safer than in the Italian countryside.
Classical economy and economics appeared subsequently as a natural
development in the thinking and practice of the simple citizens of these tiny
towns of the Middle Ages and was directed against the monopolies and terrible
poverty so widespread in the world of monopolies. The nobility’s role in the socalled bourgeois revolution was merely armed fight against the small
bourgeoisie and for the great multinationals supporting the warriors of the
nobility financially.
Poverty as deprivation
What is poverty? Poverty – in a word – is deprivation on the level of basic
needs, that is, the needs which should be satisfied to survive and avoid death. In
the case of human beings, the basic needs cannot be reduced to the physicalphysiological motivations. Two approaches can be mentioned here as the most
known and also important for us. The first one is the case of the “poor rich” –
making use of a title of a novel by the 19th century Hungarian writer: Mór Jókai
– referring to people who, although they have every possibility for satisfying
their basic physical-physiological needs, nevertheless devote no attention to the
higher cultural motivations. We call this phenomenon and its degrees the
standard of living. The second case is – using the term of the same writer – that
of the “rich poor”, referring to people who strive to satisfy all their basic cultural
needs, including the physical-physiological ones, which for humans are also
cultural phenomena. This dimension is called the quality of life. It should be
clear that the standard of living and quality of life are in a sense opposite to each
other. One lives on a high standard of living if the basic physical-physiological
needs are satisfied on an extremely high level, which prevents the maximizing
person from satisfying the higher cultural needs. On the other hand you enjoy a
good quality life if and only if you satisfy all your basic needs, the condition of
which is that the aspiration level should not be maximized for any need.
Accordingly, we can speak of two types of wealthy society. In the old
conservative sense, those societies can be called wealthy which provide the
majority of their members with a high standard of living. In the new
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innovative sense those societies can be called wealthy, which provide the
majority of their members with a good quality life. The first type is already
outdated because it is too costly in both environmental and cultural respects. If
people choose to lead an animal-like life they will simultaneously destroy the
nature outside and the culture inside. Nature will be consumed, culture will be
neglected. The only type of wealthy society that can be successful in the
circumstances of the 21st century and beyond is one which is oriented to the
quality of life. In its case the natural biological environment is preserved and the
culture is made use of: that is, developed.
Poverty can also be identified with punishment. Perhaps this is why the original
Christianity, which embraced poverty as a natural status of mankind, accepted
also the notion of original sin causing the punishment manifested in poverty and
hard work for survival. That is, poverty has long been taken for granted as a
punishment. This punishment has to be accepted otherwise an even greater
punishment will come and make the rich suffer in the other world. If someone
does not believe in the other world, the poverty is punishment for his bad
qualities and conduct. This person can be destroyed by this understanding of
punishment. If the process of self-destruction comes from below, the personality
will disintegrate unless he or she is unable to further lower his or her aspiration
level of the basic physical-physiological needs, opening the way to the higher
cultural needs. If the process of self-destruction comes from above – that is, the
high quality cultural needs cannot be satisfied no matter to what extent the
person is striving to satisfy them, e.g. because the ruling forces of society
banned quality culture – the underfed needs on the upper levels will create a
frustration, passing the problem down from above. For example, if somebody
cannot achieve an acceptable identity, he will not regard himself as respectable.
This outcome can influence his need and aspiration for emotional acceptance
and a kind of self-hate can also emerge within this personality. On the above
basis, one can figure out the results of intervention by punishment either in
between or in the middle of the need hierarchy. But if we accept the need-circle,
the explanation is even simpler. Every frustration in need satisfaction stops the
flow of further satisfaction in both directions. As in the circle-model, every need
can be taken as double basic depending on personality; some small and
unimportant differences can appear in the “up” and “down” directions for the
individual personality. The flow nature of the process of need satisfaction is an
outstanding precondition of healthy and sound personalities and the society they
build.
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Pleasure and enjoyment
However, for some economists and psychologists, there are substantial
differences between the physical-physiological and the remaining other basic
needs (Scitovsky, 1976). On the basis of psychological literature, Tibor
Scitovsky accepted that the satisfaction of basic physical-physiological needs
results in pleasure, which – according to the rules of drive reduction – makes
human beings calm. On the contrary, the satisfaction of higher-level semi- or
fully spiritual needs leads to enjoyment, which makes them more alert and
active. By the way, Scitovsky supported the materialist view that the physicalphysiological needs are the double basic ones. He did not even mention the
circle-type structure of human needs, which would open the door for the
psychological understanding of the origin of both philosophical materialism and
philosophical idealism, which – for a psychologist – is nothing else than
establishing the double basic need by the simple choice of preference for either
the physical-physiological needs or the needs for transcendental knowledge. As
far as the other needs are concerned, here we can observe the narrow nature of
philosophical monism of either materialism or idealism, both of which omitted
the needs in between the “extremes”.
But what is nevertheless interesting in philosophical monism, mentioned in the
paragraph above, is that it is possible to outline the mentality of the poor and the
rich, although only in the framework of the standard of living. If Scitovsky is
correct, then the poor – in the standard of living sense – are partially unstable,
because of the unsatisfied physical-physiological needs. And they are dull at the
same time and oppressed mentally because high-level needs of the pyramid are
directly nonexistent for them. The rich on the contrary are calm as regards their
physiology and excited about mental and intellectual affairs, enjoying their
permanent satisfaction. This was the case with the noble classes of late
feudalism. As far as the rich entrepreneurs in capitalism are concerned, they
felt differently in different places and periods of capitalism. In the Italian
Renaissance, the rich entrepreneurs led a highly cultured life. The life of the
successful puritans of modern capitalism in the 18th century was colorless.
After the crises of overproduction, Puritanism had to be given up and the socalled consumer society was organized close to the turn of the 19th and 20th
centuries. Because the excellent cultural traditions of feudal noble classes still
existed in some places – e.g. France – in that period, the consumption/enjoyment
of high-level quality culture remained for a while. As a result, the third
generation of successful capitalist families – as the great novels at that time
described it – left business life and became well-educated artists or scholars or
often simply playboys. The shocking socialist movements and revolutions in
Europe after the First World War disappointed the capital owners as regards
their illusions. They understood that in order to preserve power it is not
consumption and enjoyment but work and production that has to be practiced as
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a means of their survival. The fight against socialism gave rise to two forms and
periods. The first one was that of the Keynesian conception and period of social
democracy, where the Western quality of life reached a height never before
observed in history. The relationships between the political states and economic
enterprises were well balanced and the society was called open and free. The
second – today’s – conception and period is a diametrical opposite of
communism. There is no longer any balance between the states and the private
sector. The private sector has won for the time being. Societies all over the
world are organized in such a manner where no capitalist can even think of
enjoyment. In order to survive, the hardest work is planned by and for them. The
whole world is challenged by the idea and practice of globalization. The new
capitalists rather provoke the society to such an extent, that it gives them
problems to be solved far beyond their capacity. Their hope is to keep
themselves always in a state of social and political alertness. There is no
money or time for spending in the domain of “culture”. Moreover, high quality
culture is almost a forbidden domain even for ordinary people. The only
acceptable instruction is utility maximization in terms of money. Enjoyment has
disappeared from the life of the leading elite. How long is this bearable?
Kinds of poverty
There are at least four kinds of poverty worth mentioning. See Figure 16.
Figure 16
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Figure 16 is a two dimensional matrix – the author’s favorite figure – which
contains four kinds of poverty extremely important and characteristic for this
century. Let us take the first example, namely the “Strategy of cross national
firms against the states”. The cooperation and competition of states and
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multinationals is an age-old problem. It existed even in the Middle Ages and
before. There is no novelty in the multinationals in principle. It is even more
likely that genuine capitalism was started by multinationals and the smaller
national firms appeared on and created the more or less closed national market
later. As for today’s multinationals or cross nationals, they started their new
attack against the state after the interim of nationalism in economy and
economics. Their strategy deliberately created deep poverty as a weapon against
the state, the wealthy type of which people got accustomed to during the
Keynesian period after the Second World War. It was easy to introduce this antistate strategy because of the stormy technical development, which occurred
especially after the invention of computer technology. The automated selfregulating factories do not need much living labor. Thus, many people have lost
their jobs and need a substantial financial support, which they expect from the
state for the reason of custom or habits we mentioned above. But the large-scale
privatization at the end of the past century impoverished the states and thus they
cannot fulfill the role people still believe in. The first result of this state of
affairs was the political tension between the members of the nations and their
states, which strongly contributed to the further weakening of the state. Only
recently could people grasp the essence of the present historical situation. They
are gradually turning against the multi- and cross national firms and their plans
of globalization (which is another name for the anti-state movement). People’s
dismissal from their jobs is still the trend in developed and developing countries.
The states cannot finance the poor; the firms do not want to stop firing. The only
idea-Messiah that claims to support the poor is the theory of responsible
economic units, elaborated by the discipline of business ethics. However, this
type of support contradicts another theory of utility maximization adopted by the
firms. Not to speak of the fact that the responsible firm is nothing else than a
privatized state which will soon be as bad in economy as the multifunctional
state was and is. The next aspect is the firms’ inner democracy and political
culture at large, which is much weaker and presumably less transparent than
that of the – repeatedly reformed - political states.
The second case to be studied here is the poverty generated also by the power
but as a historical byproduct. The instance we propose to analyze is “Socialist
method of keeping the working class alive”. It is a commonplace that the
legitimating of socialism is rooted in the existence and wealth of the working
class in two senses. Originally, the working class and manual workers were
synonymous because it was the manual workers who did not have the means of
production. Intellectuals were regarded as the ideologists who served the
wealthy ruling class of owners. However, it turned out gradually that a
considerable part of the intellectuals worked out radically anti-capitalist views
on society. As they also suffered from the lack of the means of production, the
concept of working class has been elaborated further, in the process of which the
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term of political working class was coined by and for the Left-wing intellectuals
so as to introduce both a common feature of and the necessary distinction
between the physical and intellectual labor force. Now, in order to preserve the
living labor, the curbing of technical-technological development proved to be
necessary. This trend curbed also the wealth of working-class society and this
society could not be sustainable in the competition with its capitalist counterpart.
One should not forget that preservation of the working class was a necessity first
of all because of ideological reasons, for both the manual workers and the
intellectuals of socialist countries were not satisfied by either their physical or
intellectual status within these cultures. It should also be mentioned here that
socialism had nevertheless a number of features necessary for mankind’s
survival in the overall environmental crisis. These are: low-level consumption,
underdeveloped industrial and agricultural technology, centralization of trash
gathering and recycling, poor mechanization of households, public
transportation and so on. How we can achieve an environment- and culturefriendly capitalism which preserves the idea and practice of development in
general and the technical-technological and cultural development in
particular is a big question. This is perhaps the main challenge which the
advanced world has to meet in the near future.
There are also the cases of poverty which are generated intentionally by
individual personalities. This was done by the “Old Eastern and Western
religions and today’s voluntary modesty”. As for the religions, they had a very
interesting and important function from the economic psychology point of view:
namely, the limitation of aspirations especially on the level of basic physicalphysiological needs. As we mentioned before, the limitation of aspirations
makes the needs satiable and thus one can achieve a human existence, one of the
main form of which is the satisfaction of all of our needs to a certain degree.
However, if we strive to maximize our aspiration levels at the outset, no way up
can be found to the high-level needs and their satisfaction either on Maslow’s
pyramid or – mutatis mutandis – within the circle model of human needs. The
great religions that originated in the ancient East gave the value basis on – and
many times a framework within – which the justification of modesty has been
elaborated in its details. As far as today’s voluntary – civic – modesty is
concerned, the issue there is not the transcendental foundation of the movement
but the domain of environmental considerations. This movement was started in
the United States, in the country describable by the world’s highest levels of
consumption and which is thus threatened by mountains of garbage. This place
of its origin is the direct opposite to the ancient East in all the important
respects. In the USA, the average consumption is very high – which does not
exclude the existence of a wide stratum of the poor – and the ideology is the
maximization of everything, especially the utility in terms of economy. It would
be extremely difficult to find cultural circumstances more contradictory to each
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other than the ancient East and contemporary USA. And this is the main
problem with the modesty movement today. Because what is modesty for a
middle-class American of our days is a high immodesty for even a wealthy
man from almost any other country, which is important because of the fact that
the movement of modesty was started by the middle-class US citizens.
Additionally, it would be very difficult to compare the poverty proposed by the
old religions and the voluntary modesty introduced by the wealthy Americans
simply because of terminological reasons. The members of the modesty
movement defined poverty as compulsory modesty. But the old historical
religions spoke of voluntary poverty. In this case, the formulas lead to the
following terminological absurdity: poverty = compulsory modesty; but as
modesty = voluntary self-limitation; the poverty = compulsory voluntary selflimitation, which is a clear contradiction in terms. Can we avoid this
contradiction by separating the historical concept of poverty from its modern
American understanding? I do not think so. Not to speak of the requirement of a
minimal historical coherence in any terminology. Not only the practice but also
the theory of modesty waits its substantial reworking.
The last form of the two-dimensional notion of poverty proposed in this book is
connected with the “Highly creative people /who/ tend to be marginal in their
personality as for example Rembrandt”. The reason for this phenomenon is
that highly creative people are as a rule very modest in their basic
sociobiological needs, thus they can “climb” up the ladder – or through the
circle of chain – of motivation and arrive at the situation which helps them to
create great innovations or excellent creative results in art, philosophy, religions,
science, practice and so on. These people are neglectful regarding their everyday
material wealth (of course there are counterexamples as exceptions). In most of
the cases, this attitude is very important from the point of view of self-defense as
the creators open new ways of development, which are only seldom rewarded by
the society immediately. The reward usually comes later on – after the
punishment for the destabilization caused by the novelty – when the
usefulness of the new product – in the large aesthetical, epistemological,
practical, moral and other respects – becomes visible for the significant
members of society, the opinion leaders. To understand this statement, one
should forget the narrow-minded concept of usefulness as soon as possible and
take this notion in its widest meaning. The minority of highly creative people
deserves the name of the “rich poor”. They do not want to be deprived of the
commodities necessary for a healthy life; but are able to live in the conditions of
material necessity because of the inner personal necessity – and motivation – to
create. This can frequently be unavoidable for the satisfaction of those highlevel basic needs which provide the society and culture with the material and
spiritual means of survival in the adversities of cruel history.
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Summary
This chapter was devoted to the problem and origin of poverty. In the beginning,
we dealt with some questions of the development of capitalism and found that
the classical English capitalism – the ideas and norms of which were first put
forward and set down by Adam Smith – was in fact the market economy of
small and middle-size enterprises. Moreover, it was hostile to the large marketkiller monopolies. Capital in the Middle Ages reminds us of the monopolies, the
forms of organization which reign today’s world as well. Poverty was also
discussed as something which is common and widespread first of all in the
social environment describable with monopolies. The definition of poverty – as
deprivation in the case of basic needs, the satisfaction of which is vital for
survival – has also been formulated. It proved to be possible to outline the
personality of poor and wealthy people by a new mentality for economic
psychology studies. In the second part of the chapter, four – two-dimensional –
sources of poverty were presented as important, especially in our time. We have
to add here that economy and economics which cannot cope with deep poverty
is by no means successful.
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Past, Future and Present
Time and space as the contexts of economic behavior, information and
knowledge society, a short historical overview, contradictions
between the goals and trends

Time dimension
It is high time to arrive at the time-frame of economic behavior after presenting
the conceptual space-frame, expressing ourselves in a philosophical way.
Although economic behavior has its inner logic which can be described in
relatively timeless abstract terms, real economic behavior always exists within
certain concrete circumstances in a definable period of time. We will not –
because we cannot – of course apply our theoretical considerations in every subdomain of particular economic situations, as in that case this book would have
been written not only about the whole world economy but also about the history
of economic behavior. However, it would be a great mistake to avoid at least a
very short description of the present time so as to see in what conditions people
should behave economically today. For this reason, let us describe in a couple of
paragraphs what is happening in the historical context in the Euro-Atlantic
culture in general and the new Europe in particular. What kind of difficult
problems are challenging us right now?
Information society
Today’s Euro-Atlantic and European civilization is frequently called an
information society. However, this is not the first term applied to what we have
now in the Euro-Atlantic culture as a social context for our lives. The first
experimental name was “leisure society”, because it had become clear that the
modern technology of material production would not require too much living
labor in the future and most of the population will enjoy a leisure-type life. The
second experimental name was “post-industrial society”, because the formidable
perspective of a world overpopulated by people who mainly consume material
goods without producing them led to the understanding of the irrationality
announced by this goal. Post-industrialism had already become more or less a
fact when this term was coined because classical industry presupposes a large
working class, but mechanization and automation made most of the workers
unnecessary in the production process. But the futurologists – in all likelihood
– had no idea of what would come after the “industrial period” of history. In a
word, the scholars presumably knew what was behind, but they did not know
what would come. The third experimental name was “knowledge society”
mixed with “service society” where knowledge is a special sector of services.
The reasons for the name “knowledge society” were the approximate
calculations which showed that the costs of brain work represented the largest
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proportion of investment in almost any commodity worth mentioning. Thus, a
hypothesis emerged that human intelligence and creativity is and will be the
decisive factor of production and not physical work based on human dexterity
and biological energy. This approach could also be criticized, as the cost of
different types of contributors depends on either their political or their
economic – I mean: market – power. And there is no society which would be
ready to give much power – even in terms of money – to the intelligentsia, that
is, the men of knowledge, as they are prone to erode any social and political
system with their originally strong values and sharp critical thinking.
Currently we spoke of information society and not by chance. However,
information is also a problematic term for it has nothing to do with the concept
of truth, which is central to knowledge. Information – according to its classical
theory elaborated by Claude Shannon – is the message which diminishes the
system’s entropy, i.e. disorder. We measure information by the formula for
negative entropy.
Knowledge and information
To make the relationship between knowledge and information clearer let us
make use again of a Venn diagram as in Figure 17.

Figure 17

Knowledge

Information

Knowledge and Information

Let me return to the definition of both knowledge and information. Knowledge
is a true message, whereas information is an order-creating message. If we
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accept these definitions, the essence of Figure 17 will be immediately clear. We
have three parts to be identified. The first – from the left side – is pure
knowledge. The second is pure information on the right side of the picture. In
between we find the common section of knowledge and information. What are
they able to do for us? Pure knowledge gives us a number of true messages,
which do not necessarily create order. This is the reason for the hidden fear of
the intelligentsia on the side of the people holding power. Pure information
creates order. But this order is not necessarily based on the truth. This is the
reason for the hidden fear of the people holding power – who are interested first
of all in the social order – of the intelligentsia, which is interested first of all in
the freedom of thinking and feeling so as to be successful in finding the truth.
Pure information – in the case of society – is called ideology. The most
acceptable for an axiological approach is the common section of these two sets
of phenomena, namely that part of the body of knowledge which can – at the
same time – create order in society. This section is sometimes very small, at
other times – very large. The larger the common section the more likelihood of
an actual coalition between the intelligentsia and the men holding power. This is
why we prefer to call the new and desirable type of society “knowledge and
information society” together. A part of the body of knowledge in the abovementioned common section creates theoretical systems or practical projects and
thus functions as information arranging the knowledge itself.
Knowledge and information society
What should characterize a priori the “KIS” – that is, the knowledge and
information society? First of all, the production, consumption of and trading
with pieces of knowledge and information will be the main branch of economy
in this type of culture. As for the material goods, they will be produced by the
mechanized and automated technology. This kind of society will be a direct
opposite of the ideal types of societies that have existed so far and can be
presented by a drawing which reminds us of an upside down pyramid. A small
minority of people will be busy producing material goods using the available
high-tech, while the majority deals with knowledge and information or –
nothing. This is an absolutely new situation; almost without exception just the
opposite of what took place in the previous cultures. In this society a new
economy of culture will have to occupy the place of the old economy focused on
material goods, because the problem of material production, consumption and
trading will already be solved by that time, as it was dreamed of by Keynes
(Keynes, 1930). Secondly, the larger part of the population will be teachers,
artists, scholars, medical doctors, philosophers, engineers, inventors, managers,
entrepreneurs – in a word: problem-solving intellectuals. As a Hungarian writer
Laszlo Nemeth wrote many decades ago: the future society would be a society
of intellectuals in the noble meaning of this term. Thirdly, the settlements will
be university campuses; innovation parks etc. instead of the huge and
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overpopulated, dirty labyrinth-like towns well known in old industrial societies.
Hopefully, these outdated towns will be divided by wide ribbons of green fields
and distributed into small sub-settlements with their excellently planned
infrastructures. Fourthly, the main organizations, which contribute substantially
to the people’s socialization as brainworkers, will be museums, schools,
libraries, studios, academies and so on. Before comparing this goal – the EuroAtlantic and European societies had set – with the trends they stubbornly follow
at present, we will make a short round trip in history to see and understand the
correlation between the leading professions, populations, settlements and
organizations which together characterize the era in question.
A short historical overview
Up till now, we had three great and long periods of mankind’s history, which
can be easily distinguished in the above respects. The first period was the prehistorical era, when the most important artificial memory – namely writing –
was unknown. The main economic activity people were engaged in was hunting
and gathering. The early semi-mankind destroyed its natural environment to
such an extent that it reminds us of the present day human “achievements” in
this area (Ridley, 1997). Although the anthropologists have not yet explained
the roots in human nature which resulted in this kind of hostile and
antagonistic relationships towards the biological creatures. Was it an early
utility maximization, or the satisfaction of need for security by exterminating
man’s enemies in time before they attacked people, or simply the enjoyment of
power, or an early imperialism which made them occupy ever newer
evolutionary niches, or something else? Nobody knows. In this period, almost
all semi-people were hunters and gatherers. They lived in nomadic camps
divided into the groups of relatives called tribes. The organization was
gerontocracy: the old generations controlled compliance with the law of
traditions.
The second great and long period was the agrarian one. In all likelihood the
agrarian society became necessary as the abandonment of nomadism, and
creating stable settlements became necessary because the world was
overpopulated by the nomadic tribes. A nomadic tribe always occupies a much
larger piece of land than a settled social unit. Agrarian economy is in fact the
rotation of stable land by crop rotation, instead of the rotation of places by
nomadic tribes. Different kinds of crop rotation include the resurrection of the
virgin soil: this is actually a quasi-migration of tribes without leaving their
original fixed settlements. In this society, only a small minority of members
remained hunters-gatherers, most of the population became socialized as
farmers. The leading settlements were villages fixed on the land. The leading
organizations became farmlands of different sizes. The agrarian society – and
especially the set of small farms – was the only culture which could solve the
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problem of preservation of the environment. Neither before nor after it could
mankind cope with this difficult problem.
The fourth great and long period was the industrial society. Industrial
civilization was moved by the economic considerations of industrious profit
maximization – an age-old principle elaborated “scientifically” by Professor Eck
financed by Jacob Fugger at the beginning of the 16th century (Ogger, 1978) –
which – in its democratic forms – led far beyond people’s usual “natural” needs
and consumption. The word “natural” should be put in inverted commas because
– as we have already shown – there is no such entity as natural person (by the
way, the term “natural” can be used in a very general sense as “according to the
rules” and not against them no matter what kind of rules we speak of). We are
all the products of our culture and civilization, that is, people are artificial –
always self-made – creatures, responsible for their personality. However,
beyond a certain point, the extent of production and consumption not only
pushes us too far from the ill-definable “natural” but also causes the
unnatural effects both around and within us. We call these effects
environmental and cultural pollution. The word pollution is used as a rule not
only as garbage accumulation but also as the extermination of both biological
environment and spiritual culture. Although industrial society achieved great
results in terms of civilization, it deeply harmed the natural environment and
psychological culture. As for the population, most people in the so-called
industrial societies were physical workers. The proportion of peasants fell from
a majority of the population to a minority of 4-2 percent. Workers as a rule lived
in huge, overpopulated, dirty towns close to the factories. The number of
villages gradually diminished in the process of urbanization. The leading
organizations were factories and plants, the ideal of which was machine-like
functioning.
Contradictions at present
This short historical overview has shown that every great and long historical
period can be described by a few mutually supporting phenomena or
dimensions. This is why we expect a set of certain factors acting in concert in
this period of history as well. But the problem is that this expected concert is far
from being perfect today. It is well understandable that the number of physical
workers keeps diminishing. In connection with this trend, an unprecedented
level of unemployment emerged. Although this is a normal phenomenon in any
transitional interregnum between two great and long historical periods, on this
extremely overpopulated Earth, the number of unemployed and homeless people
exceeded all previous levels. The politicians call this a humanitarian catastrophe.
The majority of economically active people – who worked in and for the main
branch of economy in the previous era – are losing their social background at
the beginning of the next great and long period. Masses of people became
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inevitably poor. They should re-socialize themselves for the new – or quasi-new
(because history is also a multi-paradigmatic process where the old systems
frequently revive, see for example the Renaissance) – social and political
systems. Recall the painful process during which the peasants had to change
their identity and way of life and became proletarians. The most difficult years
or centuries are when the old has already disappeared but the new has not yet
been established. This was exactly the case at the end of the 20th century and at
the beginning of the 21st century. It is even worse that the theory of the new age
– which is in my understanding the economics of culture – has not yet been
elaborated. A dream about the – if not wonderful then at least acceptable –
future necessary also for the individual’s survival is totally absent. Let us see
step by step what is happening today.
The industrial era came at an end. A lot of workers were fired. The unemployed
could not cover the costs of their flats, houses, etc. and as a result they became
homeless. The process is still continuing. Moreover informatics made a large
part of intellectual-information jobs unnecessary. The rate of unemployment
among brainworkers is still growing. But there are no serious signs of the
emergence of new jobs for the brainworkers, no signs of socialization of people
for different types of brainwork, no signs of new settlements for brainworkers
(whereas the big cities are increasingly becoming dirty slums for a dirty mob),
no signs of new organizations for brainwork. The whole area of knowledge and
information production, consumption and trade is underfinanced. This period of
interregnum seems extremely long in terms of the sequence of successive
generations. This is partially understandable because the switch from physical
routine work to intellectual creative work-game – that is, the coordination and
subordination of the huge amount of bio-computers that people are in fact,
especially today – is a daunting task for anybody. We have already mentioned in
this book that some evolutionary biologists regard computers as new living
species which try to outdistance mankind in the process of future evolution. But
it is possible to propose another – and more optimistic – hypothesis concerning
the whole domain of informatics. According to this hypothesis, the computer
system is an experimental prototype of the knowledge and information
network people will create on the level of humanity. Up till now, almost
everything human was modeled by technology except for creativity. Primitive
machines work on the principle of reflexes and stereotypes. On the other hand
we already have artificial – that is, technologically modeled – memory and
intelligence. But it is too early to speak of artificial creativity. When I was a
young boy, I fantasized that perhaps human stupidity will win in the upcoming
war between mankind and machines, which I foresaw on the basis of my early
commitment to humans and humanities. And, although I was afraid of
disseminating my strange theory, now I know that the theory I “created” was
that of the creative approach to a real problem. One of the most important
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prescriptions of creative techniques is the acceptance of any ideas in the phase
of divergent thinking, however stupid they may be. The mutation of ideas, their
competition and the survival of the fittest in their case as well should be
accepted as one of the basic rules in creativity too. However, keep in mind that
creativity is much more than merely a kind of idea generation and competition
between the ideas generated. In sum, it is high time to switch from the classical
economy and economics to the economy and economics of culture, which – for
the sake of simplicity – we reduce to the economy and economics of knowledge
and information without forgetting the material components of culture
(Magyari-Beck, 2007b).
Summary
This chapter was devoted to the description of the social and economic
conditions we are living in today. On the basis of data about human history, we
found the necessary concert of some main parts and dimensions in every great
and long historical period. These dimensions are: occupation, population,
settlements, institutions and organizations. By way of their application in the
present – basically – transitional period, it became clear that there is a
contradiction between the goals of knowledge and information society and the
real trends, which maintain features of the old pre-knowledge and preinformation social – in fact, industrial – systems. Our transitional period is not
creative enough and this is why we are either stagnating or returning to the
monopoly capitalism of the dark Middle Ages, which existed before the Dutch
and English real market economy from the 18th century till the end of the 20th
and the beginning of the 21st centuries. By way of standardization and the cult
of mass production in the realm of intellectual creative work, we in fact
entered the new phase of industrial society where the production of
intellectual creative work is organized in an industrial manner. So as to
contribute to the enhancement of creativity, a relatively short summary of the
creative paradigm – in the framework of Creatology – will be presented in the
next and last chapter of this book.
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Creatology, a Short
Overview of the Creative Paradigm
The creative paradigm in economy and economics, Creatology as the
second phase of creative studies, Creatology in detail, Creatology and
the creative paradigm
The development of the word “creativity” in general and in economics
Creativity has two closely interconnected histories: one of them was its shift
from a mono-disciplinary – namely psychological – approach to a crossdisciplinary one; another – the development of its meaning from a special kind
of ability – namely the ability to solve problems in a very large sense – to the
general anthropological paradigm which can explain human behavior both in
general and in particular. We have already dealt with these two lines in this
book. However, now, we shall turn to the first historical trend, which served as a
theoretical basis for the second. That is, the question in this chapter is: how did
creativity become transformed from a small psychological problem of a rare
ability to create new products of outstanding importance, into a large postdisciplinary science, which – among others – can explain human behavior, both
external and internal, to such an extent that even economic behavior becomes
understandable in this way. In fact, if we return to the paradigm comb discussed
in the previous chapters, anybody can see that this important type of behavior
was – by way of paradigmatic explanation – permanently reduced to either
repetition of the customary acts (traditionalism) or quasi-scientific logical
calculations (full, or bounded rationality) or greed (utility maximization) or
altruism (self-sacrifice) or collaboration (co-operation) or invention
(innovation). The only non-reductionist approach to economic behavior is its
characterization as problem-solving, that is, creativity, which can be the
repetition of customary acts, logical calculations of different forms, greed, selfsacrifice, collaboration and finally invention. If we take into consideration the
theory of Daniel Kahneman, strangely enough one can regard irrationality also
as a form of economic behavior.
The main steps towards Creatology
The first practical step towards the interdisciplinary science of creativity was
the change of the meaning we attach to the word in question. Creativity has
already abandoned unawares its original meaning of a special ability and
became a word for the whole domain related to creative functions. However, the
first step out of the field of psychological abilities led only to the larger domain
of psychology, but not beyond it. Psychologists started to speak of creativity as
both products and processes where the ability to create manifests itself.
However, the great but hidden competition of this domain for the attention of
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scholars of different kinds and their supporters took us to the further
enlargement of the discussed meaning of the word. Thus, the second step was
decisive, in that it brought us far beyond psychology. In 1977, a new science of
Creatology was proposed by the present author (Magyari-Beck, 1977). This was
not the first attempt in history to propose a discipline of creation. People
continuously strove to discover the greatest mystery of all: namely the laws and
rules of creation. But again and again the result was either failure or a radical
reduction of the phenomenon in question to a simple principle – such as the
“trial and error” method of thinking – or commonplace. E.g. Goethe himself
said: Genius is diligence (or “industry”, which is a very interesting expression
from the point of view of English development). The main contradiction to be
eliminated was that sciences are based on rules, whereas creative results and
work belong to the universe of exceptions. How can we make a science from
exceptions? The rules of exceptions – this was the seemingly insuperable
contradiction. In our days this contradiction is vanishing. The more people
deal with creative work the easier it is to discover the common laws of creative
results, behavior and ability. The case of creativity is very similar to that of
economics. The science of economics became possible when the majority of
people – first of all in Holland and Great Britain – started to deal directly with
economic issues in the modern market economies of small and medium-size
enterprises. Indeed, there was no reason to work out a discipline about
economic behavior when people concentrated first of all on the use value of
products they made and only a relatively small minority of people run huge
monopolies, which – although they met the requirements of economic life to a
great extent as the exactness of goods exchange was clearer in their case – by
definition represented organizations and activity of a tiny minority of people,
regardless of the extent to which they could influence the economic and
political life of society. Not to speak of the fact that whole societies were
against them because of their uncontrollability from the viewpoint of the
legislation. Monopolies could and can raise prices at the will of the owner(s)
in a lot of ways: for example by the corruption of production quality,
influencing the authorities by financial means, decreasing the supply and so
on. As a matter of fact, the great majority of people did not and still do not
accept the monopolies as a normal form of economy, which deserves its own
exact and well developed science. Only the small and medium-size enterprises
studied by Adam Smith and their “natural” market environment attracted
people’s scientific and theoretical interests and attention to economic matters.
Economics as a science started its historical career with the anti-monopoly
movement in the economy itself during the great bourgeois revolutions.
Likewise, Creatology – as a cross-disciplinary science – became possible when
the great majority of people either do or intend to do creative work or play.
And this happens after the automation and mechanization of the old industry.
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Creatology in some detail
Creatology is peculiar in respect of its wide perspective and the number of
disciplines which joined creative studies in spite of their not being aware of
participation in this enterprise. The core framework of Creatology is its matrix
as it is presented in Figure 18.
Figure 18
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This matrix is only partially filled in here. It is possible to put more concepts,
theories, empirical – experimental – investigations, in the matrix. Moreover, we
can subdivide all the squares of the matrix so as to have more exact places for
any particular concepts, theories, empirical investigations, and so on. One of the
possible subdivisions would be the following. See Figure 19.
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Figure 19
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In this figure we can see two subdivisions, the first of which is the subdivision
of the factual and normative knowledge. It is very common in sciences to study
the subject by finding its facts and then create their systems so as to have
theories where we can clearly identify what is and is not known. The first – factfinding – phase is that of the semantic approach, the second – theory-creating –
phase is the syntactic one. That is, in the first phase the semantic truth should be
established, in the second phase the requirement is to find the syntactic truth,
that is, coherence. As for the pragmatic truth, which is the belief of the
investigator in his or her achievements, it comes as a result of finding the
semantic and syntactic truth. It is almost proverbial among scholars that
investigators usually believe in their theories but are much more skeptical about
the facts they discover. Facts are – in fact – more complicated than theories.
Normative knowledge is nothing else than the application of factual findings in
different practical-pragmatic domains. This not only can be, but is a kind of
enlarged natural experimentation with the basic knowledge. Often, on this very
basis, investigators and especially practical men – engineers, managers, trades
people and so on – try to reduce the whole science to its practical applications.
It is true that application is an enlarged natural experimentation with the
matter. However, in order to grasp the matter’s core essence in a scientific
way, we have to first simplify the circumstances in which we take the first
steps towards the understanding of what we intend to apply later. This is the
method of context minimization and has a long scientific tradition which
proved so successful in European development. So, it would be a great mistake
to abandon this necessary preliminary simplification in the name of an
unjustified haste in the world of practice.
As for the qualitative and quantitative approaches, they are also sequences of
periods in scientific investigations. Originally we analyze the complex reality –
in our case of creation – to reach the simplest possible dimensions of the subject
matter. When we have enough evidence of the presence of this level of
simplicity in our knowledge about the basic dimensions, the further analysis
can be done by way of dividing them quantitatively. This is what we call
measuring. Thus, quantitative studies start as analyses where the elements
have the same nature (whereas in the qualitative studies the first outcomes are
the elements with different nature). By the way, the identical nature of
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elements was originally a very old Greek hypothesis. The introduction of
mathematics has an enormous importance for the further investigations.
Mathematics is a large system of interconnected empty models which can not
only grasp and put the quasi-elementary dimensions and/or parts into a proper
order, but also suggest a possibility of further findings which can both enrich
and enlarge the whole system studied. Mathematics can give a more structured
form of thinking about and developing the topic. This makes the progress more
transparent and relatively easier. However, mathematics also has its
disadvantages, because its horizon is too limited by its compulsory exactness. It
was not by chance that we used the expression of “quasi-elementary dimensions
and/or parts” above. As a matter of fact there is no qualitative analysis which
would be able to absolutely simplify the dimensions and parts of any entity,
thus, the complexity of entities and the simplicity requirements of mathematics
are in a permanent contradiction.
Now, let us turn to the squares of Figure 19 one by one! The first square is the
box of factual qualitative knowledge. This is the initial step in the process of
investigation into any domain. The results of these studies are the descriptions of
fundamental facts of the field and verbally fixed theories on them. In this phase
we analyze the dimensions and parts of an entity – in this peculiar case:
creativity – trying to get the quasi-elementary features and pieces of the subject
matter. Here we use both observations and qualitative speculations in the noble
meaning of this word. Experiments are not excluded either but we are far from
the necessary exactness, although the qualitative way of reasoning can also be
extremely sophisticated. This phase can be characterized as that of the
humanities. This seems to be an important characterization as by it we maintain
the position that humanities are not deadlocks on the way towards the more
precise phases but are the necessary first – and perhaps the most creative – steps.
Those economists and politicians of culture who deny humanities deny in fact
the new scientific horizons. The arts, which use mostly qualitative methods – no
matter what language they have: music, sculpture, architecture or verbal signs
(novels, poetry, etc.) – can be found in this box. However, a lot of artists also
use quantitative methods as well. For example, no architectural design is
imaginable without mathematical foundations, showing that this or that building
will not collapse because of the lack of appropriate physical balance. The
closeness of music and mathematics is already a well-known commonplace.
Certain elementary mathematical structures characterize many poems as well.
Not only the sciences have methodological prescriptions, the arts too have their
canons to be applied. In the recent past arts and sciences were not separated to
the extent they are divided today. This is also an indicator of a civilization’s
crisis.
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The next step can have two directions. An investigator is able to go either down
and continue working in the box of factual and quantitative knowledge or step
over into the box of qualitative and normative, bringing in the topic from the
first box. The entrance of the first of the two possible second boxes is the
measuring itself. Measuring has very strict rules established – interestingly
enough – by a psychologist Stanley Smith Stevens (Stevens, 1946, 1951). This
is very important for us because the objective measuring of things and
phenomena on one hand and the merely subjective attribution of numbers on
the other hand are two different – and even opposite – actions only seemingly
having the same results. In today’s situation where digitization is a requirement
even in the domains which are not prepared for it, as a rule “scholars” use
attributions instead of valid measuring. This is what we called premature
digitization (Magyari-Beck, 2006a). The mover of this trend is today’s
monetarism which intends to express any concretized values in terms of money
and thus needs a mathematical basis, irrespective of the lack of the conditions of
quantification. Money is not an analogous means of measuring but people
nevertheless often attribute some degree of money value to the measureless
products or natural givens like environment or people’s ability. In
microeconomics, the subjective attribution of values “based on” the crossing of
the demand and supply curve is the normally accepted method. The key to
successful measuring is in the qualitative analysis of subject-matter, which – as
we have already mentioned – can never be a perfect operation. Due to the
impossibility to reach absolutely elementary dimensions and pieces one should
always be suspicious as regards the mathematical models. Another direction an
investigator can go is towards the normative and qualitative. This direction is
that of the application of the factual and qualitative knowledge. In a sense, this is
also a necessary starting point of any application. First, one should find the
common essence of a piece of reality and either the qualitative or quantitative
model to be applied in the future. Any medical doctor establishes the nature of
illness before establishing the degree of its seriousness and the necessary
therapy and its measure. As it is impossible to always measure things absolutely
exactly, this kind of application of the factual and qualitative can also be a
normal step after the first one. However, as there is an extremely powerful push
towards application – that is, towards practical-pragmatic conduct on the part of
scholars – in the highly privatized societies, this kind of application can also be
premature in a number of cases. The greed for monetary power in the private
sector can destroy the normal scientific process, which is frequently fatal for this
same private sector. Often this sector must be defended directly against itself.
This is the job of either the states or civic movements, which should curb the
private sector. As the problem in question has not yet been solved, at times this
conflict takes rough and ugly forms.
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The last step in any of these boxes is the one which leads to normative and
quantitative knowledge. This knowledge and its use can be called engineering
of different types. Today we already have a lot of engineering: civil engineering,
finance engineering, financial engineering, consulting engineering,
administrative engineering, human engineering, building engineering, computer
engineering, knowledge engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical
engineering, communication engineering and so on. And although the term
engineering already has a lot of types and meanings, its essence remains the
same: applied knowledge by which we can solve practical-pragmatic problems
using mathematical methods, for example algorithms. Now the question arises,
where are we in the studies in creativity in respect of this matrix? The more
detailed matrix – of not 12 but 12 x 4 (see the subdivision of any squares
discussed above) = 48 squares – is generally empty in the boxes of engineering.
That is, we have a culture of creativity but do not have its civilization in terms
of European continental thinking. These considerations illuminate the
importance of this framework beyond the fact that it allows a lot of different
views of creativity and does not exclude any of them. This is why it is a
framework and not simply a theory: a framework, which nevertheless can
introduce an order and transparency into the jungle of sub-theories. The only
thing which is not acceptable in this approach is the reduction of the whole
picture on the subject matter, called by the ancient Italians the mistake of “pars
pro toto”, that is, a part in the place and instead of the whole. Now, returning to
the above-mentioned importance: the Creatology Matrix can serve as both the
container of problems already solved regarding creativity and also a plan for
future studies. The lack of the necessary information and knowledge is indicated
in the Creatology Matrix by the emptiness or semi-emptiness of the squares or
sub-squares (Fox, 1988).
Creativity as a paradigm
The last question of this book is why we can speak of creative paradigm on the
basis of Creatology. Why does the framework presented here – that is, the
Creatology Matrix – serve for announcing creativity as a paradigm, moreover, as
a leading paradigm in the process of understanding human behavior in general,
and economic behavior of human beings in particular? The answer to this
question seems not especially difficult. The Creatology Matrix presupposes that
– on any level of existence of mankind – the normal condition is the presence
of problems and not stereotypes or routines. Problems are problems exactly
because we do not know their solution(s). That is, where the problems exist –
and this is the normal case for us humans – no blind routines are possible, except
as tiny elements of the more encompassing problem-solving processes. The
normal psychological condition of people is being stressful: sometimes very
stressful, sometimes stressful on a medium level, sometimes only slightly
stressful. Stress exists where an unsolved problem exists. The problem is the
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call signal of the stress, which mobilizes the energy necessary for problemsolving. Every level of the Creatology Matrix contains – both as a possibility
and reality – different forms of stress and energy mobilization. Beyond and
above the individual personality, groups can burn out, organizations can become
disorganized, cultures can collapse. These are all signs of the presence of
problems unsolvable by and in the old structures. However, the solutions to
these problems need an energy surplus so as to rebuild an already modified
structure. Thus what is a rare special event for an animal – I mean the
presence of a problem – is a normal condition for man. This is why we spoke
of the creative paradigm without which no human affairs can be understood
and treated.
Summary
This chapter was devoted to Creatology and the creative paradigm. The first
problem was raised concerning the changes of meaning of the word creativity.
Then the chapter outlined the Creatology Matrix as the most comprehensive
framework for studies in creativity in its largest understanding. The author has
shown virtually more than one Creatology Matrix in respect of the number of
their squares’ subdivisions. The Creatology Matrix – on any degree of its
elaboration – makes it possible to speak of creativity as a paradigm universal
and special for mankind on the basis of which both culture and human behavior
can be explained. We can add here that a number of animals also suffer from the
lack of perfect adaptation to the changing environment, thus they have to use
self-regulation higher than genes systems. But as systems higher than genes are
as a rule not – or not always – available for these animals because of anatomical
and physiological reasons, they mostly suffer and die out, exhausted by using
the hopeless trial and error process. The members of mankind do have this
higher system: it is the so-called neo-cortex. However, the limitations of the
neo-cortex are also obvious for us: it is the organ of rationality. Thus, we
humans can understand the irrational only by way of the rational. See, for
example, the exact theory of chaos and catastrophe. We cannot exclude the
possibility that creativity is a function which will create its new organ in the
future and what is beyond the rational will be understandable in a new postrational manner. If this statement has only a tiny seed of truth, then creativity
is really the future of mankind – even in the biological sense.
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